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 At A GlAnCE

Introduction:  
Moral sustainability against structural stress
explains the concept of moral sustainability and 
shows how it is central to fitness and environ-
mentalism. The chapter outlines the method 
for the text, which promises to find relations 
between sustainability, personal beliefs and a 
fresh view of private transport.

1. Pump and grump:  
an analysis of dissatisfaction with exercise

 explains how exercise regimes are unsustainable 
and distasteful for the individual and identifies 
the spiritual and practical factors that increase 
the likelihood of sticking with exercise.

2. Ecology and spirituality
 explains, from a materialist point of view, the 

link between environmentalism and religious be-
lief, suspecting that ecological principles are dif-
ficult to put into action without personal benefits 
to the individual. 

3. Zen and the art of getting off your bottom:  
a critique of rising expectations

 explains how the logistical busy-ness of contem-
porary life is based on a  
rise in ambition and social expectation and 
shows how this can either be destructive or re-
demptive depending on whether or not they are 
predicated on anxiety.

4. Breaking the cycle: the dictatorship of image
 explains how bicycle cultures emphasize athleti-

cism and youth culture—alas representing only 
a small section of the population—and shows 
how the damage of this exclusiveness can be 
contained.

5. the empire of fun
 explains how globalization and marketing have 

conditioned contemporary values in favour of 
consumerism and energy-intensive travel and 
shows how an individual might be empowered to 
resist them.

6. lightness and flow
 explains how energy is related to equity and 

produces a phenomenology of weight, revealing 
the euphoric solution presented by the electrical 
bicycle.

 Conclusion:  
the philosophy of every other day

 reconciles moral sustainability with the organic 
rhythms of life that do not always welcome 
philosophy, promising a new alignment of the 
personal and the planetary.
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Bicycles are not entirely sustainable. Sure, they are the most efficient form 
of transport: they require only breakfast to run and, mechanically, there 
is nothing greener. But bikes only become green if the rides made upon 
them replace motor journeys; and unfortunately, the uptake of such eco-

logical riding languishes at very low levels. Bicycles are green but cycling de-
faults to an area of grey: the machine itself offers sustainable transport, but the 
owner does not fulfil the promise with sustainable commitment. In spite of their 
technical efficiency, bikes are paradoxically not sustainable by a powerful crite-
rion which has so far not been recognized: moral sustainability.

We see sustainability in technical rather than cultural or psychological terms for 
understandable reasons, because mechanical things can be fixed. We hope that 
repair can be obtained among adjustable levers, which apply to the province of 
engineering, economics, policy and resource management, things beyond our 
control, prospects involving billions of dollars. Unconsciously, we are hoping 
that someone will provide an elegant solution, an inventive technical miracle 
which will relieve us of the worry and responsibility of cultivating green behav-
iour. In a recent book, John Carroll has given voice to this faith: ‘capitalism will 
quickly find alternative sources of energy’ to drive our cars; and so, he opines, the 
concern to replace cars is naïve (Ego & Soul: the modern West in search of mean-
ing). Alas, capitalism—which in the current climate has difficulty managing a 
bank—does not seem so provident, as if a divinity whose thaumaturgy looks after 
the planet as well as the enlightened self-interest of its tenants. Capitalism seems 
hardly more capable of finding a redemptive new energy source than resurrecting 
extinct species. It is very good at supplying bicycles, just like cars; but something 
else has to supply the energy source to ride them consistently.

The problem with bicycles is one of moral sustainability: people who have the op-
portunity to use motorcars do not use the bike as a substitute for very long. With 
a bit of unfriendly weather or subjection to headache, their resolve fails. The great 
ecological beauty of the bike is undeniable, but so too is the melancholy failure 
that the dusty bike in the loft represents, as the former rider defaults to other 
more wasteful transport because the good habits are not sustainable. This book 
scrutinizes the larger social and psychological patterns that discourage cycling 
and opens up a possible solution which is sustainable in every sense.

Why is the bike not used each day for commuting? The resolve of the rider might 
give way for many reasons, easily justified in anyone’s conspectus, outside the 
tight circle of all-weather devotees. Unless supported by the heroism of sport, 
riding a bike is seen and experienced as sweaty, unbecoming, inflexible, tedious 
and dangerous. But more than that, it goes against the expectations that drive so-
ciety, in which power and status have automotive symbols, like pressed shirts and 
suits, which are tellingly unsympathetic to cycling. Commuting on the beloved 
two-wheeler might offer an ideal opportunity to solve environmental and health 
problems; but while we can easily generate widespread enthusiasm around bikes 
for sport, we cannot easily reconcile the same thrills with business, so that busy 
people in all kinds of places use them consistently, as an everyday habit. We have 
festivals dedicated to bicycles which inspire alternative subcultures; you will see 
them in fashionable life-style spreads as a smart accessory and, in general, they 
are adored and easily marketed, in fact fetishized. But this does not help substi-
tute the motor journeys that are sure to occur every day, usually with distances of 
over 10 kilometres. People quickly give up on bikes in riding to work, preferring 
to keep the two-wheeler for recreation. In short, the resolve to stick with the bike 
in getting to work is not morally sustainable.

Our problems are physical, cultural and psychological. Even if cycling were to-
tally safe, it will never be totally comfortable. Nor will it always match social 
expectations. In spite of many beautiful and flashy designs for bikes and apparel, 
the suitable images do not exist that might encourage people to use bikes for reg-
ular commuting; or insofar as they do exist, they cater for an athletic subculture 
that most people cannot join in on or feel embraced by. The deeper problems are 
all about cultural frameworks that either take care of your anxieties or multiply 
them. And ironically, one of the contributing factors to the great discouragement 
over bicycles is anxiety over environmental cataclysm.

The statistics are terrible and the predictions are worse. Global warming casts a 
moral haze over the planetary brain, a pall of anxious discouragement, in which 
scientific alarm is muffled by spiritual hopelessness. If you follow any authority 
like George Monbiot, the figures and outlook are so alarming as to provoke pa-
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ralysis rather than action. Individuals, like governments, are stupefied. Enlightened leaders propose carbon 
emission schemes, which they then want to wriggle out of as soon as they are planned. The moment any 
government—no matter how green its rhetoric—sees a slow-down in private spending, it panics for fear of a 
recession and injects massive funds artificially to boost consumption. Internationally, such stimulus packag-
es have been seen as obligatory, as if remission of growth in one country will cause pandemonium throughout 
the global economy. Perhaps outside this economic gridlock, we can do a lot to reduce greenhouse emissions; 
but somehow, we still do not get around to it on the scale that is needed. For the individual who is conscious 
of the environment, there has never been a moral crisis like it. Aside from the occasional pressures of rising 
petrol prices (which especially affect the poor) few people have a heart to reduce their carbon expenditure, as 
in road and air travel. It sometimes occurs to us that we should not travel so much each day; but still we do. 
What, apart from rising prices, would make a difference?

The challenge of promoting the planetary over the private is hard to face because, in a pragmatic age, cries 
for altruism seem naïve and lack credibility. We have been selling convenience for so long that sacrifice is 
unmarketable. Without an elaborate spiritual order that you might have been indoctrinated into, it is not 
sustainable to rate your personal interests below global priorities. Exhorting people to sacrifice their conve-
nience, against the prolific incentives to the contrary, is vain. And so we confront a problem that society only 
nibbles at. Perhaps it is the severity of the global damage that plunges us into disempowerment and languor; 
but more likely it is that whole industries are still structured around promoting our comfort at the expense 
of the planet; and their strategies paradoxically involve generating anxiety. The only comparable indisposi-
tion to match it is the personal failure to rise to physical fitness, where you know that you ought to eat less 
and exercise more, but somehow the best efforts prove unsustainable and we default to being a bit fat and 
lazy, with every commercial incentive to indulge further and become tubbier and lazier. The same shortfall of 
moral resolve is yet more annoying when it comes to the environment.

Many designers and consumers are laudably minded in favour of 
conservation, and green design is fashionable in education. But 
structurally, this is a kind of illusion. The economic system in 
which design fits rather seeks to burn up as much of the earth’s 

natural resources as it possibly can. In relation to fuel, though one car may be 
more efficient than another, we are still using up the resources as fast as we can. 
We cannot gobble them up any faster. We are consuming the maximum at any 
time and are always at the limit. We cannot consume more petrol than we do 
at present, because they cannot suck it out of the ancestral deposits any faster. 
The car manufacturers produce as many cars as they can possibly sell; the oil 
companies extract as much oil as they can sell; and, locked in competition for 
market share, they are all trying to sell more if they possibly can. None of them 
is going to say: I think we should sell fewer units.

The resolve of the individual to resist this motif is questionable and is always 
deeply challenged from within. For most of our lives, we are browbeaten by our 
own expectations to lurch into restless action in pursuit of unattainable com-
petitive ambitions. It is not clear how we can achieve greater reflectiveness—
much less personal sacrifice—in a society that structurally functions by such 
unrelenting pressure. As if part of commercial destiny, we deliver escalating 
material satisfaction for rising expectations and their concomitant anxieties.

What would motivate us to do otherwise? By all our social conditioning, human motivation is equated with 
pressure, a kind of well-intentioned bullying. From industry to education to families, various kinds of pres-
sure are invoked to force concentration of effort and changes in attitude. Sometimes they are enlightened 
changes; but sometimes they have the reverse effect. Pressure over matters that seem beyond us provokes 
anxiety; and the challenge is therefore disempowering. We know that the big crisis for the planet is the de-
struction of the environment, just as the big crisis for the individual is getting fat and dying from stress. We 
can get motivated to think about them both; but the problem is that they cannot be tackled in a sustainable 
way. You feel bullied thinking about either of them. Not even the most convenient symbols of relief and ame-
nity can save us. Cars and television kill us by keeping us from exercise; work kills us with its own unrelenting 
demands and irreconcilable claims on family-life; and meanwhile, both our frantic activity and our comfort 
end up killing the planet. Life amid contemporary pressures is a recipe for personal frazzlement. There may 
even be a feeling that it does not pay to think about it too much.

Besides, there is not much time to think excessively about anything. You are frazzled from the time the alarm 
rings in the morning till you have cleared your emails at midnight. If you are a parent of small people, it starts 
with getting the breakfasts going, packing the lunches as well as your own bags, working out what they will 
need for sports carnival, remembering to pack the cello, run them to school, consult with parents keen to 
arrange a week-end sleep-over; then you try to get to work through traffic and attempt to concentrate. Not 
so easy. Anxiety sets in. You are not getting ahead with your work and are not spending your time profitably 
enough. It is all meticulously measured by managers, who are charged with applying pressure. It can be 
pointed out that there are other people doing far better. Your job is either beyond you or beneath you; so you 
are either inadequate or resentful. You are always trying to cut corners so that you can devote more time to 
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something else, which adds guilt to the mix. The guilt of personal inefficiency adds to the guilt of environ-
mental damage and it all compounds to make us anxious and frazzled.

Superficially, you could just say: slow down, consume less, embrace green design, take more time, eat more 
healthily and get more exercise. But the problem with this pious pledge is that everything in our culture 
induces the opposite behaviour upon us. The social and private expectations match the visual enticements 
of graphic design that target your every weakness and vanity, inducing you to drive cars, to indulge and 
consume, buy an air ticket and lie on a foreign beach or fit yourself out with a new kitchen. And at the same 
time—neurotically enough—you are conditioned since childhood by enduringly puritanical educational val-
ues that urge you into ambitious and competitive behaviour. If you are not competitive by nature, you are 
shamed into it. Put the external desire-industry together with the internal zeal for personal advancement 
and you can see that you are not a very capable or satisfactory person. You have difficulty making the leap 
into superior success; you do not work hard enough or shrewdly enough. The visual world conditioned by 
commercial graphic design, while setting out to provide fantasy and wish-fulfilment, functions as a cipher 
of personal inadequacy.

As a result, for most people, downsizing is not a palatable option. To reduce your ambitions, quit and let the 
family know that they are going to be disappointed, seems like something that you might do at the end, when 
you are defeated. Until then, you are on a treadmill. Hence our feeling of being tied up in fraught competitive 
lives, crammed with frenetic activities, killing ourselves with crazy timetables and sedentary anxious-making 

jobs, riddled with strategic plans, pressure and performance indicators and 
management targets. Even our leisure involves big organization, competing 
companies, big fares and boastful activity.

It might not be so bad if we were only killing ourselves, but the exaggerated 
level of activity is also killing the planet. Each day, we consume copious fossil 
fuel and turn out prodigious volumes of greenhouse gasses into the atmo-
sphere. The ecological stress is apocalyptic. An image of globicide has reached 
popular consciousness. So we go in for reusing bags and recycling and lots 
of other parsimonious schemes that are visible and have a lovely sentiment 
about them. But we are still not minded to confront the major sources of energy 
consumption, a large part of which is travel, those billions of trips per day that 
choke the atmosphere with carbon.

Some of the travel is for work, some for discharging frazzlement, some for edu-
cation or improvement and some small proportion possibly even yields plea-
sure. A lot of it is caused by anxiety and personal insecurity. It is not just the 
trips that we make personally but the ones that we cause other people to make 
on our behalf. We seldom find our designed circumstances or services totally 
satisfactory; and a dispersed army of itinerant workers scuttle from place to 
place to consult, to meet or deliver to our rising expectations. Their perfor-
mance at generating further business is also jealously monitored.

For economies and individuals, activity has always been understood as a sign of vitality and health. We love 
bustling towns and busy offices with the same logic that we deplore a lazy bank; the zing of activity equates 
not just with satisfying levels of delivery but with thriving communities and positive energy. We enjoy the 
prospect of active children and abhor the inactive ones, fearing that their idleness will degenerate into obe-
sity and sloth. Besides, activity is considered intrinsically good, because it serves a purpose; otherwise, axi-
omatically, people would not do it. And on a personal level, activity makes you feel engaged; because so long 
as you are busy, there is a prospect of reward. You know what you are doing and your time is structured in 
improving something. In our culture, no one has a heart to call a halt to improvement. If something can be 
identified as needing improvement, then plans have to be formulated and executed and it is almost immoral 
to resist the fulfilment. No one can say no. We are not used to offsetting it with the cost of environmental dam-
age. And now that services of all kinds are privatized and provided on a competitive basis, the improvement 
industry has escalated and we have grown accustomed to ever-increasing levels of activity.

One of the great improvements, however, is the ability to conduct any activity without corporal effort. For 
any locomotive task, we have machines that oblige people to contribute negligible muscular work. It is not 
just the energy for going large distances. To open a window in a car, for example, you only need to hold your 
finger on a button. The labour of winding a handle strikes us as primitive and a car that requires such manual 
exertion would be deemed uncompetitive. The pattern of automation has an incremental history. Since the 
1950s in Australia and America, you have no longer needed a clutch or gear-lever in a motor car to change 
the gears. But now such reforms are exponential. Any type of effort is targeted by manufacturers as an op-
portunity for muscle-replacement. I remember when people used to sweep pavements with a broom, engag-
ing the whole body in graceful stretching actions. Now, from the swish-swish that remains only in childhood 
memory, all you hear is the roar and whine of powered blowing machines. They are brandished by mostly 
corpulent men whose greatest exertion is getting back into the car.

Our world is paradoxical in all matters of ease and stress. It is characterized by frantic activity brought about 
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by competitiveness in markets, ambition and lifestyles; but simultaneously, we witness the effacement of 
corporal activity by machines that consume energy, and ease itself is industrialized, as with leisure or com-
fort. The sad ecological consequences are discounted. To shift yourself using your muscle alone (say on a 
bicycle) requires nothing but cereal and milk; but when you replace this metabolic energy with the fossil fuel 
for propelling a motor car—perhaps 60 times your body-weight—the environmental impact soars. And, of 
course, the car keeps you from getting valuable exercise; so people grow outward or spend their lives stress-
fully battling obesity. The frazzlement is in itself hypertensive, partly because our culture provides no motif 
of necessary or natural exercise.

Exercise, in our culture, is a pain that you endure on medical advice, an artificial treatment prescribed by 
doctors and sometimes enforced by various kinds of social stigma. You get forced into it, sometimes out of 
fear of dying and sometimes because you will otherwise feel socially or sexually rejected; but it is remarkable 
how people learn to live with shame because, in spite of the armoury of beautifully designed exercise ma-
chines, in fact no one sticks at exercise for very long. It is the one form of activity that is not robust, because 
no one promises that it is easy and no one credibly offers to relieve you of its stress or boredom. If you keep 
up an exercise regime for a year, you are doing well. The practice lacks moral sustainability.

This book examines the social expectations that simultaneously encourage consumption of design objects 
and services and suppress personal fitness. They are linked. As a society, we do not lack suggestions (like 
using bikes) to solve our environmental and health worries. The problem is that the lofty suggestions pull in 
opposite directions from what people aspire to and nothing appears to bring 
them together. Good ideas can never work in isolation from one another be-
cause their effectiveness lies in their agreements. They only acquire potency 
when aligned and mutually reinforcing. You can cheerfully agree with eco-
logical principles—in the same way that you are persuaded that you need to 
become fit—and yet still persist with all the wasteful consumption as the next 
person, in anxious pursuit of a better life. Great resolutions on the topic lack 
sustainability. You might change for a year or two but then default to your 
former habits when greater comforts beckon and promise euphoric relief. The 
reformed habits need to be sustainable. The most urgent green demand is the 
quest for moral sustainability. Our good resolve needs to be constantly renew-
able and not exhausted through a terrible sense of sacrifice. The warm inten-
tions either need to be fun, to be fulfilling or to be perceived in some way as 
personally advantageous.

If ecological sustainability can be achieved by behavioural change, we need 
moral sustainability, which could be defined as the renewable pleasure of an 
intelligent resolution. Moral sustainability means resolve that does not peter 
out in the course of inconvenience or instantly lapse when you run headlong 
into dissatisfaction. This naturally happens when a good environmental reso-
lution puts you at a social disadvantage. Moral sustainability arises structur-
ally when resolutions are not experienced in isolation—or in contrast to other 
ambitions—but when they are congruent with wider hopes and therefore credibly promise pleasure. Moral 
sustainability exists in the sphere of enlightened hedonism. As the heart of social and private integrity, moral 
sustainability is created when the resolutions are spread from the planetary to the personal, when there are 
sufficient good ideas in the mind that they gain reinforcement from one another. The practices which each 
resolution recommends become more sustainable when there is a joyful synergy between them. It takes imag-
ination and tools; and this book seeks to identify them.

The purpose of this book is to put together all the cultural features that make for sustainable exercise, all the 
articles of faith that make for sustainable environmentalism, all the legitimate aspirations of a competitive 
livelihood, all the qualities of bicycle culture that might be maintained on a daily basis. At the point of their 
convergence, this book identifies alternative practices that are sustainable and compatible with the demands 
of a contemporary family and corporate life, seething with ambitions and contingent neuroses.

The key problems are cultural but my personal research suggests to me that the answer also involves tech-
nology—especially the electric bike—in imaginative and lovable design solutions that change how we get to 
work and function. In the chapters that follow, I want to present a phenomenology of exercise, daily stress, 
ecological consciousness, globalized marketing cultures and private transport. And from this federation of 
panicky themes in isolation, I find that a machine has already been invented that lets you get to your job with 
optimal amounts of exercise, minimal sweat, seductive relaxation; and it is also environmentally sustainable: 
the electric bike. The breakthrough is to have found something both green and joyful, efficient and blissful, 
responsible and thrilling. Many of our conflicting demands are miraculously reconciled; and suddenly, the 
outlook does not seem so bad.

Apart from this one technological invention, the present book is all about the things that we already know. 
We already know that there are far too many cars on the road, just as we know that people have stress. We 
already know that obesity is a chronic medical problem, that exercise is patchy and unsustainable for the 
individual; we already know that consumerist lifestyles are overtaking the world at an escalating rate, abetted 
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by hungry corporations and underwritten by governments who fear a slow-down in the rate of consumption. 
With lurid programs screened on hypocritical television channels (the same ones that overwhelmingly pro-
mote consumption) we know all too well about the ecological crisis, the greenhouse gases effecting climatic 
change of a cataclysmic nature. These horrors are handled by specialist researchers who have the depressing 
facts and figures on each. There are demoralizing data on consumption, on the disappearance of species, on 
global warming, on volumes of traffic, on cardiac health and exercise. For planning more roads or planning 
the number of hospital admissions, this research is of optimal value. But there is also a problem with such 
research for following my objective, which is to empower ourselves to overcome our frazzlement and hence 
realize an ecological life for ourselves.

By its nature, social and scientific research tends to atomize issues rather than connect them. The more you 
go into any one of these topics through the quantitative research available, the less the topics have to say to 
one another. Fascinating patterns are revealed but only within the field, because research is structurally ana-
lytical rather than synthesizing. It is fine in itself to quantify heartbeat for this exercise regime or that and to 
compare them for their pulmonary benefits or to seek to replicate the effects by chemical means; but this kind 
of technical detail is immaterial to the project: to empower us as individuals for making sustainable choices 
toward a healthier and more settled planet.

The more I ponder this challenge, the more I become suspicious of the available methods of inquiry. We bury 
our inadequacy in a necessary but somewhat unimaginative labour, collecting empirical data on more and 
more esoteric questions, so that no one suspects us of avoiding the difficult holistic perspectives that connect 
and make experiential sense of our predicament and follow proactive inspiration. Why abscond to the remote 
corners of fragmented topics when all the key knowledge lies to hand, and should indeed be at the front of the 
mind? When it comes to handling these obvious facts, the research folds into commonplaces. I do not want 
to produce another book that embroiders platitudes with empirical data. The challenge is to speak directly 
to experience—like feeling frazzled—which is the contemporary genius of disempowerment and anxiety that 
possibly also causes us to become victims of consumerism, competitive lifestyles and physical sloth. For this 
project, we do not want a frazzlement indicator in order to quantify the condition. We want a vision for set-
tling and repair, starting from the inside out. Let us begin with our body.

If you are a little bit overweight or a little bit older or diabetic or a little bit 
anything, the doctor at some stage is going to eyeball you and ask: how 
much exercise do you get? The question fills you with horror, because in ac-
counting for your negligent pattern of physical jerks, you are sure to feel 

in arrears. Then you feel a rush of guilt and know that you will have difficulty 
either fudging the figures or making excuses for performing so poorly on medical 
expectations. Even people who get plenty of exercise are a bit intimidated by the 
question, because we do not have a natural attitude to exercise.

Since it became illegal to beat children at schools, exercise is the unique vestige 
of corporal punishment in our society. Exercise is experienced with dread be-
cause, in an age of competing luxuries, it is a form of discipline that humiliat-
ingly strips you of your comforts. So it is with a shiver that you submit your body 
to the severe orders of a regime that standardizes your muscular service, as with 
prisoners in gaol. You have to suffer pain; otherwise you will have to suffer still 
graver punishments: unfitness, leading to poor health and death, the disapproval 
and contempt of society, sexual rejection and ostracization.

People who are unfit cost the economy a lot of time and resources. They become 
medically dependent and are a burden. But the fiercest punishment that follows 
from a failure to exercise is the appearance of unfitness: if you are fat, you are 
unfashionable. In our culture, there is hardly a greater misapprobation; and it 
follows that you are marginalized, scorned, reviled. Unless you are a male with 
a lot of money—in which case the corpulence adds to the imposing airs—no one 
takes you seriously. You have no authority as a body. Your blubber discredits 
you, because you have no self-discipline.

Skinny people maybe fare better in terms of self-esteem but still need exercise for 
cardiac and other clinical reasons. They may be thin by nature but their arteries 
may be all clogged and inflexible and their heart needs a daily pummelling, to 
prevent atrophy, real or imaginary, the same way that the hearts of tubby people 
do. They may seem to carry their feet more lightly but the same oppression exists 
in structural terms. Exercise is experienced as a tax or a fine. You pay in terms of 
effort and time. The day is short and a score of urgent business items claims your 
time. The 20 minutes for running or the two hours for tennis (given that you will 
need transport to get to the courts) are hard to find. It is not just laziness that dis-
courages you. It is the very pressure from which you are supposed to gain some 
relief. It pursues you and makes you feel a bit stressed and bitter about taking 
the time out to enjoy it. You feel forced into it; and then, when you comply, you 
feel unhappy that you are neglecting something else. You cannot win. From be-
ing a drag to becoming a sacrifice, a satisfying outcome is hard to recognize in 
the several options.

Since the industrial revolution, a powerful alternative arose in the form of sport. 
The cultural impulse to sport, however, is not merely clinical. It is competitive 
and tribal, well-known qualities which warrant a whole sociology. Still, sport 
serves the cause well: it creates festivity around exercise, socializes it, and makes 
you believe that you are getting something rather than foregoing something. 
Through sport you are prepared to put in a great deal of heavy muscular effort in 
the belief that it is either fun or glorious or heroic. If someone said to me: ‘hey, 
you are unfit; you had better do a weekly bicycle ride of 50 kilometres’, I would 
be mortified, thinking of a lonely ordeal beneath leaden skies, a lost day, which 
leaves a huge hiatus in my week, away from the family or other commitments. 
But if someone else said: ‘hey, can you join us on our weekly ride to Point X, 
which only involves 50 kilometres’, you might construe the whole thing as psy-
chologically wholesome, friendly, an exciting and adventurous challenge. Sport 
generates positive attitudes for the most dire physical phenomena. The otherwise 
traumatic efforts can be managed psychologically as if framed by altruism, full 
of team spirit and buoyed up with personal courage. You might rationalize that 
you do sport because your team-mates depend on you; and just as you cannot let 
them down, so you can be the reason for their collective joy. It is the same kind of 
esprit du corps that makes for patriotism.

Sport has the great virtue that it seems to reconcile exercise with something else. 
It imputes to physical activity an apparent goal, like forming a strong squad or 
winning a championship or improving our position in a league. It self-evidently 
inspires people to commit painful exertions on a regular basis, in a way that is 
not burdensome. Or, if it is, the burden is borne with the valorous air of an epic. 
In competitive contexts, the sporting activity is highly organized and we cannot 
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easily default on it. From the point of view of exercise, sport is like the obligation to walk the dog, with the 
exception that we seem not to be in the service of the dog but an equal and honourable part of a stout-hearted 
culture with winning integrity.

You have obligation and virtue, a whole patriotism in miniature, which is the essence of the club. You cannot 
do sport without a club. The club is the sportsperson’s replacement of kith and parish: it ennobles the strain 
and burden with the glory and pride of a mission. In a culture of sport, you are brought up identifying with a 
team, rallying for it, supporting it with roar and guffaw enough to intimidate the adversaries. The players in 
a league team are extolled as superhuman and their legion acolytes contribute to boosting their performance 
with extra zeal. And this in turn is extended by mass fervour, an energy that gathers of itself within the mob, 
because of its volume and explosive chain reactions, reaching a high point of frenzy and group hysteria. So 
when you, as an ordinary sportsperson, reach the field on a weekend to perform at a lesser level, you never-
theless carry with you the transcendental model of a sports hero, an archetype to be potentially worshipped 
through a surge of physical and psychological brilliance. You have more or less the same appearance, all the 
apparel, the wrist-bands and shorts, sweaty or greased-up suntanned skin, the muscular legs and peaked 
cap. The simple habit of whacking a tennis ball with a friend is larded with mythical recall and illusions; it 
replicates a motif of near divinity, where the player is inspired by glory. So what efforts are too much? None! 
You perform on the court with all the energy and determination that you would never muster at work.

Perhaps for that reason, sport is much cultivated at schools. Especially in posh 
fee-paying Church schools it is promulgated at assemblies through rousing 
speeches and the award of honours, presumably in the hope of creating an ef-
fort superior to that of competing schools. But this is not just for itself. It is also 
in the hope that the heightened vigour and zeal for personal attainment will 
coincidentally stimulate greater academic efforts. If children are brought up to 
be extra competitive, the fire lit in one quarter will ignite passion in another. 
The zeal will spread. 

Competitive feelings are infectious. Just so, in fact since ancient Greece, sport 
has contributed to cultures of pedagogy, work and war, inculcating values 
of discipline and sacrifice and expending that extra effort toward an ulterior 
cause. For teachers, too, sport represents a great commodity. Sport ties up the 
children in hours of disciplined engagement that potentially rids them of their 
surplus energy and in any case banishes them from the vicinity of the class-
room. So many responsibilities can be seemingly discharged with so little ef-
fort as the students are sent off to a playing field where they are physically 
remote and do not need much attention. It is a relief in many senses to have 
them way out there on an oval where they do not have to be taught anything of 
value, like the chromatic scale or quadratic equations.

For young people beyond the school years, sport is also a wonderful excuse 
to jump in a car and take off for a designated event on the weekend or after work. It has great status as a 
pastime, authorizing numerous journeys which would be hard to justify if the tribal cause of sport were not 
invoked: this sport with its air of urgency, routine and inflexibility, to say nothing of its inherent virtue. Even 
cycling, which you might think commences on each occasion with the two-wheeler from the front door, is the 
proud occasion for which the cyclist fires up his or her car to drive to some preferred cycling destination. The 
precious bike is treated like a prize-winning greyhound, ferried to the site, fresh for its paces. Even touring 
rides are organized to spare riders the trek to the beginning. The machine is installed on the rack or carefully 
wedged between blankets in the boot.

You might think that it would all be part of the fun and sense of achievement to ride the bike from home; but 
the sporting psyche is different. It is a jealous activity. You save yourself and arrive at cycling with fresh legs. 
The bike is transported on larger wheels, like a Basenji dog borne by African bushmen so as to preserve nimble 
legs from fatigue ahead of the hungry sprint. And sometimes, the articulated journey is made for aesthetic 
reasons. The mountain cycling tourist has little time and only wants to spend the cycling part actually in the 
mountains. So the car is used to run the 70 boring kilometres that it takes to get out of town in order that the 
bike can be used to run the 30 glamorous kilometres in the hills.

Sport generally is a major source of automotive consumption. If you added up the trips made for children and 
adults, it would keep many oil companies in business. Sport also keeps a great number of general hospitals, 
specialist clinics and physiotherapists in business. The broken bones, sprains, bad backs, tennis elbow, torn 
muscle or other soft tissue damage, are the cause of daily arrivals at emergency bays and doctors’ surgeries 
and prolonged contact with the physio. No one has computed the economic loss of sporting injury. It must be 
a staggering sum. The justification of sport on clinical grounds is not self-evident. Sport may well be running 
a deficit in this regard, and certainly economically. But from a purely ‘health’ point of view, sport has other 
problems.

Though cultish and obsessively absorbing for the young, sport is not hugely sustainable for the individual. 
Between the ages of 35 and 50, former enthusiasts give it up or recede to golf. They retain their interest but, 
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alas, their attachment defaults to spectating. And, considering the medical issues, I think it is abandoned 
with some prudence. Initially, a certain perversity draws you to the extremes of physical stress that sport re-
quires; but once you are over 40, who needs the strain on the body and the long-term injuries? You may have 
felt a rush of satisfaction slamming the ball on the court; but how does that profit you in later life when every 
time you turn on a tap you experience a sharp twinge in the forearm? It would have been a good idea to have 
played more gently; but you are likely to be much healthier if you can give it up altogether; and the sooner 
the better. Fortunately, giving it up around 40 is relatively easy.

There are other and more carefully monitored options. Since antiquity, the most prestigious form of exercise 
was the kind pursued at the gym. It is likely that ancient gymnasia were different and similar to ours in ways 
that are hard to recognize. In Greece, the workout involved nudity (which is the derivation of gymnasium—
γυμνος—meaning naked) and bathing in some inscrutable consorting spirit, with erotic and ritualistic over-
tones to which history provides only the silent evidence of elegant and evocative vase painting. In contem-
porary gyms, you might wear very little and certainly get a chance to show off your body; but by and large 
you keep your private parts concealed, except around the shower enclosure of the change room. The closest 
counterpart would be the modern swimming pool, where there is a certain amount of conversation at the 
ends of the swimming lanes, though it tends to flourish only among people who arrive together and know one 
another. The unwritten code-of-conduct in the pool demands a slightly purpose-oriented air, as if the person 
having removed the day clothes has a professional job to do.

The professional, almost scientific mood of the contemporary gymnasium is at odds with the currents of frat-
ernization that might run through sport. The gym is sometimes called a club, complete with memberships; 
but this is really only a commercial arrangement, a method of describing subscriptions. In fact, relative to 
the sports club, the gym generates little social capital. It is frequented by people who arrive and leave at dif-
ferent times, who need not agree on how they will do things; instead, they obtain a service as individuals, 
which means, usually, that they only want to use the equipment. The gym is, in this sense, only as good as 
its equipment, which partly explains the heightened engineering, the sophisticated gear that comes with the 
elaborate technological means of calibrating the performance of each trainee.

The grunting and groaning that people do beneath weights or on treadmills is too absorbing—physi-
cally and psychologically—to facilitate chatter. You could fraternize in the intervals between intense 
strain; but why would you? The gym is predicated on separation, on treating you as an individual 
with the need for a customized regime. When people come to a gym, usually in a car, they come as if 

for a professional appointment. It is like going to work, only in lycra or T-shirt. It is not like going to the pub 
after hours, where spontaneous engagement fills up the time dedicated to leisurely encounters. The ethos is 
goal-oriented. The individual has a mission: to gain in fitness and muscle tone, to flatten the belly or achieve 
geometricized ABS. The gym is not a way to spend time: it is a way to spend energy; and this expenditure is 
not for the sake of glory, as with sport, but for a tangible improvement in some area of physical capacity.

The gym also sometimes fetishizes the solitariness or even stand-offishness of the people who train there. For 
example, women’s-only gymnasia are marketed as a sanctuary. You go there to get away from people, espe-
cially the other sex. A gymnasium in Melbourne advertises that it is God’s gift to women. In another advertise-
ment it has boasted that the environment is free of Tom, Dick and Harry, amusingly exploiting the pejorative 
resonance of the names: no Tom cats, no penises (dicks) and no harrying or harassment.

But men get their revenge with reciprocal exclusiveness. There are gymnasia which are like a temple dedicated 
to the performance of secret men’s business; and the people within fall short of mateship—because no one 
does anything for anyone else—but they are full of confessional sweat, a rugged sharing of body presence and 
a joint commitment to muscular airs nevertheless. In other words the performance of masculinity in its several 
guises. This includes a great range of sexualities. 

Gymnasia have long been the haunts of narcissistic guys, perhaps coincidentally conscious of their attrac-
tiveness to other men, as in ancient Greece. The lifting of weights justifies a rhythm that fluxes between strain 
and relaxation. The exertions can be interspersed with lolling around, disporting oneself, parading around, 
checking the curves in the thigh, all pauses legitimated by the need for recovery and psychological prepara-
tion for the next suite of grunting. Bodies in a gymnasium are to some extent for display: we use our bodies 
but not in an instrumental sense. The only purpose of using our bodies in the gym is to improve them; and 
this is a fitness measured by its appearance. So there is a certain justification for the self-inspection, for the 
preening and relishing of the breath.

As people show off in this realm where exhibitionism is sanctioned by health, they gather the privilege of en-
tering into one another’s confidence or, depending on the mood, competition. Not a word needs to be spoken. 
It seems to be understood. Moreover, the purpose unites people in an uncommunicable and equivocal way. 
For women, the personal mission to shed abdominal flab is also a communal preoccupation. So there is either 
a bond of sympathy or rivalry; and for some this could be tense. The gym is not really a forum for cultivat-
ing fondness or philosophy. If there is a shared defiance of female body types, it might be different; but the 
feminist radical is the least likely customer to frequent a gym. In graphic logos and advertising, the stakes are 
set: to look as close to Barbie and Ken as possible. I guess all clubs have a conformist agenda.

The most conformist scenarios are played out in aerobics or aquarobics classes. Loud pumping music is played 
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and an instructor musters a small paying community to move their bodies in time. Commanding the sweaty 
assembly requires a microphone, amplifier and loudspeaker to overcome the din of the music. The instructor’s 
text is not poetic but nevertheless raucously compelling in the context, yelled furiously, chanted, fixated, 
ecstatic. Come on guys, come on, really put that leg forward; bend, lunge, bend, lunge, bend, lunge, bend, 
lunge, bend, lunge, come on, hey, get in there, move it! There is no doubt that these classes elicit great energy 
for the duration. The music encourages a particularly frenetic movement which is hard to default upon. You 
strive fiercely to keep up. The beat is forceful and your will is borne along. You do not have time to feel lazy. 
Vigour is conscripted by the pulse and you can barely hear the discouraging pounding of your own heart 
amid the booming of the bass guitar and drums. You banish your consciousness of fatigue and stress and 
persuade yourself that keeping up is all that counts. Knowledge of the stress is deferred by a kind of sensual 
group hysteria; and the body, with all its warning signals turned off, can even run the risk of fatal overstretch. 
Exercise, literally, can become in the space of one short session overkill.

Perhaps for fear of that mortal excess, gyms are also found at home, where you can privately pursue the ton-
ing of muscle without the threat of overdoing it, being bullied by a set pace, or being subjected to scrutiny or 
competition. For many, a more domesticated option is indicated. You can bring yourself up to speed without 
anyone noticing that you commenced very slowly. Then, perhaps next season, you reveal your renovated 
shape at the swimming pool or seaside holiday. Apparel for this preparation can be bought from any sports 
store with the most elaborate system of wires, weights, springs and metres, designed to flex the most visible 
and fetishizable muscles and to enhance their shape. Body-toning equipment of various types inhabit most 
households throughout the rich metropoles, from a pair of dumbells kept under the bed to a whole set of 
almost immovable devices installed in a dedicated room. If you add a sound-system or possess an iPod, you 
can somewhat replicate the rhythmic determination cultivated in aerobics classes.

Alas, like all forms of consumerism, the gym is in competition with other enthusiasms and it has to hold out 
against the proliferation of goodies that want to flood into the house from subsequent shopping excursions. 
The spare room devoted to tiresome grunting looks less affordable when the new suite of furniture arrives 
or a new Playstation is acquired for the children. The old gym equipment might be banished to the spare 
garage— until, that is, another car is acquired for the growing family. Aside from this pressure of space, the 
gym is unlikely to be a very handsome outfit. The equipment can only ever be so stylish; and in the currents 
of interior design fashion, the pulleys and greasy handles are likely to fall rapidly out of favour.

This tired quality in the unfashionable design of private gym equipment is congruent with the effects of its 
use. To haul on cables with no one else in the room, no incidental observers, fellow pumpers, voyeurs or com-
petitors, is somewhat depressing. You find that the inspiration is lacking, unless you can retire into your own 
physique, check out your curves and preen yourself between sweaty groans. Even so, it is a bit disappointing; 
because no one but you is watching. Outside any female suburban gym, you can see women in tight track 
suits (or less in Summer), just as you can see men finding the occasion a suitable pretext for singlets and 
shorts. For whom might you present this display when you use the gym equipment at home?

It is possible to do exercise on your own but probably not for very long. In a word, it is boring, which is 
synonymous with morally unsustainable. You have done it all before and there is no contact with other 
people who might inflect the routine with a social emphasis. The margin of tribalism that exists in the 
commercial or public gym is absent; and doing repetitive things by your own is not stimulating. You 

need someone whose presence encourages you, either implicitly or even by direct exhortation. It is best if the 
person has authority in the physical field. I assume that this explains the advent of the personal trainer.

I cannot give a date for the international advent of the personal trainer; but the proliferation of personal 
trainers took hold during the 1990s. The motif may have begun with film, in movies like Pumping Iron, in 
which the weight-lifters like Arnold Schwartzenegger have a coach who says things like ‘you can do it Louey’. 
The coach is not just a person who understands about joints and muscle but equally sustains the mind for 
extremes of physical strain, creating a sense of focus and support, determination and will-power. To some 
extent, this is the challenge with all exercise regimes. They are about keeping fit, to be sure; but the means 
require the stewardship of energy, the cultivation of psychic resources. It is easier to sit quietly than heft on 
weights; and so the task is also to combat laziness, the famous conservation of energy that you could observe 
equally among sunbaking lizards or ponderous water-buffalo.

The concept of the personal trainer is that he or she is not just an expert in human tissue in action (like a 
doctor or physiotherapist) but is an expert in you. There is a person, you, who requires guidance based on 
understanding. The trainer does not only offer an exercise and health program but a grid of incentives, all 
based on the likely appeal that they might have for you. The personal trainer and dependent trainee thus 
achieve a kind of medicinal intimacy, in which the weaknesses—physical and mental—of the unfit or shapeless 
are discussed and privately workshopped.

The arrangement makes a lot of sense. If there is clinical truth in the theory that exercise is good for you, 
it follows that whatever it takes will pay dividends. This is especially the case when the precise type of the 
exercise remains for definition. The personal trainer can be the expert who can let you know. At your weight 
and at your age, the optimum stress is ten minutes of jogging and then sprinting... or whatever. If this advice 
is followed to achieve health benefits, it is probably a cheap form of prophylaxis. The alternative, living with 

diabetes, heart disease and public scorn, is likely to be much costlier, one way or the other, than employing 
a personal trainer.

For anyone engaging a personal trainer, there are probably two equally challenging targets, most likely 
centred on weight reduction. One is lessening food intake and the other is gaining more exercise. Both ap-
pear to work against nature. The instincts are all to the contrary. You want to eat more and also ingest the 
most delicious things, savoury foods caramelized in oil or sweet foods full of fat and sugar. Similarly, nature 
(as noted) does not instil in people an automatic will to exert. To overcome the natural sloth that overtakes 
a person at around the age when men commonly get their first heart attack, the personal trainer could lend 
admirable support.

But there is a catch. You have to pay. Indeed the payment contributes to the effectiveness of the service. As in 
psychiatric medicine, if the advice is free, it is not taken seriously. The best advice is the type that you pay for. 
You already have an investment in the outcome. Free psychiatric advice falls into a category of the gratuitous 
tip, the kind given by a mother or a spouse, mostly resented and in all events ignored.

If an arrangement with a personal trainer works for you, it is a marvellous thing. However, as with sport and 
all the other forms of regime reviewed in this account, it may also be unsustainable. There are other things in 
life that claim money and time. You may find that the trainer is too harsh or too slack. He or she has expecta-
tions that are excessively high or insufficiently ambitious. Above all, the results—a transformation into Apollo 
or Aphrodite—are not forthcoming. All the while, you are paying for it. The sought-after metamorphosis is 
expensive and ineffectual. In fact, there is a certain indignity in this. You are psychologically indisposed and 
need help. You have a faculty known as willpower (celebrated in certain idols and role-models to a cultish 
extent) which enables other people to do it by themselves. But yours is defec-
tive, somehow. There is a lesion in your willpower and you now have to pay 
someone to help caulk it up.

Everyone, including athletes, eventually encounter the idea that we are not by 
nature inclined to athletic feats. We can even observe some curious patterns 
among the most naturally active group, namely school kids. Some children 
enjoy running around a playground with manic energy but tend quickly to 
grow out of it. By the later years of primary school, the requisite scars on the 
knee have all been acquired and the child slows down. This age seems to be 
falling, as the interest of young boys errs to electronic games and girls prefer 
indoor study of fashion magazines, email, cool websites and pop music. All of 
this against the 60-year-old backdrop of television, which was invented to take 
spectacle into the home and has had the unforseen consequence of restricting 
people’s movement to a transfer of weight between bottom and back in order 
to poke at a control or reach for drinks or snacks. To do exercise, people have 
to be cajoled, threatened or otherwise levered by artificial psychological tools. 
There is, at the heart of our culture, a profound problem with the very concept 
of exercise.

Exercise. The very word makes me quiver. Beginning with the ominous ex, this 
most uneuphonious word in the English language denotes a severe pattern of 
extraneous rote labour that everyone since childhood has learned to hate. The moment you hear it, you known 
that someone has stressful designs on your time, to dragoon you into a line where you are expected to con-
form in uncomfortable exertions that you find personally unrewarding. It is no coincidence that in Italian, 
for example, the word for exercise (esercizio) is so close to the word for army (esercito). Exercise has all the 
connotations of drill and discipline that define an authoritarian mindset.

There are sweeter words and more charming ways to achieve the same end. In music, for example, the word 
exercise is often used more invitingly, but only because the chores of learning to harmonize with your instru-
ment are culturally codified in terms of practice. Practice, in contrast to exercise, is a sweet word. In music it 
sometimes means the same thing as exercise; and in fact, not only are they used interchangeably in common 
speech but exercise is sometimes understood quite creatively, as when the Baroque composer Bach uses the 
plural Übungen (exercises) as the title of some gorgeous pieces of counterpoint.

To me it is quite instructive that in music, the concept of exercise is taken care of by the rather more gener-
ous concept of practice. If music were just a case of doing exercises, like scales, no student would stick at it 
for very long. Learning would amount to a series of arbitrary and basically unmelodic routines that you are 
expected to perform according to a template; you are asked not to deviate from it and to apply yourself with 
a certain rigour. And no doubt this is quite a widespread danger and a part of the reason that kids give up 
the piano or violin or whatever: they see a wall of prescriptive commands that hems them in and which they 
cannot surmount. They cannot see how they can ever comply with the commands to any degree of satisfac-
tion; and, facing this insuperable barrier, they abandon their instrument. But if you approach music in terms 
of practice you are likelier to fare better. The object is to lighten the labour each time you do it. The first time 
you flip between the notes of an arpeggio on a woodwind instrument, you feel very clumsy. But with prac-
tice, it becomes easier. The same with a tune. At first it sounds like nothing audibly musical, when you are 
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just reading the notes. But with practice, the notes fall into their intervals and the tune is heard. And then 
with further practice, the piece is perfected, to the point that it is beautiful and compelling. You go around 
whistling the tune.

In contrast to exercise, the motif of practice is very rewarding for the individual. It has undertones of incre-
mental change, achieved by what will seem like magic in the end. You have invested a certain amount of 
energy into a task and you see improvement and profit. The skills and knowledge have been augmented. 
Something has been acquired. No one can take it away. And it is all your own doing. I think of this as a kind 
of proprietorship of new wisdom: it is inalienably personal. It is not reduced by the fact that someone else can 
play the piece even better, that higher degrees of perfection are available and that more practice would be 
needed to achieve them. In fact, you assume that practice is endless. For someone learning an instrument, it 
might be wise to practice some other things in the meantime. To read books or listen to other composers and 
poems, to learn other languages and involve your mind in yet more practice. I guess that is a musical educa-
tion. You fathom the dynamics of sense and emotion in lots of ways. And at each stage, you practice, maybe 
the music, maybe some scales, maybe some lines of French. At each stage, you assimilate material that is very 
well known to other people; and in the process you develop a unique and personal understanding for why you 
want the access to all that wisdom and how you can gain it most economically. In time, the awareness of the 
stock plus your interest in it—which is the product of practice taken into the reflective—supplies you with the 
courage to penetrate material that other people do not know so well. The practice equips you to fathom things 
that are not generally known by the thousands of adepts in the field; and this highest level of autonomous 
creative thinking (where the individual spearheads knowledge) you could properly call research. We call it 
that in the creative arts. But it arises out of practice and is impossible to reach without practice.

When practice is viewed outside this scheme of intuition and reinforcement, it 
differs little from the disciplinary templates of exercise. The same problem of 
sustainability arises. Music is taught very widely throughout the community in 
schools and private lessons; but it has limited sustainability for most students. 
Musical performance usually proves unsustainable even for those students who 
achieve strong grades in it. The problem is all to do with practice. To acquire 
any proficiency with an instrument, you need a great deal of discipline. It can 
be maintained so long as the student is studying for exams and has to give pe-
riodic concerts. With school orchestra and solo performances, there is pressure 
to practice and there are corresponding rewards for success. So the diligent 
student rises by these incentives to sixth grade piano or flute, buoyed along 
by tangible improvements and recognition, thanks to regular practice. Tech-
nique, musicianship and musicality grow as if by magic from incompetent 
tentative chubby fingers to grace and delicacy by the end of school.

Then what happens? Most of the competent students give up, unless the ex-
ceptional few who go on to a music degree at university. Consider any music 
store that sells instruments and sheet music. Most of the racks stock material 
for school students. Very little is bought by mature people walking in off the 
street to acquire the oboe sonatas of Handel. Most customers are junior and 
have been sent to get something essential for their syllabus. It seems that the 

discipline required for music is not sustainable outside the institutional regimen of classes and the practice 
that they enforce. No amount of musical education goes astray; but in one sense, it is quite a waste. All that 
time and nervous energy, rousing reinforcement, schemes of rewards and applause…all for what? A bit more 
appreciation in listening to professionals? Later in life, the former musician can only say: I used to be good at 
piano but I have not played since year eleven. Somehow, it does not seem something to be very proud of.

The motif is instructive, because sustainability in musical performance ultimately does not come from the 
most expedient method in the short term—namely pressure—unless this exigency is channelled into a pro-
fessional context where the pressure is maintained and the musician’s livelihood depends on a high rank in 
competitive contexts. Institutional music aside, the kid who continues to play an instrument as an adult for 
the joy of music will have found a method for folding musical performance into daily life (or maybe a weekly 
pattern) where the repetitions are not seen as dry practice so much as something for delight, the balm of the 
soul, and most likely conversation among other people interested in the repertoire or approach. Without an 
after-dinner music culture in the household (or some equivalent) the incentives to maintain the gorgeous 
focus on filling the interior with sound alas fail; and thus the enchanting habit, with all its potential seduction 
and spiritual benefit, withers. Seen in terms of spiritual investment, this failure to achieve sustainability is 
one of the greatest scandals of our educational system. The reliance on discipline—rather than daily or weekly 
enjoyment—renders musical performance moribund and nigh pointless.

If there is a karmic hierarchy in human activity, practice nevertheless rates highly and exercise, alas, decid-
edly lowly. It is also no accident that practice is the word used by Buddhists to describe spiritual refresh-
ment, preferably carried out daily, that enables you to meditate powerfully. Technically, this involves certain 
exercises, in which you chasten the mind through a series of stages, each one reflecting on the next. It is a 
discipline. But the reason Buddhist meditation is not described as an exercise but always practice—I think in 
all traditions—is that practice leads somewhere. It has a goal, which might be described as enlightenment. 
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Practice is not a thing in itself but a process, committed by the practitioner for the sake of an end commonly 
sought by other practitioners. And this teleology gives practice not only meaning but sustainability. Other-
wise, the string of exercises would depend on ratbag manic energy, the very stuff that mediation would at-
tenuate or moderate. The appeal to practice also lies at the basis of western monasticism, where the very word 
for practice in Greek (askesis) retains strong spiritual resonance in the modern word ascetic.

In any field that you can think of, practice has a much more inviting and enduring character than exercise, 
which has connotations of rapid exertion and consequent fatigue. Practice assumes self-discipline no less 
than exercise but is sustained by vision or the fulfilment of character or calling. Not only is practice more 
personable than exercise but it is also more morally engaged. Philosophers distinguish between theory and 
practice (sometimes expressed in Greek as the dichotomy of theoria and praxis). Theory means entertaining 
abstract ideas or reaching for connexions among general intellectual formulations, whereas practice means 
putting those insights toward some kind of social consequence. Theory remains lofty in linking propositions 
and principles; and, in the process of structuring abstract theorems, the philosopher may be somewhat incu-
rious as to the resolution of armed conflict, the immediate plight of refugees or hurt done to underprivileged 
women or the slaughter of animals, the economic unfairness of globalization or the destruction of planetary 
stability by pollution and so on. These are more practical matters; and, as the philosopher with a mind for 
pressing realities writes toward some kind of intervention, theory is emphasized less in favour of practice 
(or praxis), which is a kind of applied philosophy taken into action. Hopping into action—or at least talking 
toward some action—is the defining element of practice. You adhere to principles but seek their application. 
Practice means being at the ready to solve problems, engaging with the circumstances at hand and reckon-
ing with your own energy and other people’s inertia or vice versa. Practice means wanting to change other 
people’s opinion, maybe act ideologically and possibly even join groups or establish strategies of political 
pressure.

Artists similarly use the distinction between theory and practice. Theory means comment and conjec-
ture upon art, whereas practice means creatively inventing new art in the studio. In all these senses, 
therefore, the word practice has all the intellectual and spiritual glamour that exercise lacks. It 
strongly connotes personal nourishment, education, self-improvement and growth; it may involve 

the application of things learned or indeed learning itself, as in the phrase ‘practice-based learning’. Against 
this inspiring cluster of meanings, the theme of exercise represents nothing very positive. On its own, exercise 
is nothing but a schedule of maintenance. You might become good at doing things as a result of exercise; 
and you could certainly develop big muscles. But the energy is going to have to come from somewhere else. 
If the aim is to have bulging muscles, no doubt the vanity will sustain the exercise. You will throw all your 
energy into it. If my own youth is any guide, this would have to be the main reason that young men, for ex-
ample, select a highly compressed mode of exercise, in which they lift heavy weights for short periods and 
have something to show for it.

Vanity produces fabulous stamina; and men who were vain as a youth have an impossible history to follow. 
They think back on their impressive physical endurance and muscle-building with a sense of dispossession. 
In the same way that their sexual prowess of multiple ejaculations in a single night cannot be maintained, but 
recedes into dismal memory, so a slightly melancholy personal history of fitness is assembled in the psyche, 
in which pride is offset by loss. Every person who commits to some type of exercise regime engages in a form 
of forced striving, which is experienced as a sort of punishment, self-inflicted, but a sign of damnation none-
theless. You—your body and mind—are consigned to perish and you resist this with cultivated vigour. But at 
a certain point, you snap and concede defeat.

It is unfortunate if we see exercise and life in general in such terms. From age 18, we undoubtedly go into some 
kind of physical decline; but, as archaic cultures have always emphasized, this is offset by a potential growth 
in wisdom. We notice this less, as the role models of authority are projected through media as young and 
gorgeous; but that is another discourse (which will be followed up later in this book). Meanwhile, there is one 
conclusion that can be drawn from examining the several options in this analysis of our general dissatisfac-
tion with exercise. The only forms of exercise worth taking seriously as strategies for well-being are the kinds 
that are sustainable over long periods or which somehow equate with practice. Walking a dog was an example 
given earlier; it lasts for the lifetime of the dog and is embedded in daily routine. Also, when the dog dies, 
another is often acquired. Shopping with a trolley may be another. Walking to work or to the railway station 
is another example. These are forms of exercise enforced not by psychological jealousy against competing 
claims on your time but by things you have to do anyway; you may as well get fit while you are doing them. 
To those for whom it becomes a habit, the results are satisfying and empowering.

In this, the value of the bicycle is inestimable. Configured in a helpful way—or perhaps reinvented entirely—it 
answers the conundrum of how exercise can be sustainably related to a daily routine which compromises no 
other activity and economically yields personal satisfaction to the rider. The bicycle also has the huge advan-
tage of saving the world’s resources and, as a substitute for motor transport, reducing greenhouse gasses. 
Ecological conviction can add to the necessary dedication and make cycling sustainable for the individual. 
However, it can also have the reverse effect, persuading the individual that riding a bike to work (as opposed 
to travelling in comfort) is an enormous sacrifice in which you put yourself out for the planet. Good ecological 
feeling is not in itself sustainable for the individual and does not reliably make anything else sustainable, as 
we shall see.
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A Chinese clairvoyant once told the late Italian author Tiziano Terzani not 
to travel by air for a whole year. In 1993, you must not fly; do not take 
any aeroplane; otherwise, a disaster will happen to you. The genial Ter-
zani explains that he is not a superstitious man but he nevertheless re-

solves to obey the order. To follow the divination is going to entail a big sacrifice 
for this itinerant intellectual, who makes his living as a foreign correspondent for 
a prestigious European newspaper. He has an occupational need to be where the 
action is.

In his beautiful book, Un indovino mi disse (An oracle told me) Terzani relays the 
story of his year without flight. It is an unusual autobiography for twelve months, 
describing the massive change of pace, the greater awareness of geography, of 
time and of people. And in this fallow flying year, Terzani also seeks to penetrate 
the reason behind the continuing Asian appreciation for soothsayers.

Something in this beautiful book, however, is missing; and it is telling for the 
century that it belongs to. The benefits of not flying that Terzani describes all lie 
on the side of cultural awareness, appreciation of nature, distance and personal 
improvement. The environmental benefits are not mentioned. We now know that 
jet travel consumes prodigious quantities of fossil fuel. It is in fact one of the 
more ecologically damaging practices imaginable. Avoiding air travel has great 
advantages for planetary health. According to the World Tourism Organization, 
the volume of international air traffic has risen from 25 million international ar-
rivals in 1950 to something like 763 million in 2004. That means a lot of petrol and 
greenhouse gasses.

So why did Terzani not cash in on the obvious moral virtue of his self-imposed 
moratorium on jet-fuel? As a good soul of the 1990s, he did not see it in those 
terms. Terzani’s book is one of the most sensitive studies of the phenomenol-
ogy of consumption; like the anthology of his newspaper essays Lettere contro 
la guerra (Letters against war), it memorably resists the forces of globalization 
and speaks incisively against the superficiality of contemporary values and the 
triumph of marketing at the expense of more contemplative spiritual traditions. 
And yet, for the length of this most insightful book concerned with a renuncia-
tion of air travel, the pollution and greenhouse problems of the airways do not 
feature.

I guess that the environmental impact of jet travel did not cross anyone’s mind 
in Terzani’s century. Or, if it did, this concern was somehow suppressed, perhaps 
because he knew that in 1994 he would shamelessly resume his pattern of intensive 
air travel; and at least he is not a hypocrite. Maybe; but I think that the neglect of 
the environment reflects a deeper ecological reality. When it comes to movement 
across borders, we banish from consciousness the ecological side-effects. Travel 
by train yields a better perception of distance, of people, of geography and time 
itself. All true. But the efficiencies in terms of energy? The green virtues of rail as 
opposed to plane are lost on Terzani as a worthy topic; and of all authors likely 
to appreciate the strife wrought by industrialization, Terzani would count as one 
of the most perceptive.

Like Terzani, we tend not to consider that air travel is a form of consumption. Until 
recently, strongly reinforced by authors like Monbiot, we have not thought about 
it in those terms. Air travel is something you do, not something you buy. When 
we accuse contemporary society of a great moral fallibility in the face of global 
marketing, we only see the disease in terms of consumer goods, cars, dishwash-
ers, flat-screen TVs and so on. We are less inclined to think of services also being 
a form of consumption. But of course they are, and a rising proportion thereof, as 
middle-class houses are now packed to the ceiling with consumer goods and the 
only remaining economic growth is in the service sector.

Travel is a significant form of consumption; indeed, you could even call it a form 
of consumerism, insofar as we are persuaded that the luxury of rapid transport is 
a necessity. The projection of need upon desire is one of the most insidious motifs 
of advertising and consumer culture. It is a pervasive myth of modernity.

Advertising is a manipulative genius that allows you to satisfy all your desires 
as if they are your entitlement. You end up thinking that you are owed a holiday 
or a business trip, just as much as a new outfit, a bathroom or a timepiece. And 
in terms of green, the air ticket is much more damaging than the wrist-watch or 
new frock. But because the air ticket does not constitute property—is not a thing 
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that remains in your possession—you tend to imagine it as somehow immaterial, an idea, an experience, an 
enlarging and virtuous and intrepid gesture of volition and freedom. Some very brainy people still fail to see 
expenditure on travel (or any service) as a form of consumerism.

Ecology is a field in which even the most insightful sometimes prove blind. It is forbidding and larger than 
life; and for the most part, the elements of green that rise to popular consciousness are the marketable—and 
sometimes consumable—ones: the sentimental appeal of endangered species, especially the charismatic car-
nivores, amazing landscapes and Nature Inc. Green is capable of being industrialized and is in itself a major 
source of consumption, thanks to the pilgrims who visit remote nature from big metropoles in a convoy of 
environmentally detrimental vehicles and aircraft.

The question of how to make a greener planet is vexed. Instinct makes me a teensy bit mistrustful of nature-
worship; but the wisdom of liberation theology and ecofeminism is essential. The ‘slow’ movement in Europe, 
advocating slow food and slower life-style, strikes me as personally sympathetic. It points to much that we all 
want. Everyone wants to hear that a greener life is an easier life, that a downsizing of expectations makes for 
an upgrade of contentment and inner happiness, that the banishing of artificially-induced ambition is killing 
us and we will all be healthier and more psychologically robust when the planet turns in a greener orbit.

This would be convenient. A philosopher of the Renaissance, Lorenzo Valla, explained that everything that we 
do is self-interest (De voluptate, On pleasure). Even noble and altruistic actions are performed because you 
either want the reward of people’s high esteem or you are anxious that you will be stigmatized as selfish or 
punished by your own conscience. You only ever do good deeds in order to feel 
better. You certainly do good unto others but you do it for yourself.

This rather materialist critique of benevolent action—going against over 
one millennium of Christian dogma that put noble action with the di-
vine part of the soul—has never been so necessary as today. Our culture 
has difficulty recognizing why you should do anything except from 

self-interest. There is no point, today, in trying to persuade people that they 
should act against their interests for the sake of a greater social good, green 
or otherwise. We are in no mood to give up any privileges, any rights, entitle-
ments or advantages that seem owing; on the contrary, we are projecting every 
desire as a necessity and the economy would seemingly collapse without this 
conceit.

Liberal democracies reflect this in voting patterns. Mainstream parties appeal to 
green values at the margin but meanwhile offer prosperity to the mainstream. 
They gain prestige through green rhetoric but they obtain votes through the 
promise of wealth and security to the individual. Generally, in politics and in 
private households, green consciousness is handled on a sentimental plane 
that entails no sacrifices, because the slaughter of a certain kind of bird or fish 
is projected as someone else’s crime—the innate turpitude of industry—and not 
the responsibility of the individual consumer. We do not like to feel that our 
consumption is the cause of environmental damage; and communities would rather hear the contrary story, 
namely that failing levels of consumption lead to weak economies and a downward trend in welfare. On pa-
triotic moral grounds, there are plenty of spurious arguments to support high levels of consumption.

The argument has to appeal to the individual on personal grounds. So long as governments face a greedy 
electorate, they will never be green. But notwithstanding these depressing public verities, precedents to the 
contrary do exist. To act against self-interest has been professed for thousands of years. An inner discipline 
has been cultivated in various spiritual traditions that allow an individual to foreswear carnal delight, for 
example, gluttony, greed, envy and many of the capital sins that we recognize today as responsible for our 
ecological mayhem. So what spiritual forces might move the individual in a greener direction?

I am personally not quite so moved by ecological spirituality as some. For example, the extinction of certain 
species does not touch me the way it should. Perhaps there are local reasons for my insensitivity. I live in 
a country that has the highest number of exceedingly poisonous snakes—alongside crocodiles and sharks, 
creatures of sublime bloodlust—anywhere in the world; and I would be very happy if there were fewer of these 
unpleasant predators or even if they could be eliminated entirely. Extinction in these cases does not fill me 
with horror.

Having professed vegetarianism for such a long time, I cannot see any moral justification for supporting so 
many aggressive carnivores; and I would gladly see them all to hell, including the cuddly ones, like lion 
cubs. I have special difficulty identifying with venomous snakes, which you can encounter every day in the 
Australian bush; but I also cannot identify with cats, the moment I think of them pouncing on a hapless her-
bivore. Somehow, the thought of the extinction of the Bengali tiger fills me with less dread than the prospect 
of encountering one in the jungle. These guys are not our friends and I am always a bit suspicious of the rush 
to defend them against hunters who want to distill their penis into some kind of aphrodisiac medicament. As 
stupid as such nostrums may be, they still strike me as the most benign use for a tiger. It is true that tigers 
in the zoo inspire little children with much enthusiasm and perverse delight, stirring them to face-painting 
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and growls; but their diet of red meat, fresh from the knackery, only slightly defers the horror of their killer 
instinct.

So I am not your average sentimental greenie. Among environmentalists, I would count as anthropocentric, 
I suppose a damnable humanist utilitarian. Species-diversity for me is not the summum bonum of an ethical 
life; nor do I really respect the sanctity of God’s creation of all creatures large and small. I deplore a great 
number of them and consider them an almighty and bloody mistake. Just as we have no compunction in wish-
ing to eradicate the AIDS virus, I would be happy to banish sharks from the ocean and allow a greater number 
of kinder fish to swim in the seas. We will want to eat a lot of those smaller fish; and, given that many humans 
starve, I find it more morally palatable to feed humans with the smaller fish than to feed sharks with the same. 
Try as I might, I cannot put the interest of sharks above those of the smaller fish, much less those of humans. 
If the Japanese could be induced to eat prodigious quantities of flake, as opposed to tuna, I would be happy 
for them to exceed their quota in Australian waters and merrily exhaust the supply.

What moves me as a greenie is the threat to systems as a whole. It seems miserable to me that we might de-
forest a plot of land and let it erode through inappropriate cultivation, to the point that the earth is utterly 
degraded. It preoccupies me that we throw more carbon-dioxide into the air than the planet can recuperate 
through photosynthesis; and, almost as a symbol of this extravagance, the prospect of depleting the reserves 
of fossil fuel (whence we generate all that CO2) strikes me as irresponsible. I do not know anything about 
upper-air physics and am in no position to debate the threat of global warming that are explained by credible 
writers like George Monbiot. But it seems to me very likely that damage to the planetary system as a whole is 
occurring; and if this damage is unnecessary, then it seems wrong to remain idle and accept it.

So, in this conversation, I call myself a greenie, an environmentalist, even 
though one with a scandalous lack of sympathy for deadly serpents, polar 
bears and sharks. Relative to other people, I can recognize that I am a person 
with heightened ecological convictions. For example, I do not like running the 
hot tap for too long or too hard, because I know that the water has to be heated 
up with fossil fuel. The cost in terms of money is not an issue, because I am one 
of the salaried mandarins and have always belonged to a middle-class home in 
a prosperous country. I just hate the thought of waste. I always want to inter-
vene when others wash the pots and turn the tap down or use the smaller sink. 
Otherwise, the cost is to the planetary system as a whole.

If you are a greenie, you notice that other people are not or they are less so, or 
they are green for the wrong reasons. It is one of the defining characteristics of 
being a greenie, a kind of arrogance, I guess, that persuades you that you know 
better how others should conduct their lives in planetary terms. In turn, this 
makes for a very unsympathetic archetype. It is hard to see the green warrior, 
bristling with convictions and stridently berating the world, having the kind 
of winsome appeal that is so successfully cultivated in the advertising industry 
that promotes the contrary values. Also, the strategy of reproach that so often 
comes with a green argument is too stressful for the intended audience. The 
people whom we label in pejorative terms as consumers feel that they do no 
wrong or have no choices if they cannot do right; they earnestly see themselves 

as providing the best material and educational circumstances for the upbringing of their children. To accuse 
such aims of ecological devastation sounds misanthropic and seems to suit an aggressive misfit tempera-
ment.

To solve this problem of perceptions and encourage a greener life, there are only two arguments: one is ma-
terialist and the other spiritual. And between them, perhaps there is some overlap which is fertile. By nature, 
I would prefer the materialist position because it is rational and does not depend on seeing nature as holy. 
Every green decision makes sense on material grounds; and there is no need to invoke the sacred character of 
the biosphere. It would be easier for me, personally, to advocate the more scientific approach, because I can 
think of all the reasons that the planet would be better off if it were less wasteful. By now, I take pride in my 
awareness of dish-washing practices, how to achieve the cleanest pots with the least hot water. I can link these 
minor actions to the many benefits to the biosphere. I can explain it to our children, who are sympathetic. I 
can show how the discipline of thinking of such little things is good for me, not just for the planet. I am aware 
of where the energy comes from and my consciousness is constantly expanding. And my own naturally par-
simonious nature is gratified with the assurance of such virtue.

Just how rational this concoction of conceits strikes someone who is not by nature parsimonious is hard to 
gauge. Intuitively, I feel that it is a discourse unlikely to achieve a large readership. My own children, okay. 
Someone else who comes into the house and smiles benignly, okay. For anyone else, it is a charming eccen-
tricity. The people who drive all the motor cars and take all the jets are not going to be moved by the conver-
sation, even if they were a part of it. There is plenty to insulate them from the urgency of the discourse. They 
have their own worries and the gas savings that I am talking about are not among them.

Besides, throughout our community, there is an ingrained faith in human progress, scientific and technologi-
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cal. Since the eighteenth-century, the positivism that promised answers to all questions in the physical sci-
ences has grown in the popular imagination and unconsciously takes care of anxieties beyond the personal. 
Environmental consciousness works against the prevailing assumption that technology will advance to a 
degree that we will no longer have to worry about consumption of energy. There will be an engineering solu-
tion, just as there was an engineering solution to the alarming accumulation of horse-dung at the end of the 
nineteenth century. This example is often cited as a way of discrediting concerns over our current mess, which 
science and technology are destined to clean up with further progress.

I can imagine someone equally rational satirizing the conviction of people who campaign against freeways 
and spare the hot water as similar to well-meaning folk who might once have proposed that the accretion 
of dung in the city streets could be reduced by each person in London taking a shovel and burying just one 
spade-load of dung per day in his or her garden. This would have been very sweet but naïve; and in the event, 
it would have been unnecessary to mobilize the population in this altruistic way, because we invented motor 
cars.

Of course I have great affection for all my materialist philosophies and answers to the environmental 
problems of the planet; but they are not going to work for others as they work for me. If my case 
depends on reason alone, it is fragile even if the reasons are robust. The reasons depend on esoteric 
facts (like the CO2 generated by one car per year) and their reception is precarious. The field is dia-

lectical; and for every reason in one direction, there seems to be an equal and opposite reason to countervail 
the persuasiveness of mine. Even with reason, the case depends on a person’s nature and a kind of emotional 
rhetoric that makes it appeal to another person’s nature.

Environmental action depends on environmental feeling; and without a sustainable joy in conservation, noth-
ing is achieved. There are numerous ways in which nature becomes cultish; it has a kind of religious following, 
with inscrutable mixtures of science and veneration. With the variety of groups, from liberation theology to 
deep ecology, the discourse is nature-centred. Nature is positioned as the sanctuary; and this is the histori-
cal reverse of western humanism. Until recently, we have blithely held an anthropocentric view, that nature 
is there at our disposal and we have only to exploit it wisely. Now is the time to reverse these values, to see 
nature—as the sum of life on the planet—at the apex of our priorities.

The question for ecologists of this persuasion is how to undo the premise, assumed for millennia, that nature 
is at the disposal of humans as an inexhaustible gratuity, to be mastered, to be considered a supply for canny 
exploitation by civilization?

The new dignity of nature in the contemporary world is not simply a return to animism but a kind of cosmol-
ogy that wants to see humans in a more humble relation to nature, where life is predicated on co-existence. 
Some speak of the rights of nature being equal to those of humans. And the basis for this ethical position is 
spiritual. You have to see nature as a force or an entity, not merely a collection of circumstances in mud and 
wind. The construct of nature is accorded something of the divine. It is a credible position, because nature can 
also be understood as a process that makes life (a kind of God) and it is absolutely sublime.

To me, this adoration of nature as something like the new god, a god offended by industrialization and in-
sulted by social arrogance, is not completely compelling. To see nature in these grand cosmological terms is 
fine but it turns the system into a thing or a being (it reifies) and paradoxically makes nature into a personifi-
cation, a Gaia or Earth Mother, which seems Romantic on the one side and strangely anthropomorphic on the 
other. If this quasi-religious world-view prevails, it will do us no harm. However, there is an area of environ-
mental conviction that is both rational and spiritual, where the two converge. It is a feeling for the afterlife.

What does it matter to me if I use the car each day and spend all my money on wasteful material possessions 
and international travel? When I die, there will still be plenty of petroleum to mine; there will still be food 
in the supermarket and the weather patterns will not have changed so radically that it will have caused my 
death. Similarly with our children. The damage in the longer term might become tangible when the grand-
children reproduce… or who knows when?

Why would I worry if the dank forests of Indonesia are plundered for their rainforest timber or if the hallowed 
forests of Brazil are replaced by unnecessary coffee plantations? After all, I drink a great deal of coffee; but 
that is beside the point. We are not talking about being consistent but having a personal reason to worry. As 
Unamuno has said, echoing Lorenzo Valla, it makes no sense to say that you are doing something for future 
generations. You do it for yourself in the first instance. And if future generations are grateful, it is a bonus; 
but you will not know about it because you will be dead.

Anyway, if it is esteem that I am after, why would I opt out of the rat-race in which I do well enough to feel 
boastful every so often? My hopes are pinned on the success that I can have in the culture that I know. I cannot 
just fudge another. Do not accuse me of hedonism, because my hedonism converges with the best chances of 
my family anyway. If I am busy leading the good life, I am happy; my partner is happy and our children expe-
rience less stress, more satisfaction and relaxed parents. So we spend and consume in good faith, seeking the 
optimum conditions for a good life, congenitally and economically transmitted through material wellbeing.

In this discourse, environmental action is at a great disadvantage. Let us leave the theme of the bicycle, 
because a person might ride a bike for health benefits, which are entirely a matter of self-interest. So it is 
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no great sacrifice for some to choose the bike rather than the shiny car with the leather seats and hi-fi. The 
example of the renunciation of air-travel is better. The only reason I would not buy the air-ticket to Buenos 
Aires and enjoy the good life over there for a holiday is that I would be damaging the earth’s atmosphere and 
consuming a great deal of fossil fuel. Especially if I can wangle a business deal or deduct all the expenses 
from the tax. Do I have to eyeball my lust for fun and new experiences and declare abstemiously that it is not 
good for the environment?

What could stimulate this sacrifice other than some kind of puritanical spirit which takes perverse delight in 
saying no to pleasure? What overlap can we imagine between reason and religious feeling that would make 
that negation both logical and spiritually agreeable? Perhaps something like this: you do not last terribly 
long on the planet. This is a thought that could spur greater sense of urgency to consume the world and work 
hyperactively to achieve ephemeral fulfilment. But the same thought could remind the individual of a larger 
cosmological existence which is understood through memory. In previous ages, you had access to this larger 
existence by invocation, by ritual and religious belief, which connected the individual to spirits and divini-
ties. In secular times, a person is more likely to entertain this larger sense of existence by means of art and 
music, an appreciation of history and other forms of memory conservation or the monumentalizing of time.

These spiritualized avenues can either be experienced as empowering or alienating. I live in a country with a 
continuous Indigenous tradition for 40,000 years. Australian Aborigines appreciate the land not as a resource 
to be exploited but as a series of places, created during the Dreamtime, with a special significance. The land 
in each part contains a meaning tied to a narrative, the story of its creation or the spirits who effected its 
character.

Aboriginal culture provides the most extreme example of a religious understanding of nature. The 
land and the creatures upon it are wholly spiritualized: they exist by virtue of spirits and the spirits 
can only be contacted via a relationship with the land. In various ceremonies in different parts, the 
community invokes the relevant potent ancestor-spirits; and these liturgical invocations, involving 

painting, dance and music, always rehearse aspects of the creation of the land and its animal inhabitants.

The idea that somehow non-Indigenous people might be able to join in is worse than naïve; it is an impious 
arrogance, because non-Indigenous people do not have the rights of access, the initiation and stories in-
stalled in the imagination by countless retellings and rituals. These stories of the land and the creation of the 
animals are embedded in the psyche since time immemorial and cannot be fathomed even by the sympathetic 
fellow traveller.

Western religion follows different patterns which are remote from anything that could be described as ecol-
ogy. Highly institutionalized and universalizing, Christian religion in particular seeks to transcend attach-
ments to specific places; like St Paul, writing his letters to every quarter of the Mediterranean, Christianity is a 
faith that connects the soul to a universal divinity, an all-seeing and all-knowing God who is present alike in 
all places. No place is further or closer from godhead, from the deserts to the lush fields of one country to the 
ice of another. To some extent, this equalizing of territory under the undiscriminating faithful encouragement 
of the omnipresent God explains the self-assurance of the intrepid colonizing nations in penetrating the lands 
of the heathen. All places alike needed to be brought to the faith of the one and true God; and the thought of 
spirits abiding in specific places would not have been countenanced as anything but pagan heresy.

Recently, Christian theologians have had a somewhat stressful time reconciling their religion with ecologi-
cal principles and sensibility. But there is, ironically, one point of convergence between the two persuasions 
which is instructive and little observed. Both are based on sacrifice. In Judeo-Christian religion, sacrifice is 
abstracted in sacraments, which restage the sacrifices of earlier times. The supreme sacrifice for Christians is 
the slaughter of Christ himself on the cross. This death is restaged in abstract liturgical terms in the church, 
where the body and blood of Christ are symbolically invoked upon the altar (the traditional block or table 
upon which the lamb is sacrificed). Depending on the sect, the individual takes part in this ancient killing 
by eating a wafer and drinking wine during holy communion. This participation in the eucharist grants the 
communicant continuing access to the salvation. The virtue of Christ’s sacrifice is guaranteed by joining the 
ritual in full belief in its power.

Although I am an atheist and do not identify with the efficacy of the Christian sacrifice, I can recognize that 
the ideal of sacrifice has a strong hold on the western psyche. There are various ways in which the sacramen-
tal might be transacted—and felt—outside the framework of the church; and, without necessarily entailing 
Christian belief, a kind of salvific virtue can be brought to the individual by his or her personal sacrifice for 
nature.

Without sacrifice, there is nothing Green. All environmentalism—not just the zealous activists who chain 
themselves to condemned trees—involves rating your own interests as lesser than the cosmic continuities that 
are in some sense deemed to be sacred or of enduring value. Societies might make sacrifices toward protecting 
fragile ecosystems or controlling emissions and so on. These altruistic actions promise a limited transcenden-
talism by which the participating believer gains a share in the contemplation of eternity.

How it works for the individual is just as magical as in mainstream religion. You may never see any gain for 
the faith that you put in. The personal sacrifice calls for faith and rewards the faith by granting access to a 

certain immaterial joy: you meditate upon the perpetuity for which you are responsible. By giving of yourself 
to protect the environment, you have created (or at least witnessed) a vein of immortality.

Atheist we may be; but we may also acknowledge that a world without faith is a dire and hopeless place. The 
faith that I would recognize best is the feeling that I have a stake in the world and the world has a stake in me. 
If I were to lack that feeling, I would experience an alienation, which is the mutual removal of self and world, 
the sense of not really belonging or being loved or found useful in a way that is not merely exploitative.

Seeing environmentalism in altruistic terms is not completely satisfying because it also needs to be seen in 
terms of self-interest for the individual. Environmentalism rewards the trust in the cause with certain spiritual 
privileges. You care for the world and the world absorbs your benevolence. The tree you plant, the litre of 
petrol that you save, the load of washing that you spare, the fashion imperatives that you relinquish, these 
all mark your contribution to a gratified cosmos, unburdened—to whatever modest degree—of the oppressive 
overload that afflicts us all, especially future generations.

And so, by your actions committed in faith rather than merely convenience, the world is installed with you. 
Wherever you look, you can recognize yourself, like the omnipresent god whose sympathetic reach embraces 
all of life. The world has you within it, just as surely as the trees grow from seedling to forest in one generation. 
You are part of an organic cycle that does not feel exploitative, as if you are merely the yobbo end-user or un-
sympathetic usufructuary: you are instated in a nobler larger orbit by your generosity and gracious spirit.

Environmentalism allows you to identify with the world, rather than the world being external to yourself as 
a defective provider of luxury. Nature as foreign system—detached from your involvement in it—is a colossal 
disappointment if not hostile, a chaotic mess that is either too hot or too cold, too dry or too wet, too windy 
or unstable. Besides, the consciousness of wrecking the environment increases 
the unease and hatefulness of the natural Other: you are unconsciously a vio-
lator, a crypto-rapist, one who can only justify the defilement with contempt 
and loathing for the unsettled realm of forces that returns the menace to your 
psyche.

Western metaphysics has long entertained the idea of taking nature into the 
soul, as with the Romantic tradition in central Europe and the American tran-
scendentalist poets. But I think that too much sublimity is not a good thing: 
to posit nature as a mighty force to be absorbed into the breast is a kind of 
fetishizing that corroborates conceit and self-love. It is also potentially a con-
sumerist view of nature, conducive to the heroic traveller reaching out of the 
urbanization that otherwise defines his or her middle-class identity and em-
bracing nature which tourism puts at your disposal.

Like the liberation theologian Leonardo Boff (in an impassioned book Ecologia, 
mundialização, espiritualidade from 1993), I have greater fondness for seeing 
the city as another kind of ecological environment, with its obvious dependen-
cy on the country but an ecological entity in its own right and indeed a zone of 
maximum sensitivity and impact. The big challenge for the planet is not how to 
enjoy closer rapports with nature but how to see the city as a part of a planetary 
economy, which includes nature and the global movement of people, services, goods and capital. The earth 
is not calling out for more spectators in the forests (which is all that artists and poets can ever think about 
when they think green) but for populations to attenuate the environmental damage caused by consumption 
in the large cities. Because of all the tall buildings, sealed pavements and underground infrastructure, we 
tend to see cities as thoroughly artificial, as opposed to natural. But of course they are also ecological systems. 
Anything with life in it is an ecological entity; and cities are teaming with life.

When we go into the great outdoors among the mountains and forests, we feel spiritually in touch with nature. 
The environment is sublime. Its grandeur compels contemplation of something infinitely greater than us. You 
are simultaneously humbled and uplifted, as with the emotional surges in music. I quite understand why 
people are transported. But from the point of view of planetary health, communing with hallowed nature by 
this externalised idolization of the natural Other is at best neutral. It contributes nothing to environmental 
sustainability and is in some cases just another form of consumption by indulgent middle class people.

From materialism to spirituality, the western psyche recognizes merit by doing things, by action that yields 
a tangible result. It has no means of appreciating the virtue of doing nothing or doing less. When we do 
religion, it has to be triumphant and needs the boastful symbols of conviction in three dimensions: large ba-
silicas with impressive domes or spires or sculptures and soffits. Action or creation attests to the spiritual vim, 
the determination of the visionary community in celebrating its faith. The material manifestations of spiritual 
organizations are indeed beautiful and glorious; they achieve a breathtaking resonance that vies with that of 
nature. And in anyone’s personal life, the evidence of spiritual commitment is sought in visible practice, in 
organized prayer, in donations and charitable work. Even when intended in a modest spirit, these actions end 
up being celebrated by someone else in a way that inadvertently becomes ostentatious.

The forgotten spiritual traditions of the west are the monastic ones. The private withdrawal of a Benedictine 
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monk or nun resembles the contemplation of their counterparts in the Buddhist traditions of Asia. For the 
ascetic orders in all traditions, the path to virtue is not sought through material manifestations; it is not 
achieved by apparently doing great things but by not doing vain things, by renunciation, by withdrawing 
from worldly ambitions and worldly rewards. The actions that you retreat from are considered distractions, 
perhaps in a nutshell what I am thinking is our planetary hyperactivity. And in all of these traditions, the first 
labour of the neophyte is to learn how to have a smaller footprint.

It is all too easy to recognize that we have to re-spiritualize the world; but the problem lies in identifying 
which of the thousand options—vigorously protested by interested and persuasive parties—is the sympathetic 
spirituality. To re-enchant the world, the conspicuous celebration of nature is not the answer. Great posters 
showing great mountains are about an aesthetic delirium more than ecology. They may have a certain pro-
pagandist value (and may contribute to a campaign to stop a damn or logging of ancient forests) or induce 
upon the passive spectator a feeling of awe in nature; and with this piety, the viewer may identify more with 
the planet. But I doubt that the identification resonates deeply with the individual’s nature. The more win-
some or awesome or majestic the spectacle, the more it sells nature as a sacrosanct consumable.

Yet the worst consequence of the idolization of nature is not so much that it objectifies nature; it is that nature 
venerated thus does not have you in it. You did not contribute to it. In my country, nature was built millions of 
years ago, before the ice age. Millions of hectares remain close to their condition before the advent of humans. 
The landscape is sublime and must be unthinkably so for the Indigenous peoples. But it is remote from you or 
me or any influence that we might have upon it. The bit of the environment that has you in it—unless you own 
a patch of land somewhere or manage to cultivate someone else’s land—is the part that contains your daily 
decisions about what you will do. And, more importantly, what you will not do.

What you do not do (i.e. consume) is invisible. There are no rewards for it and no one will notice. But that 
does not matter to you if, as described, your actions (or inactions) are committed in faith. The world has you 
within it by having less of your filth and more of your thought and conversation; and at least in the way you 
perceive it, the world becomes more atmospherically settled as a result. On a good day (which is probably a 
meteorological accident) you can recognize the placid spirit of non-consumption. The organism that is the 
earth appeals to you by your own sympathy for its health. You do not feel exploitative but, paradoxically, you 
may well feel rewarded by not being exploitative. Nature becomes gracious again by your forbearance.

There are undoubtedly various ways in which environmentalism allows us to identify with the world. There is 
an element of profit in it for the individual. It is just as well that environmentalism does not need to be under-
stood solely in altruistic terms, because this would make it less sustainable. The idea that environmentalism 
can be seen in terms of self-interest for the individual makes it much more enduring and robust. I do not 
blanche at this convenience, because it is part of a beautiful cycle and is not at all cynical. We reward nature 
best when nature rewards us, both in spiritual and material terms. Our age tends to see nature as a resource 
which delivers benefits of a material kind; but it has equal power in dispensing immaterial blessings.

Ultimately, ecological consciousness promises a whiff of the afterlife because it comprehends the 
world continuing after you die; and if the world has you installed within it, its survival carries some 
part of you along with it. In secular times, we need a kind of faith that is compatible with material-
ist philosophy; and environmentalism promises something close to it. Other avenues for immortal-

ity include art, music and literature; but immortality in these fields is for the talented few who are destined to 
be remembered through their outstanding creative work, whereas the virtue in being green is free to all and 
requires no special distinction beyond a good heart and a well-functioning brain.

Personally, I do not mind if our quest for a greener planet is seen in somewhat instrumental terms. What we 
are about is winning the spiritual rights to optimism. The goal for any given individual may not be to mend 
the globe but in all events to feel a degree of comfort in passing it on for others to mend.

The optimism that I feel as a middle-class knowledge worker who leaves the car at home and avoids air travel 
is remarkably disproportionate to the benefits that I can effect as a greenie. I cannot do much good for the 
planet and the most I can do is to limit the damage that I would otherwise do. Alas, as already noted, the 
virtue in not doing things is always inconspicuous. As pathetic as this may sound, it fills me with satisfaction 
because, for the duration of the bike ride to work, I feel like a teensy bit like an ascetic monk, breathing in 
the air that I am not polluting further and perhaps advertising, by the mere presence of my vest in the traffic, 
that a car is unnecessary.

In truth, it is no great sacrifice, even though the roads are dangerous. Unless I run into a pole or a car runs 
into me, I get fit and feel vigorous. I also get to meditate, which is one of the highest forms of not-doing. I do 
so little and I gain so much. But the big rewards are indeed on the immaterial side. It is not the health or the 
relaxation or even the general feeling of wellbeing; it is the connectedness with a magnificent totality which 
is the biosphere, an entity that goes beyond me and always will go beyond me; but in thinking ecologically, 
this biosphere includes me and my city; and it takes some part of me beyond my journey.

Humans are born free and are tied up everywhere at traffic lights. The 
indignity of private transport is suffered by billions of people each day, 
and it is hard to know how willingly. Motorists will tell you that they 
love driving, just not traffic. It is a bit like saying: I love reading but I 

do not like books or magazines. Traffic is integral to driving, especially in a city 
or on most roads that connect cities. But through decades of glamorized imagery, 
the motif of driving is powerfully supported by a fantasy that you could be alone 
on the road, or one of a few, all travelling in more or less the same direction, like a 
nomadic caravan, without interruption in a glorious drifting excursion. It is a vi-
sion wholly incongruent with the urban life that defines modernity and its cars.

The more you contemplate our moves, the more paradoxical they seem. From an 
anthropological perspective, it is bizarre that we have collectively moved from 
nomadism to urbanism with a relatively small intervening phase of being settled. 
We travel further on average than our nomadic ancestors, in cars, trains, aero-
planes, and all of this in an age of telecommunications, when many trips would 
be obviated by international keystrokes. Why this geographical restlessness in 
daily life? What is it with contemporary expectations?

In part, the community defines the standard of living by mobility; and individu-
als identify wellbeing with mobility. You should be able to flit here or there and 
either act busily or enjoy the cumulative fruits of former busyness. It is about 
freedom, will-power and out-thereness. We exercise our sense of determination 
in a spatial way. We make trips almost automatically, either because we see a 
need or because we gratify some deeper unconscious urge to locomote.

Either way, it is a perception of need and a habit; it is seen as an essential expres-
sion of life. It could be evolutionary hard-wiring from nomadic times or maybe 
there is a heap of new material causes that explains the hyperactivity that we have 
got ourselves into. It is not a simple thing, like work. Travelling to work for paid 
employment would not explain the volume of trips that currently clog the roads; 
and you can tell this by the volume of weekend traffic. If we worked solely from 
home by using on-line computers, we would possibly make more trips, because 
we would not be tied to a desk for eight hours and we would be free to get out.

Anyway, it is not just local and domestic but an international epidemic. The World 
Tourism Organization publishes figures revealing that the number of internation-
al trips has grown from 25 million international arrivals in 1950 to something like 
763 million in 2004. On average, the volume of international travel has increased 
at the rate of 6.5% each year. This growth can be analysed as mostly owing to 
leisure, recreation and holiday. A much smaller percentage can be ascribed to 
growth in business travel. For the travel industry, however, it is all the same. For 
an airline or hotel, leisure is business. The worldwide earnings on international 
tourism are US$ 623 billion.

Meanwhile, the fossil fuel reserves of the planet are being sacrificed at an escalat-
ing rate; gigalitres of petrol are consumed per minute; greenhouse gasses fill the 
atmosphere and global warming threatens to wreck environmental stability. Put-
ting limits on this consumption would be electorally disastrous; and prosperous 
economies like America and Australia scorn the Kyoto Protocols. We face constant 
reminders of our collective ecological irresponsibility; and of course some feel it 
more keenly than others: many passionately believe in the Green movement and 
follow their convictions with money and political action. But none of this con-
sciousness discourages a single trip, even among the green.

On the contrary, the love of conservation is more likely to inspire further trips, 
environmentally costly ones, too, where strong motor cars are needed to haul 
through hundreds of kilometres in order to reach scenic destinations where the 
wilderness may be more authentic, better preserved and more spectacular than 
closer to town. The privilege of visiting secluded or remote marvels has fabulous 
prestige and is promoted on television and boasted about in the family’s elec-
tronic Annual Report sent out at Christmas time. So the temptation to spend a 
great deal of fossil fuel to visit them is irresistible, especially when you can see 
your purpose as ecologically inspired and educational. I do not think of this as 
hypocrisy, because it is wonderfully innocent. But it is certainly another of the 
enigmas of the mobile world.

Facing these paradoxes, it is hard to feel virtuous and unsatisfying to entertain 
visionary answers to our pressing planetary problems. Your resistance to the 
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dominant paradigms of this neo-nomadic life is not only futile but structurally delusional. You might rec-
ognize the problems and take public transport or bicycle whenever possible; but fundamentally, you too (if 
you are anything like me) succumb to the canons of busy life, exercising all your opportunities for sometimes 
trivial reasons. All the means lie at your disposal; and all the social and personal expectations encourage 
you to exploit to the utmost your privilege of mobility. With children in the family, there is always a need for 
another excursion. Apart from taking children to school, you have to fire up the car for swimming practice, 
tennis training, choir rehearsal, birthday parties, film viewing, foreign language tuition, gallery visits, foot-
ball practice and piano practice. And then there is shopping. Necessary shopping and leisure shopping; but 
more and more, the leisure shopping is projected as necessary.

It is as if we are just too ambitious in relation to time. There are countless services beyond the house that 
need to be bought in. In the pre-industrial world, the court lutenist could teach the prince or princess how 
to play the lute at the palace; but now we middle-class people—conditioned by rising expectations to aspire 
to aristocratic privilege—have to jump in a car, go to the appointed music session and return in time for a 
sleep-over with a classmate. To delete these items from the schedule is a failing, between parental dereliction 
and cruelty. You have the ability to satisfy the child’s desire and school expectation; and so your negation is 
like an act of meanness. In one sense our expectations belong to the Renaissance, where court centres were 
structured to educate the prince to be uomo universale, conversant and practiced in poetry, music, engineer-
ing and warfare; but our bourgeois means of fulfilling yet greater ambitions force us to ever-greater reliance 
on moving from hub to hub to achieve whatever accomplishments the children can absorb on the run.

The organizing principle of these hectic moves is not the abiding love or inspiring energy behind any one of 
the several activities but a subjection to logistics that allows each its proper 
place in the week. Family life used to be organized around the hearth, whereas 
now it is organized around the timetable, a virtual hearth of very little warmth. 
Time has always had a tyrannical hold on the European psyche; but rising ex-
pectations make its empire stressful and unreasonable.

Recognizing that I am implicated in this oppressive spiral by dint of family am-
bition, I resolved to examine the circumstances where I make journeys by my-
self, on my own, for the sake of my work or leisure. I have always made my trips 
by bicycle if I can. Most of the work that I do as an art critic is on a two-wheeler. 
But I also have a day job with a large employer, some 17 kilometres away. We 
live in a sweet but highly automotive town of 3.6 million, Melbourne, Australia, 
which is as far from the equator as Palermo or San Francisco. Most days are suit-
able for riding in all months. Since my brother and I started riding to uni and 
work in the 1970s, the roads have become busier but also progressively more 
sympathetic to bikes, with bike lanes and bike paths and reasonable levels 
of tolerance on the part of the motorists who still dominate the traffic. As big 
towns go, it is an enlightened bike-friendly city. 

But now I am over 50 and when I face a daily bike ride of 17 kilometres, I some-
times begin with a sigh. Besides, when I get there, I know that I will arrive 
sweaty and exhausted. In an office environment it is a slightly undignified 

look. The terms of modern life discourage any expression of native corporality. No one wants to see you with 
your trousers and sleeves rolled up. It is a farm labourer look. People may say something flattering, like ‘Gee 
you look vigorous’; but what they mean is, ‘thank goodness I do not have to do that.’ And in fact the percep-
tion is not so far from the reality. Riding a decent distance is quite a chore. You feel utterly defeated if you get 
a cold or a migraine attack and have to do the return journey against a headwind or rain in high misery.

In sum, if you are a cyclist for any distance, your day is defined by an ordeal—altogether extraneous to your 
profession—for which you need all stoic reserves and cranky levels of heroism. At best, it is a healthy distrac-
tion. And alas, I am not too sure about the healthy bit. Good for cardiac health, maybe. But what about the 
rest? The daily journey may be experienced literally as a grind: the ageing knees may have limited bounce 
in the cartilage and each click or ache prolongs the journey with anxiety (possibly unwarranted on clinical 
grounds) for further wear and tear. I feel that gentle exercise is more appropriate for me than sustained rising 
from the saddle to heft upon the pedals in order to overcome the hills.

Just as the options seem sadly limited—and we can watch the planet spinning toward an automotive tomb-
like destiny—a new generation of bicycles with a difference has arisen, with a tempting promise all of their 
own: they are equipped with a tiny electric motor. In fact there are many alternative commuting solutions; 
engineers call them low-impact vehicles, which go from small motor-scooters to electric bikes, sometimes 
described as e-bikes and pedalectrics. My eye was taken by the electric bikes in particular and I decided to 
buy one.

I discovered that electric bikes draw negligible current (a bit like the power of the windscreen wipers on your 
car) but provide a constant and significant supplement to the thrust of the leg. Bicycles are so efficient that 
any minor intervention in the pushing action makes a huge difference for the cyclist. So the electric bicycles 
allow most of the exercise of a normal bike but take the edge off the discomfort when you do not feel like 
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straining. And they are silent. Unfortunately, they tend to be a bit over-designed and poorly engineered, with 
poor gear ratios. Going against the natural transparency of bikes, their body often has an expressive carapace 
that prevents you from adjusting the size of the sprockets.

It has now been six years that I have taken a modified electric bike on my daily pilgrimage to work, during 
all of which I have experienced little but delight. Without straining or sweating furiously, you maintain a 
cruising speed of 30 kph, pedalling the whole way and exerting yourself up to (and seldom far beyond) the 
sweat-threshold. The machine will take all your gubbins without concern for the weight; and this includes the 
surplus clobber needed for cycling itself. You arrive at the office refreshed and relaxed, just as if you had been 
on a walk, except that you have come much further in frictionless transit.

When friends gasp that I push a bike 34 kilometres each day, I almost feel guilty that it is so much fun. It is as 
if the electric bike is a kind of secret. For me, the trip is faster than it would be by car and much more reward-
ing for more reasons than you could shake a bike pump at. First, it is satisfying to use your own body and 
energy (mostly) to get where you want to go. Second, you remain fit, without the threat of strain and stress on 
the creaky joints. And third, you can have your work-out in the fresh air in a state of near-bliss, experiencing 
a contemplative mood which is impossible for you to carve out of your day by any other means. I think of this 
as a form of meditation.

There are days when I still cannot believe my luck that the machine was invented. I often look at the files of 
angry drivers waiting at the traffic lights and wonder: how is it that I get to be the one who has all this joy? 
And because it is all a part of your working day, the leisurely physical activity does not represent any kind of 
indulgence. Through the ride, you can enjoy a form of meditation twice a day for however long it takes. Never 
was a Buddhist virtue so easily reconciled with a competitive bureaucratic life.

This is not the first time that someone has contemplated the spiritual implications of an ecstatic per-
sonal relationship with a machine. Humans have long had a special closeness to their musical instru-
ments, for example. The bond between the reed and the lung takes the inanimate object and its user 
into the higher realms of aesthetic intimacy. No vehicle can provide that ethereal contact. But from the 

Reverend Awdrey’s Thomas the Tank Engine to Robert Pirsig’s Zen and the art of motorcycle maintenance, the 
humble vehicle has been recognized as a practical and metaphoric vessel for social and spiritual qualities. 

Pirsig’s book, especially, is a marvellous landmark in the history of ideas. Published in 1974, this amazing 
best-seller perfectly expressed the feeling of a generation which is potentially alienated by technology. The 
argument was beautiful: with insight into the logic of machinery and its fundamental friendliness, you can 
overcome your feeling of helplessness in the face of a dirty big machine like a motorbike. You can be liber-
ated from alienation and hence become empowered and enlightened. Subtitled ‘an inquiry into values’, Zen 
presented an elegant thesis of both the motorcycle and the habits or values that belong with understanding 
it. We are daunted by complicated objects such as motorbikes and do not believe that we can service them 
or mend them; so we never try. We talk ourselves into incompetence. There is nothing in the machine as such 
that prevents us from understanding how to pull them apart and put them back together again. They are logi-
cal. But we are scared of them. We are intimidated by something that we have decided not to know. The art 
of maintaining the motorbike should not be seen as a chore but, on the contrary, a guiding spiritualized cue 
inside a holistic coexistence with machines and the need to propel ourselves through space.

Back then, in the heady 1970s, Pirsig conducted the reader on journeys, real and metaphorical, where the 
qualities of the powerful machine underneath the rider are contrasted with those of the inelegant motorcar. 
There are transcendental moments in the narrative that justify the invocation of Zen Buddhism. We are figura-
tively transported into a consciousness of paradoxical richness. It arises through the sense of technologically 
coming to grips with the machine but also appreciating our relationship with it. Pirsig illustrated the extent 
to which we normally put limits on our consciousness, declare to ourselves inwardly that we do not want to 
know about difficult things and hope to get by through passive relationships with environments, friends and 
machinery. As a result we never extend our awareness through challenging actions or the kind of contempla-
tion that makes things intelligible and therefore easy to handle.

I remember being seduced by this book not long after it was published; and I also remember wondering why, 
given its persuasive logic and critical insight, I did not feel tempted to ride a motorbike, much less com-
mit to maintaining one. For two-wheelers, I was only ever interested in a pushbike; and the idea of blasting 
through empty highways had little appeal, no matter what transcendental states were promised through a 
beautiful relationship with the moving parts and the geographies conquered under their glory. As the years 
have gone on, I have felt that the significance of the book has been diminished by the source of the energy, 
namely petrol.

The motorbike subculture is now difficult to celebrate under the impending environmental doom that it seems 
to have contributed to. Motorbike culture seems increasingly predicated on guzzling gas and therefore could 
be read as just another spiritualized form of consumerism. I guess that if I loved motorbikes, I would find 
this melancholy (because relative to cars, they are very economical). All the more because Zen argues for a 
sensible contact with machines that the contemporary world has decisively rejected. Motorcars and motor-
bikes are now crammed with electronic systems. You are best off not tampering with them. You could risk 
all kinds of damage. The machines have become more sophisticated, and we, meanwhile, have become more 
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dependent. I agree with Pirsig about the principles; it is just that life has moved on and the answer does not 
seem so relevant.

Sometimes, as if recalling a dream, I wonder what it was all about; and then I realize that this is the very 
genius of history. Zen was about fortifying the psyche against technological incompetence; and the rubric of 
Buddhism meshed seamlessly with the reverie of autonomous transport, the individual alone on a motorbike, 
in command of time and space. The problem is that motorcycle maintenance is even more esoteric as a hobby 
now than it was back then. Far from having become a route to self-fulfilment and transcendence, it has be-
come a social eccentricity; in fact, in the cultures of a service economy, the do-it-yourself maintenance is a 
sign of dereliction in the company who provided the machine. The company promised to look after it and now 
has to be responsible for it. In the 1970s, motorcycle maintenance could be recommended as a lifestyle. This 
philosophy, however noble, has meanwhile receded to the outer limits of the subcultural.

Technically, Pirsig is still correct in all that he said. A person who wants to spend time maintaining a motor-
bike can undoubtedly buy a suitable machine, a kind of period-piece or cult machine, and take up the magic 
on offer. But in our age of bewildering choice and expectations, we are too conscious of the economy of time. 
It would be hard for us to enjoy the enchantment and absorption in the spare parts. We would be thinking: 
a morning spent reassembling the engine block is a morning not spent on shopping, cleaning the house or 
taking the children to wherever they are meant to go or helping them with homework. The enthusiasm for the 
upkeep will undoubtedly bring a great deal of satisfaction; but the same enthusiasm will be a disappointment 
to someone else. And because in a service economy we are all busy serving one another’s needs, the dedica-
tion to the engine block seems spiritually anachronistic. Let us not go into the extent to which motorcycle 
maintenance is gendered because, after all, Pirsig’s book is of its time and cannot be damned for that.

Things have moved on so much since then. There are powerful reasons why we do not repair our own things 
any more. These days, the manufacturers make new commodities to be rather more reliable than they used to 

be. The commercial pressures for Kawasaki to show fewer roadside emergency 
calls relative to Yamaha is immense; it is all calibrated through indices of reli-
ability and is the topic of scientific scrutiny. The machines are becoming clev-
erer than we are. I have difficulty programming my mobile phone or getting 
a diary to talk to my computer and so on. These digital demands have grown 
exponentially since the publication of Zen. The idea of tackling the Toyota is 
beyond me and I am not really unhappy that my indisposition is part of a new 
symbolic order that reveals me as incompetent. I am content to be incompe-
tent with those things, provided I can remain sharp about something else, two 
things in particular: the things that I am paid to do at work and the things that 
I could be doing with the family. And beyond that, I would like to contribute 
somehow to the health of the planet.

Let motorbikes take care of themselves, I say. Rightly or wrongly, we live in a 
world increasingly disposed to outsourcing; and with this, we use our money 
to export responsibility for the things that other people do better than we do. 
Pirsig’s position is noble and intrinsically worthy; however, the discourse of 
Zen and the art of motorcycle maintenance really belongs to the Arts & Crafts 
Movement, mapped onto American transcendentalism with touches of East-
ern philosophy. There is an austere vein of respect for spiritual purity and in-
dividual autonomy, a myth of almost medieval monasticism transcribed into 
mechanics. It is still a cult book for good reasons and I do not want to belittle 

its achievements; but for all that I think that we are past it. The incorruptible dedication to self-help with a 
carburettor is no longer inspiring. Other big things preoccupy us, like the environment, the movement of 
unwanted people, globalization and religiously-inspired terrorism. If you are thinking about all that, the 
motif of powering along the open highway on a motorbike—no matter how spiritualized—is rather on the 
indulgent side.

It depends where you are coming from. Anything is potentially redemptive but it is also potentially trivial. 
I can imagine a critic asking: why is it motorcycle maintenance? Why would not it be Zen and the art of 
vacuum cleaner maintenance? It is because there is already a mystique around motorbikes: they are sublime 
and potent. And they satisfy the love of potency without calling for any great physical effort. Somehow the 
motorbike is the wrong symbol for our times. Its genius is for the open road, the long ride performed by rug-
ged individualists. Symbolically mastered by all those taciturn guys in their black outfits, motorbikes always 
retain a masculine neo-feudal air, with an intimidating tribal patriotic solidarity.

The colourful Japanese motorbikes serve another subculture, more extroverted to be sure, but also more 
conspicuously consumerist; and even the sweet motor-scooters that have become popular beyond Italy and 
Southern Asia are projected in advertising with the status of toy. They serve as a great prop in an advertise-
ment for coffee or fashion and can happily be used to inspire further consumption. Most commodities with 
any tincture of youthful glamour are conscripted by advertising and so share in the great economy of com-
mercial conformity. These vehicles are overwritten with all the qualities that are wrecking the planet. They 
also do not give you much exercise.

the machInes have become 

more sophIstIcated, and 

We, meanWhIle, have 

become more dependent

I am not sure that we will ever find a green and healthy counterpart to the motorbike, now that motorbikes 
themselves look more and more like cars and the culture is receding to consumerism. I would love to think that 
the field of low impact vehicles might roll into the spiritual void and save the planet, especially when (on my 
experience at least) their use is sustainable by the individual cyclist. The new machines can provide a number 
of answers for commuting, not the least of which are psychological. But so far, we have not recognized in 
them the kind of spiritual immanence that Pirsig found in the motorbike.

Still, we cannot be far off. Like motorcycles, electric bikes induce a range of psychological states on the rider, 
from contemplation to euphoria; and relative to the rugged thrills of motorcycles, these pleasures are more 
accessible for parts of the community, like women. I am personally less sure about motorbikes, which are 
testosteronal. I sense that low-impact machines offer states of psychological suspension far closer to Zen 
meditation than motorbikes do, with their throbbing sexual overtones and aggressive loudness that always 
sounds disruptive, like the noise of something tearing. Meanwhile, electric bikes are inherently meditative. In 
riding these light and gentle machines, with their delightful physical engagement, the mind can range freely 
across all moral, aesthetic and intellectual quandaries in the sweetest way.

The problems of the world cannot be solved by bikes alone. There is a matrix of interests, all of which point to 
a healthier and greener world; but it all hinges precariously on the links that we are able to forge with private 
reasons for making time, for making room, for making fewer trips, for making sacrifices. I want to connect 
some themes that are normally imagined in very different fields. It seems to me that they are all related in the 
great organic problems of contemporary life.

At the same time as thinking about bikes and the contemplative enjoyment that you can have on them, I am 
wondering, for example, what the problem is with health. Why is it that we cannot stick at exercise regimes 
and what could make them sustainable? It is helpful to identify the necessary trips that we make and in which 
ones can employ our bodies better; but it is also necessary to ask: why do the images and expectations that 
we set up for ourselves make us feel inadequate and anxious, so that we end 
up feeling disempowered and recede to the car? Finally, where do you get the 
equanimity and patience and sustainable spirituality that supports painless 
environmental values and provides easy resistance to consumerism and glo-
balization? In a sense, it is also a health problem, as I hope chapter one has 
partly demonstrated.

So the idea of this book is to explore these themes that are normally discussed 
in isolation and to show how they are fatefully connected in contemporary 
values. I want to show their convergence by the special urgency of today’s 
ecological and health crises. As suggested in the introduction, I do not think 
that we can simply say: be less ambitious, take time out, free yourself up from 
the world around you and scale down. That would be a bit like saying: disap-
point your family, opt out, show that you are not up to it, be a dud and slink 
through the hole in the fence. I am a greenie and a cyclist but I would not buy 
this backwardness for me or my family.

I see the solution to our contemporary malaise of hyperactivity in more positive 
terms. But the solution to any one of them (environmental, health, transport 
and ratrace) can only be found in relation to the other. While demonstrating 
what the links are, we need to unfold several cultures around fitness, environ-
mentalism, design, family life, the competitive workplace and cycling to reveal 
their disparity and potential alignment. On perceiving how these areas are interconnected, it seems clearer 
that the solutions to some huge global problems lie to hand.

I want to grapple with the world’s problems, seen through the individual’s lifestyle problems; and these 
in turn need to be seen from the new perspective of the latest commuting technologies. The intermittent  
Leitmotiv is the electric bike; but this machine is examined in the broadest cultural and psychological sense. 
The book outlines what can put the animus back into private locomotion; it analyses urban commuting as a 
form of crippled nomadism, which is rather damaging for the psyche and which is experienced as miserable 
on a daily basis by millions of urbanized people. Alas, electric bikes are not a simple solution, because at 
this stage they have not been embraced. Bicycle culture is predicated on the opposite kind of ethos to that of 
electric bikes. The prevailing culture in clubs and bike shops is either indifferent or hostile to electric bikes.

My route into the theme has been to focus on the person and his or her need for fitness. And so, I have 
examined why we do not achieve health and fitness through exercise. Governments are worried about it, 
especially in two areas, obesity and ageing. Medical authorities agree that if you are overweight, one of the 
most powerful ways of combating the condition is physical activity. So far, we have briefly examined various 
philosophies of exercise and diet, revealing how most exercise regimes are not sustainable, just as most diets 
are not. This discussion is beginning to identify the reasons for unsustainability with a lack of convenience or 
disconnectedness from necessary routines.

Exercise needs to be built into a daily schedule, as part of something else, like walking a dog (which is obliga-
tory, once you own a dog) or commuting, since someone is paying you to go to work, or even if you need to 
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go shopping. So the chapter looked critically at some theories of exercise which favour strenuous exertion and 
rapid heart beat. The conclusions were simple. There may be some clinical advantages in stressful exercise, 
but heavy exercise is not much use if it is so distasteful that you give it up. Considerations of sustainability 
for the individual outweigh the cardiac benefits of a severe but salutary pounding. Besides, heavy exercise an 
also be damaging. For example, it is not advisable for older people and is by and large rejected by mature 
women. The zeal for strenuous athletic exercise—though supported from some scientific perspectives—risks 
ageism and sexism. In any case, physical activity of a moderate kind is better for overall health than pressing 
a brake-pedal and accelerator in a motorcar.

From the stresses of exercise, we have contemplated the reasons we either do or do not care for the environ-
ment. Actually, most of us care and do not care at the same time, which is a peculiarly contemporary con-
dition that theorists call aporia. If you think about it, you feel guilty; so you recede to wilful ignorance of 
the environment. The reasons are obvious enough: we are oriented by social priorities toward consumerism, 
material competitiveness and individual greed. We are by and large too vulnerable to marketing to resist the 
blandishments of another acquisition. We need to examine further the basis for personal fortitude; how to 
remain Green against all temptations to the contrary. A person who is resolved to defy the seduction of mar-
keting and embrace environmentalism makes certain sacrifices.

Thus, we have explored how ecological resolve has a structure related to religious faith. The Green enthusiasm 
is based on the future of the planet beyond your lifetime and for a purpose that is not going to benefit you 
personally; it involves the deferral of self-interest in favour of something greater. I am not going to have that 
holiday in Spain because it will cost the planet 50 litres of jet fuel; and when I am dead and the planet is still 
surviving because of renunciation such as mine, the future generations will remember the sacrifice. In a sense, 
ecological conviction speaks to the afterlife. Green altruism may be the sole remaining spiritual justification 
for rating your private interests lesser than someone else’s. It can be related to religious traditions but, in 
keeping with the tendency to downplay what many perceive as the restraints imposed by religiosity, is simply 

expressed as the sustainability of life beyond one’s own.

From the broader perspectives of ecology and faith, I now want to look at bi-
cycle culture and history. One of the key problems with bicycles as an envi-
ronmental or health solution is bicycle culture itself. Bikes are cult objects and 
their riders are enthusiasts. Clad in lycra and with bulging muscles, they make 
everyone normal feel inadequate. Bicycle culture, as promoted by commercial 
media, is one of the greatest inhibiting factors for the dissemination of bikes 
in a wider demographic. I look at bikes as a Gestalt on many levels, from the 
erotic to the ergonomic, to the terms of lifestyle, class history, popular culture 
and every kind of practical bother.

Against the marvellous self-sufficiency of riding a bike, there is something in-
imical to independent joy, that I am calling ‘The empire of fun’. I ask why we 
no longer enjoy contemplation on our own. Part of it is the busy motif already 
touched on, obsessively brought on by competitive zeal and middle-class am-
bition. But there is another factor. The only pleasures that are energetically 
celebrated today are those that can be branded and marketed. The discussion 
explores the new proprietorship of fun, which is expropriated from the indi-
vidual, globalized through media and is, in a sense, authorized by capital. Try 
as we might, it is hard to avoid being conditioned by it. Activities are massively 
promoted according to marketing strategies; and this in turn depends on an 

alignment with stereotypes, like youth hilarity.

Pop music, amplified by megawatts and globally disseminated with images of exclusively gorgeous young-
sters, overtakes the unmarketable things that humans used to do, like having conversations without technol-
ogy or reading or playing a contemplative musical instrument on your own or with friends. When you look at 
baroque genre paintings, you see that this is what ordinary people used to do with their spare time (and they 
had less time back then). It is not much in evidence these days, because those activities cannot be marketed. 
To some extent, the compelling cultural energy of capital explains why we do not dare to be different, why 
we are so scared of standing out. This is related to being excessively fearful of the road and traffic. With rising 
expectations for safety in motorcars, the choice to ride a bicycle defaults to the irresponsible.

So I then go back to the inclemencies of getting to work under a heap of daily luggage. I recall the terms of 
bicycle-love and remember the almost biblical hatred of carry-on possessions and cult of lightness and ath-
letic prowess that go with bikes. Within this context, electric bikes have no chance: they represent the degree 
zero of personal prestige. I ask the necessary question of why electric bicycles are a secret in America and Aus-
tralia, why they are unmarketed, unfashionable, not embraced, uncompetitive, outside bicycle culture. You 
have trouble finding them in most bike shops, much less finding a sales assistant who will talk them up. But 
there are reasons for the community’s absence of curiosity. I try to be candid. In many ways electric bikes are 
inferior to unassisted push bikes; it is just that they are more sustainable in terms of a daily routine for most 
people, in which you can maintain a good level of physical activity without hardship. The secret for reconcil-
ing the two cultures is to use an ordinary bike as well as an electric bike, possibly in alternation.
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There is no point rehearsing all these arguments if they just constitute a lamentation, like the kind of thing 
that you sometimes read by moralistic people in the newspaper, bemoaning contemporary values or groan-
ing at the destruction of Western virtue or recalling how people in the past used to be more profound and 
emotionally less dependent than now. I always feel with such writing that the subtext is to establish the moral 
superiority of the writer over others less well educated; it is all a bit self-serving, in other words, as the author 
has a licence to berate ad infinitum an impoverished culture for spawning more of itself. Literary pessimism 
has a long tradition and what a bore! The gist of this book is not to observe passively or misanthropically 
the reproduction of popular vanity. Rather, under the generous rubric of Zen, I want to describe how an 
individual might negotiate the disempowering energies that undoubtedly surround us and to some extent 
define our culture. My Leitmotiv is the hybrid bicycle, which is unsponsored and unglamorous throughout the 
Anglophone world. It is not an answer to the world’s problems but a useful motif that yields special insights 
into the social and private limitations that we otherwise experience as oppressive.

For me there is a marvellous poetic unity in the story that needs to be told. We need technology to use our 
bodies more. We need physical activity to offset the damage of luxury prosperity; and this means damage 
to the planet, to our psychological wellbeing and to our physical health. We need a kind of primitive con-
sciousness to resist the seduction of consumerism and the competitive template that guides our careers and 
families. We need sophisticated awareness to dare to be independent, to go as we choose, physically, morally 
and to cultivate our own aspirations.
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For the purposes of commerce, the image of cycling is boastfully athlet-
ic. But in society at large, and in truth, cycling and pride do not mix. 
When you are on a bike, you feel—and you are literally—on the margins 
of society, close to the gutter. You are in no doubt that the mainstream is 

automotive. Cars have all the power, all the speed, all the security; they claim 
spatial dominance and hog the infrastructure. Except for unusual circumstances 
of dedicated track (usually short, narrow and perilous) which is independent of 
the road system, you share the space with cars. Any contest between bicycle and 
car is manifestly unfair. On a bike, you occupy almost no room but often you are 
given less than you need. You have no insulation but soft clothing and flimsy 
helmet; you have poor visibility; you make very little sound and you are vulner-
able. Meanwhile, cars are loud, bullying and mighty.

The literal marginality of bikes on the road is reflected in the volume of advertis-
ing. Open any magazine or weekend newspaper lift-out. Campaigns for auto-
motive companies are lavish, engaging all kinds of seduction, from class-con-
sciousness or snobbery to rev-head prowess and of course sex. Meanwhile, if you 
see a bike in an advertisement, it will be for some other product or service, like 
an advertisement for a motor holiday; it will not be for the bike itself. More likely, 
the bicycle will feature in an advertisement for naïve charm, an air of yesteryear, 
which is why they often appear in fashion shoots with a somewhat historicist or 
retardataire wardrobe. Heavy old gracious bicycles from the Latin quarter are 
wheeled in for the purpose, the archaic type with a chain guard, high handlebars 
and brake levers that pull on rods rather than cable. Nostalgic fantasy requires us 
to invoke Monsieur Hulot or Madeline, an air of continental languor and freshly 
baked bread from a corner patisserie.

On an aesthetic level, bicycles do not lend themselves to projection. Unlike cars 
or motor-scooters or guitars or iPods, they have no central volume about which 
to propose an organic self-sufficiency. They are spindly things of minimal pres-
ence; indeed, the lighter they are the more they recede to graphic insignificance. 
Bicycles in their own right are beautiful; but their beauty—as opposed to sym-
bolism—does not translate in the imagery. They are graceful in action but, lack-
ing panels and windows and moulded carapace, they are not photogenic; they 
are more skeletal, in fact, with teensy nervous spokes and fragile little pins and 
chains and bars. In short, they are little but a frame, a vehicle reduced to its lanky 
bones and filaments, a thing of little presence which might achieve its grace in 
a photograph.

It is worth contemplating this in the key motif of the vehicle, the wheel. In a car, 
the wheel is not only fat but compressive. The buttresses radiating from the axis 
can bear weight of many tonnes before bending. Not so on a bike. The hub of the 
bicycle wheel does not even sit: it hangs. The spokes have negligible compres-
sive strength. If you held one between your palms and pressed, it would bow 
like a plastic ruler. The reason it supports your weight and holds itself rigid with 
respect to the axle is not the agency of the spokes below the axle but that of the 
spokes above the axle. The strength of the spokes is that they do not stretch: they 
are like wire, which flexes and does not remain stiff of its own accord. So the 
hub is held taut by a multiple pulling action all around the wheel. It is a tensile 
system dependent on the spokes pulling away from one another in a tight circle. 
When you ride, your body-weight is actually hanging by the top of the wheel. 
The spokes suspend you: they do not prop you up. This motif in engineering is a 
perfect symbolic representation of the non-presence, the anti-mass, the almost 
non-existence, of a bicycle.

Bicycles are marginal in most senses. Shortly after their development in the nine-
teenth century, they were conceived as mass transport for the worker and only 
on occasions for the leisure of the bourgeoisie, which sometimes had a cheerful 
group energy, with bevies of gentry modernizing the theme of a-hunting-we-
will-go, complete with bugle and hounds. Until the postwar period, bikes pro-
vided mass transport for the lower classes, cheap, reliable and efficient. Famous 
films, such as De Sica’s Bicycle thieves (Ladri di biciclette from 1948), testify to the 
social stratum most likely to use and need these machines on a daily basis. Mean-
while, apart from socialized leisure, the middle classes used coaches, then cars 
and, where private transport was not possible or proved inconvenient, they used 
trains and trams. It is not that bikes were entirely confined to the proletariat. 
There are many photographs and watercolours of men on bicycles wearing shirt 
and tie. But you sense that their boss would not be rolling into work on his bike.
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Class difference and prejudices die hard. The key distinction of people with money and those without is to 
some extent mapped onto the dichotomy of those who work with their bodies and those who work with paper 
(like the relative historical inferiority of the sculptor to the painter and the painter to the writer); and so too 
modes of transport are immediately imbued with capital-status. In riding a bicycle, you need to use your own 
body, become sweaty and strain a bit; if you take a coach or a car or whatever, you remain free of corporal 
effort. These conventions have not changed over the centuries. Mr Big expects no one in his office to start the 
day dishevelled. There must be neither grease nor sweat on a manager’s or secretary’s person. The very form of 
proper office attire—clinched in the stiff collar, until recently closed with mandatory tie—militates against the 
evaporative flow of air around the body-in-action; you may exude in denial, for the body has all its somatic 
grossness sealed beneath an oppressive inflexible shroud of formality.

If you came from another planet, you would immediately apprehend the two groups of people—cyclists and 
motorists—in (inter-planetary) Marxist terms. The motorist goes in comfort, oblivious to gales, frost and 
sunburn; their bodies are encased in capital, in a mobile salon, equipped with sophisticated safety gear and 
accessories, making the cabin into a concert hall, a communication network, a family-room, a stock-room 
and a private dining room. These days, drivers do not even need to change gears; the car has every imagin-
able automated feature, which relieves the tired motorist of raising his or her windows, monitoring the speed, 
regulating the temperature. There is no circumstance in which a person could feel so pampered at home. The 
home does not have the fetish status, nor (on account of local building networks) is it as much at the centre 
of global competition. Thanks to outlandish market pressures, cars have accelerated to a level of luxury that 
exceeds the house. Meanwhile, our cyclist is exposed to all the elements, all the dangers, all the discomfort of 
laborious muscular effort. There is no music save for that made by humming or whistling (the wires of the iPod 
relay too much roaring when they cut through the air) and the only means of regulating the temperature is by 
taking clothes on and off, which then creates a problem somewhere else in the form of unwieldy baggage.

Perhaps it is only a historical coincidence that we unconsciously tend to interpret all of this as a class 
issue. Compared to the motorist, the cyclist seems underprivileged, disenfranchised and subordinate. 
Cyclists cannot resemble in any sense the business class that ‘drives’ the economy. Bike riders have 
to ‘push’ their straining bodies around with a great deal of stress; relative to the motorist, cyclists 

are not only physically weak (in terms of horsepower) but symbolically stripped of the rewards of social at-
tainment: above all, they are deprived of abstraction. You could read the whole of western civilization as 
a movement toward the universalizing or environmental homogenizing of the car: a machine that lets you 
travel without effort, without enduring an engagement with geography or with the elements or the ambience, 
a hypermechanical capsule that affords transit without knowledge of the machine itself, much less the topog-
raphy, remote from the grease and the works, planing over all realities equally and without the interference 
of locality, expenditure of energy or the strains of the engineering. The car proposes that your consciousness 
is totally autonomous, encased in privacy, luxury and capital. For these reasons alone, cars are supreme. And 
this is all before you take into account the great advantages of being able to shift people other than the driver, 
because of generous passenger seats.

Gratefully, cyclists know that other interpretations are possible. There is paradoxically a larger socialized aura 
of cycling, as the lack of insulation gives the individual an almost instant rapport with neighbouring cyclists 
at the traffic lights; and there is also considerable shared glamour in the naïve, the energetic, the alternative 
and the natural. It seems to me that there is no virtue in the lack of safety (unless some predisposition to risk 
appetite urges you to seek a perverse thrill in risk). But the exposure of the body certainly has its aesthetic 
appeal from many angles, and a good number of cyclists enjoy the opportunity for exhibitionism.

Though bicycles are not marketed with the aggressive pervasiveness of motorcars, they are nevertheless sub-
ject to international fashions both in their design, their branding and their use. For some, the bicycle is by no 
means an alternative and has no revolutionary appeal. It is also a mainstream posh object, drawn from a dust-
free zone in the loft, placed carefully in a motor-vehicle (or mounted on a purpose-built rack) and used for 
sport. Indeed, there is a new mainstreaming of bicycles through sport, in which the image is controlled by the 
typical branding opportunities that dominate the appearance of most sports, such as soccer (football). The 
body is used for advertising—Adidas, Nike, Vodafone—creating global appearances of strict graphic specifi-
cations. Far from being an individually styled bohemian, the cyclist is a conformist to the millimetre, bearing 
the logos and colours stipulated in corporate image manuals. And these have certainly already been checked 
and cleared globally for any sign of copyright infringement.

There are many bicycle cultures (perhaps more than automotive cultures, which run more along class lines) 
making it quite hard to establish where the bike fits within society. From the hard-core track trainers to the 
varsity intelligentsia, from lawyers with muscle to kids who cannot afford cars, from the marathon guys to the 
householders with loads of Asian groceries crammed in baskets looped along the handlebars: where to iden-
tify the peculiar charms and virtues of the two-wheeler? Bikes have glamour but of incommensurable kinds. 
The taxonomy of bikes is bewildering. Writers have been seduced, as with legendary events such as Tour de 
France, upon whose mythical heroism Roland Barthes has written so imaginatively; but this relates very little 
to the parent who takes a child to the kindergarten each day on the back of a heavy second-hand mountain 
bike with a child-seat assembled from large polypropylene components.

The exact proportion of the various constituencies is hard to gauge. If you spend much time on the road, you 
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get a very different impression depending on where you pedal. The cycling cohorts are dependent on the 
route and the time of day, the day of the week and the company. Some are rich in social capital, issuing from 
clubs or informal groups of mates (already noted as having an ancestry in the nineteenth century); others are 
families, lovers and so on. Many are insular and private. A very large group comprises weekday commuters, 
travelling at peak times or close to it. They may or may not share the visuality of the weekend enthusiast. 
Sometimes, they wear all the lycra gear and presumably have a shower and a change of clothes at work. Others 
simply roll up their trousers or turn them into their socks.

Through design, and in spite of their naturally spindly physical condition, bikes have a larger-than-life 
character which somewhat fetishizes the lightness. They are often very expensive and somehow look it. You 
know that you could lift them with one finger and you can tell that they are the subject of some investment. 
Such bikes are usually stylish and brightly coloured or vibrant even when black. They can be relied upon to 
key in with the branded clothing. This get-up is significant in the design because the rider and bike form an 
aesthetic totality. Unlike a motorbike, a bicycle has no body (no volume) and so cannot belong to the design 
trend of organic extrusions and bulbous or streamlined inventions in mechanical packaging. But where the 
body may be limited, and the designer cannot artificially insinuate organic form into the bicycle itself, the 
clothing of the rider substitutes. The rider is his or her own carapace, with the artificial textiles harmonizing 
with the colours of the bike itself.

There is some logic to this liaison between rider, clothing and bike. Riders themselves have a greater presence 
on bikes than their counterparts on the motorbike, where the centre of gravity is much lower and the power 
comes from the machine. On a pushbike, the power comes from the legs and none from the machine itself, 
if not hurtling down a hill; and even then, the temptation is to fling the legs after the stroke in frantic chase 

of the top ratio. In all circumstances, the ‘two cylinder’ engine that runs on 
breakfast is uniquely made up by human limbs that have a beautiful action, 
bulging and rolling with a rhythm of strain and relaxation that is hypnotic to 
watch. Bicycles have an engagement and seduction all of their own.

Bicycles assume a position relative to cars and pedestrians which is all on the 
side of athletic aspiration and display. Cars, and to some extent even mo-
torbikes, conceal the body, whence extravagant design alternatives (like the 
sports car) are needed to overcome the sequestering of the flesh behind the 
moving fortress. The bicycle not only affords a whole scenography of exposure 
but encourages the overstepping of civility. Like the bare shoulders and naked 
belly of a female student in a room full of academics in tweed, the lightness of 
the bicycle rider is a conspicuous form of social under-dressing. Irrespective of 
what you wear, there is a heightened physicality, an inevitable consciousness 
of body presence arising from the actions, the posture, the breathing.

And of course, the clothing is a part of this. You wear less because of body-
heat, not because you have turned the heater up, as people do in the car in or-
der to deny the discomfort advised on the weather report, so that they can wear 
only their shirts on wet and freezing days, ostentatiously ignoring the plight of 
strained pedestrians. The justification for thin shirts on a bicycle is not because 
of ambient heat (which everyone would share) but an inner source of carnal 

warmth, generated by somatic effort. In seeing this spectacle of thin clothing on a cold day, you can feel a 
sympathy, a hint of recognition (as if gaining some intimacy) for the flesh as an organ that makes itself hot.

The body on display is also a body heaving, which you especially notice as the rider catches his or her breath 
at the traffic lights. The cyclist is using the time to recover from the strain; the mouth is open and, with the 
sweat catching up with the last kilometre of grunting, a whole performance of panting is rehearsed for the 
idle motorist at the lights. These moments expose the rider as somehow vulnerable, a bit spent, without the 
reserves to act with the required amount of adrenalin should the need arise. The body is always on the verge 
of discomfort, because cyclists tend to use their vigour to the end, reaching a crescendo when they will not 
need it further; and thus their eventual ease is fulfilled, the time at the end of the journey when they will gain 
rest and relief. They are usually young bodies; and if not actually young, then enviably young-looking; so the 
spectacle is quite enticing for the staid and inactive motorist.

In their clothing and the way they pedal, riders sometimes play up to this expectation of spectacle. They 
remain off-the-saddle for longer than they would really need to be, perhaps adding a waggling rhythm to 
the naturally twitching actions of the buttocks as the muscles ply the roll of the hips. A German author once 
referred to this as a dance (Friedrich Grimm, Tanz auf zwei Reifen), very correctly because it has the three 
elements of dance: the rhythmic, the aesthetic and the ritual. In a low gear, and still holding the shoulders 
unnaturally low by the dipping handle bars, the rider can rise from the seat with a slow elliptical swish, danc-
ing with the behind on the pedals with the follow-me air of a cat on heat. The opportunities for showing off 
are so great and the licence so free that it constitutes a taunting language, a choreographed convention of 
the desired and victimized Other, through which cyclists project to their motorized spectators the cheekiest 
grounds for their youthful desirability.
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Perhaps on a social level, cycling is like a person stretching, advertising the tired muscle tissue and perchance 
exposing a bit of belly or flank, as the clothes are drawn into an unusual degree of lifting and pulling. Behold 
an opportunity for voyeurism, the moment seized upon by pornography. You can see it every day; and it all 
has to do with the absence of the mobile room, the capsule, that is the car or the socialized space of a bus or 
train. Where you slink into a car seat, with a steel environment all around you, bikes just prop you up. You 
might at most sit upon one: but even then, you do not sit in one, because there is no inside; they do not have 
an interior. And unlike motorbikes (which you also sit upon rather than in), they are not phallic either; they 
are more like the chain that suspends you on a swing (remember the motif of suspension in the bicycle wheel 
mentioned earlier). Even when you sit upon a bike, you are perched there, not really sitting at all, because 
remaining on the seat is going to require your legs and arms to maintain your balance; and this arises through 
the muscular force of arms and legs against their support.

For cycling, there are the same three points of contact that exist in a car—hands, feet and bottom—but the 
engagement is radically different. In a car, the bottom on the seat is the only point of contact that bears 
weight. You do not grab the steering wheel in the car to hold yourself up, nor do you press on the pedals to 
regulate the position of your buttocks. On a bike, however, the pressure on handlebars, pedals and seat is an 
organic system that keeps you and the bicycle upright. All points of contact bear your weight; and these are 
in a constant state of flux throughout the journey.

Just how little dynamic there is between hands and carriage of the spine in the motorcar is emphasized by the 
armrests that are now de rigueur on the central console and the door. As the elbow makes contact with these 
platforms, the cybernetic functions of the hands on the wheel are emphatically privileged and the hands are 
relieved of the charge of holding your body up. This motif of total relaxation and freedom of hands for the 
dirigible functions is radically different from the corporal language of support and thrust in cycling. For the 
bike to move, the body weight has to be delivered through the legs; and as the legs are on either side of the 
body, the movement involves a dual stroke: each shove not only pushes the bike along but keeps your weight 
off the seat to the extent that you thrust; so between the stroke of each leg, the bottom rocks and bounces, 
even if the cyclist smoothes this out somewhat by cultivating an admirable upward tug on the toe-straps or 
cleats to maintain traction the whole way around.

The bicycle seat has a unique phenomenology among all other types of seating. As a seat, it distin-
guishes itself greatly from a chair, because it is not a platform or a dish-like form. It is a seat unlike 
any other: a positive form that describes a negative form, the gap between the thighs and the gluteal 
cheeks. It is a sculpted answer to the perineum or bum, almost obscene when you think about it. They 

are still referred to as a saddle, which is a kind of validation, an appeal to an archaic and chivalrous motif, 
quite understandable, given that they were fashioned out of leather, a bit like the saddle on a horse. Some, as 
today, used to be sprung and padded, large and bouncy (almost like the stool of a tractor) while the equip-
ment for racing bikes was always lean and hard.

For energetic cycling, the saddle is not a seat so much as a ‘guy’ or anchor, a perch from which the cyclist 
centres his or her body for consistent delivery of force without wobbling the bicycle and wasting energy. The 
cyclist never likes to leave a lot of weight on the seat for long: the weight has to be directed to the pedals, 
lightening contact with the seat with a consistent pulse. While keeping yourself upright, maintaining the gy-
roscopic inertia, your body throbs above the post, negotiating strain and relaxation in a regular sequence.

Somehow, this motif of the perch assumes a heightened symbolic topicality, as the athletic rider is likely 
to couple the hard pumping with the greatest horizontality of the spine that can be achieved with comfort. 
This lowering of the body is done in order to present less chest to the headwind and hence minimize wind 
resistance, which is a retarding and discouraging force on a bike. The low postures are assumed by means of 
dropped handlebars, which are essential for racing. The forward posture also has the consequence of throw-
ing a fair amount of weight onto the hands and hence front wheel. And this means that still less weight is 
borne by the bottom.

As the body is inclined forward, the contact not only becomes lighter on the bottom but migrates from the 
anus toward the genitals. In fact, I am not quite sure why we so politely refer to the seat supporting ‘the bot-
tom’, because really the bicycle saddle addresses itself to the crutch. This was noted from early times. There 
were fears over the sexual pleasure that might be gained from bicycles, especially female jouissance. And 
as throughout the history of ideas, these anxieties were medicalized. Women would be encouraged to mas-
turbate through this rhythmic stimulation; the saddle had lost its innocence in an untoward coupling with 
the clitoris. See Ellen Gruber Garvey’s beautiful essay from 1995 called ‘Reframing the Bicycle: Advertising-
Supported Magazines and Scorching Women’.

Physicians in medical journals no longer go into extensive and prurient detail; however, the preoccupation 
of the nether regions remains. Some doctors are now turning their attention to males, concerned that the 
pressure on blood vessels close to the penis will affect sexual function. I find this research less than pressing 
and more an expression of an unconscious interest in any form of rhythmic caress around the private parts. 
Psychologically, it is understandable; because in cycling, a motif of plain engineering gains the most ex-
traordinary sexual privileges.

If there is a culture of cycling, there is a psychology of cycling: there are reasons of attraction that cannot 
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simply be described as rational but florid in the imagination, albeit unconscious or suppressed. For some, 
it appears to be an innocent social sense of belonging, a clubbishness, that requires little excuse. For oth-
ers, it is a chance to wear fewer clothes (or more revealing clothes) with athletic institutional justification. 
For some, it is a way of staying young or feeling young. And for others, it simply seems rational, an efficient 
and environmentally-friendly way to get around. Yet underlying all of these, there are deeper psychological 
reasons which, if you are Freudian, all have a sexual basis. And so this apparently prurient interest in the bi-
cycle seat needs to be understood not so much in pornographic terms but as part of the hidden psychological 
economy of cycling.

I could take a cue from an erotic short story by the eloquent writer Julio Cortázar, Ciclismo en Grignan which 
describes a handsome young woman seated on a bike, talking and laughing with two others:

These long and lascivious sentences concern a spectacle, admired passively by the author. But if Cortázar were 
to jump upon his own bike and follow the precocious backside on the same street, he would not isolate the 
spectacle quite so voyeuristically but rather see it as enfolded in the same engineering that causes his own 
private parts to twitch and roll; because for as long as you share the route, you share a rhythm that somehow 
naturalizes the obscenity. It is a bit like anthropologists encountering the natives: at first it is heady and 
exotic to see all this nudity; but for the Indigenous people themselves, it is business as usual. Besides, upon 
your own bike, with all the forces to contend with, the dynamics and engineering occupy a large part of your 
consciousness, even in witnessing the carnal charms that are staged on the saddle nearby.

In cycling, the legs undoubtedly provide all the spring and elasticity and present as the soul of the bicycle, 
as if the two-wheeler is a kind of rotary prosthetic for the legs. But with the legs dominating the action, the 
centre of the body is not the heart so much as the loins; the prestige of the centre moves down the body from 
the noble casket of the breast (now suppressed to eliminate wind-resistance) toward the nether shameful 
parts, the vagina or testicles. The body hinges and is cleaved at this point, marked by the arrow of the bicycle 
seat but always somehow mysterious. The seat is an absent platform: there is no flat plane down there but an 
argument of compressive wriggling and little friction. No one could tell you what it looks like beneath the 
contact, because the eyes do not go there. Men would have no idea where their bollocks go; there does not 
seem to be any room down there, as this rhythmic leg machine raises the body around a kind of pin, with each 
stroke delivering a small rub or caress in an unidentifiable and unspeakable place.

And so from leg machine, the bicycle can also be seen as a naturalized dildo, a fetish of near obscenity were 
it not for its ubiquity. It is not so much erectile (for there are no penetrative suggestions, even in the ‘nose’ 
which causes physicians to worry about vascular damage among athletes) as a tool for a comprehensive fin-
gering from back to front. The bicycle seat is a padded deterritorialization of the underspace cupping its way 
from cheeks to clitoris. It yields a hard but prolonged and lavish cuddle that underscores the transition from 
cleavage of muscle behind, past the propylaeum of the inner thighs to the sexual tissue at the crown.

When a cyclist dismounts and, say, enters a lift with the bicycle, you might look at the saddle as if to a fetish. 
You know that the seat must be warm because it has just had the working body applied to it. The mere sight of 
the saddle evokes a preposterous intimacy with the private parts; and in a sense, the form commends them to 
public imagination. You know that his or her sexual palace fits itself onto this ideal form; and given that the 
whole apparatus, including the handlebars, compels a high degree of bending, the seat may be apprehended 
with outrageous lubricity. In recent designs, some seats have included a split in the middle—a vagina in 
representation—ostensibly for ventilation but with obvious symbolic poignancy.

The bicycle is not for sex but sublimation; its practical and symbolic role is for the spending of energy ema-
nating, in Freudian terms, from the loins and thrust outward into society or into the air by means of pedalling. 
So the libidinal charge that goes with both the key body parts and the expenditure of energy always consti-
tutes a kind of socio-personal investment; the bicycle is an advertisement of psycho-physical prowess in a 
way that no motorbike (with its buffy padded saddle) can ever be. And as a result, you experience other riders 
quite differently, as birds of a feather, as competitors, as fellow bodies equally manipulating their parts and 
managing their always-limited resources of will-power and erotically-derived muscular energy.

This heightened physicality that necessarily arises from the mechanical and imaginary dimensions of cycling 

I no longer looked at anything but this: the seat of the bicycle, its vaguely heart-shaped form, its black skin ending at a  
rounded and corpulent point, the skirt of luscious yellow cloth (la falda de liviana tela amarilla) moulding the tight little rump, the 

thighs shoe-horned on either side of the saddle which however they continuously abandoned when the body flung itself forward and 
lowered itself a little… with each movement, the tip of the saddle lent support to the buttocks, retired, returned. The buttocks moved 
by the rhythm of the chatter and laughter; but it was as if in finding the contact again with the seat, they provoked it, they made it 
advance in turn, as if there were a mechanism of an everlasting coming and going (vaivén interminable), and this occurring in broad 

daylight in the city square, with people looking without seeing, without understanding. Then it was there, between the edge of the seat 
and the hot intimacy of the adolescent buttocks there was nothing but the mesh of a slip and the fine yellow cloth of the skirt…  
the girl continued to rise and sink rhythmically upon the seat, and at other times the thick butt-end of the seat inserted itself  

between the two halves of the peachy youngster in yellow, cleaving her to the point where the elasticity of the fabric  
released it, returning to mount and begin again…

inevitably insinuates itself within the social experience of cycling. If you are lucky enough to ride on a bike 
path well-frequented by other cyclists, you will notice the strange feeling of community and aggression 
at the encounter, inscrutably mixed in the sweat and breath, straining muscle and precarious perch that 
you implicitly share. The way you pass people going in the opposite direction on the narrow path provokes 
strange thoughts and wanderings of a tribal nature. The mind is never very sharp in hefting upon the pedals 
because the primary effort is directed to a physical labour, and the mental activity takes on a bizarre nomadic 
character.

In the athletic semi-delirium of cycling, you cannot help but wonder: what are they doing with their sex-
ual capital? Through the hallucinogenic effects of low sugar levels, you might catch yourself thinking very 
strange thoughts. The physical presence and potential of the other riders—distilled as vigour and touted de-
monstratively on the conspicuously nimble machine—invite speculation as to what kind of person, what kind 
of animal, how like me and how different, what kinds of caper distract or entertain this person? Apprehending 
the single-minded mustering of power, you catch yourself momentarily marvelling at the many biological 
dimensions of this specimen that are not necessarily expressed in cycling.

You might notice, for example, the peculiar racial signature of each cyclist and may catch yourself discover-
ing patterns in the swarms of people who arise from hill to bend: here are the Vikings or here those dark and 
swarthy men—Mediterranean or Celtic, descendants of the Romans or black Irish—and a particular respect 
arises when the racial type is radically different from my own, as with Asian or African people, who in the 
imagination are ‘pedalling’ their genetic material toward a marvellous mul-
ticulturalism which may ultimately hybridise the community with unknown 
vigour. Speaking as a man, these are strange and regressive speculations that 
are deeply uncanny, a trace of a barbarous archaic chauvinism suppressed by 
education and civility but returning with the grunt of fervid hefting in ballsy 
company. In his book Ciclismo: La passione della bicicletta, the Italian author 
Alfonso Bietolini describes cycling as ‘imitating the rites of ancient battles’. 
Not the battles themselves, mind, but the invocatory phases of corporal and 
psychological preparation that gather fortitude and faith in your own.

For the rest, cyclists are silent and taciturn, hard to relate to, either for the 
pedestrian or other cyclists, much less motorists who are themselves physically 
insular. Though arranged in sportive tribal formations on a weekend, cycling is 
essentially an individualist’s trek. You are ultimately on your own, without that 
sense of urban community that you experience when gathering at a pedestrian 
crossing and marching across to the green light with other men and women 
in the city. On the bike, you are conscious of your safety, your decisions, your 
prudence and your image in radically different ways, ways to do with prowess, 
thigh and loins, a ‘cycle’ of desire and exhaustion, intensely physical, hungry, 
sweet, competitive and arousing.

The sexual attraction to bicycles must be very strong; because some-
thing compelling is needed to overcome the disadvantages of bicycle travel. Given that there are other 
options for transport, I sometimes think that it is a miracle that anyone ever rides one at all. Let us 
return to the practical problem.

Three factors discourage the greater use of bicycles: first, people have a legitimate fear over safety in traffic; 
second, they have an understandable anxiety over weather, luggage, distances and consequent discomfort 
and finally, they nourish a concern for personal image, as cycling—with its burden of helmets, sacks, sweat 
and suitable shoes—does not flatter urban lifestyle or corporate images.

These reasonable concerns are an inscrutable mixture of risk-assessment, logistics and symbolism. Taken 
separately, some of these areas could be analysed by referring to personal experience; however, they do seem 
interrelated, with an unfortunate negativity accumulating in the imagination of the prospective bicycle user. 
I am not talking here about the seasoned cyclist with an addictive disposition to reveal the body or extend the 
reach of the loins. I am talking about those who cannot or simply will not claim this predisposition. Because 
no one really understands the practical, social and psychological dynamics of cycling. And as with the at-
tractions, which are widely explored in the literature across Europe and the Americas, the barriers to taking 
up the saddle are little understood.

This phenomenology might continue with the bicycle helmet, necessary clobber which also provides us with 
a great way to analyse bicycle culture. One study has revealed that there is an inverse relationship between 
the safety that helmets offer and the popularity of riding. In Australia, bicycle helmets are required by law, 
and compliance-levels are laudably high. The evidence of their effectiveness is strong and the enforcement of 
mandatory helmets for all riders is enlightened. However, when helmets became compulsory during the 1980s 
in Australia, the number of cyclists on our roads declined. You do wonder if there is a causal relation between 
these figures. Countries in which helmets are not compulsory—such as the Netherlands—enjoy higher cycling 
participation. The reasons for this are obscure but you could conjecture among a cluster of possibilities.

Helmets are a nuisance to carry around and are liable to be stolen if chained up with the bike. They look daggy 
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or if you are lucky, a bit like the hard-hat that you have to wear on a construction site. Either way, they are 
unfashionable as couture and difficult to customize. They are uncomfortable to wear and distort your hair 
(helmet-head or helmet-hair), making necessary a mirror and mini-coiffure on arrival. Even though a design 
student (Christine Warren, Parsons School of Design) has attempted to style the helmet around the hair, the 
commercial propagation of such ideas remains untested. Besides, the speed theme wins out. With their heavy-
duty air of safety in a speed zone, helmets are symbolically contrary to the connotations of freedom and 
youth which belong with various casual cultures of cycling. In terms of imagery, the helmet has a conformist 
military character; we could go further and mention the way they evoke the riot squad, and the streamlined 
ballistic connotations that accompany that image. 

On another symbolic level again, the helmet is a constant and forceful reminder insisting that riding a bicycle 
is dangerous. Sallying forth under a mantle of protection invokes bad karma in a superstitious psychological 
economy, perhaps inviting a mishap or misfortune in the journey. Personally, I do not mind the helmet and 
was an early adopter. My brother and I used helmets which were like a soft basket in the 1970s before the hard 
polypropylene helmets were widely available. So it would not occur to me not to wear one. But I can see that 
in many senses, they do not belong with a natural cycling enthusiasm. Helmets seem to cruel the optimism, 
the freedom and the intimacy with the air.

At the time when the legislation was introduced, an advertising campaign could have been contemplated, 
pointing out the great advantages of helmets in the event of an accident; furthermore, they double as a sun-
smart hat. But these rational protestations, though intrinsically valid, would now be in vain, as the possible 

negotiation with the public is no longer timely. Helmets must be worn by law 
(on a safety-first principle which is widely accepted) and there is little point 
presenting an apologia for them. But this leaves the damage, so to speak, un-
attended.

Part of the problem with helmets relates to their design and what they commu-
nicate vis-à-vis bicycle cultures and safety cultures. It would be great if some-
one could come up with suitable and imaginative designs that do not make 
you look like a Bionicle or a Nazi. Recent versions tend to favour the alien-like 
cranium favoured by sci-fi production designers and have been popularized 
by riders in the Tour de France. Helmet-aversity is not limited to impulsive 
youth. It crosses into all kinds of identities. If you created a cultural taxonomy 
of helmets, it would reveal a very poor fit with the heads (figuratively speaking) 
that they are designed to protect.

It seems to me that this problem is tellingly unique to cycling. Other kinds of 
riding helmet beyond the bicycle helmet match perfectly the aspirations of 
the rider. In particular, we can see this in the design of two analogous kinds of 
helmet: the motorbike helmet and the helmet used for horse-riding. The motor-
bike helmet is now identified so strongly with motorcycle culture that it seems 
impossible to imagine motorbike riding with unhelmeted riders. The reasons 
for this total acceptance are less than clear; and it seems too easy to say that 

the happy identification of riding and helmet has simply been forced by law, or even more simplistically that 
the helmets are endorsed by use. I think that there are also aesthetic factors.

The large spherical or egg-shape volume which covers the whole head is prima facie an objectionable burden, 
removing the rider from a sense of air and light and encasing the skull in a kind of spongy casket. Yet some-
thing in its design redeems this cumbersome object. The design—abstracting the human head into a geomet-
ric unit—is congruent with the motorbike design, erring to the streamlined, bright and shiny. The helmet has 
thus become effective symbolically, as if marrying the rider with the machine and creating the overall effect 
of a missile. The motorbike does this in its own right; the industrial skin has an abstracting function: over a 
whole lot of nuts and wires and valves, knees, shoulder, it projects a kind of carapace. Thus, over the whole 
assembly of rider and machine, a biomorphic unity is magically insinuated. And upon this great symbol of 
dynamism, the helmeted rider assumes the air of spirited robot, marrying the vehicle and the android and 
aesthetically reconciling human with machine.

By contrast, the horse-riding helmet has a very mixed reception. It is warmly accepted for dressage and 
equestrian event riding, and equally for any form of trail riding with girls; and, as with the motorbike, this 
may also be due to design. The high degree of acceptance may be owing to a felicitous alignment of the 
design with the function. The hard-hat helmet is visually compatible with the riding cap of old, a kind of 
reinforced hat prescribed by tradition and almost part of the rider’s uniform. However, this does not carry 
through to the cultures of high-country (Australian cattlemen) riding, which are somewhat backward with 
regard to safety.

Any form of horse-riding is dangerous and helmets are as important (more important, in fact) on horse as 
they are on a bike. However, helmets tend to look modern; and, when the rider is fixated on the nostalgic 
vocation of jackaroo, modernity unfortunately seems to break the game. It seems impossible to be absorbed 
in the spirit of highlands droving culture if your head is encased in a foam-plus-fibreglass membrane. These 
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are areas of the imagination steeped in myth; and resistance to safety measures is likely to persist for some 
time. When, finally, there is safety legislation and enforcement of mandatory helmets, mountain riding may 
well suffer in prestige and participation may subsequently decline.

Expectations for occupational health and safety are constantly rising; and so I imagine safety cultures hav-
ing an increasing impact on cycling participation. Of course this goes well beyond the helmet. It is a whole 
wardrobe. There are brightly coloured ‘hi-vis’ jackets and reflective vests, lights, and lycra shorts, leather 
gloves, safety goggles, reflective ankle-bands. Few of these things match anything else that you are likely to 
want to do in your day. It is fine if your sole intention is to ride for leisure or sport, rather like walking a dog, 
for which you need a leash; but you do not want to have to carry the leash around in the shops, the bank and 
the theatre. Cycling is both transport and recreation. But the image is created entirely on the recreation side. 
Movements in the international cycling image are developed around the cycling of greatest prestige, which is 
the competitive or clubbish touring variety. And in a sense, all cyclists have to ‘wear it’.

I wish we could be innocent on these innocuous machines; however, we cannot; nor can we have simple and 
gracious helmets. The aesthetics of cycling are overwritten by large marketing promotions which have little to 
do with cycling per se; they are predominantly streetwear, phones, running shoes, watches, toothrot, motor, 
all with logos, all globalized. The genres of helmet more or less coincide with these insignia. The taxonomy 
is determined by fashion agendas and marketing, not by the needs or moods among cyclists, much less po-
tential cyclists who might be induced to try these machines which so depend on the unselfconsciousness of 
the rider.

As the vehicle for advertising, cycling (like soccer) has developed a global image which is more narcissistic 
and studied than casual. In effect, cycling has been internationally hijacked by sporting culture. Through 
this, bicycles have moved from a gentle form of transport to acquire connotations of market triumphalism. 
Contemporary popular culture in the field is emphatically dynamic, quite at variance with the ‘easy’ or ‘alter-
native’ way to get to town, which might encourage greater volumes of commuters. The anti-rat-race cultures 
of cycling from the 1970s seem harder to identify today. Amongst the young who have little experience of 
living under conditions other than economic rationalism, that anti-rat-race sensibility might even serve to 
repel them.

To examine cycling culture means confronting this encroaching hegemony of youth symbolism. It has 
an unhappy and excluding effect on cycling. The look of competitive athletes (simply created by the 
preferred clothing and available helmets) makes riders feel that they have to measure up to a stressful 
benchmark. The uniform, as it were, is for stereotypical athletes in the Tour de France, whence every 

ride must demonstrate muscular prowess rather than leisurely commuting. Unless you really are an athlete, 
the dress code and terms of appeal are not in your favour. You feel a bit inferior. Somehow, image triumphs 
over engineering and common social sense.

Theoretically, every rider could find his or her natural level and respective sartorial expression. The burly ath-
letes could fly along at 32 kph cruising speed (the 85th percentile) with all their shiny apparel and expensive 
racer. The sprightly commuter could pump along with decent force but with sleeves and pants rolled up for 
working just below the sweat threshold; and the plodder could roll gently with upright posture and dignified 
clothes, caring nothing for the speed cultivated so zealously by all the cyclists overtaking him or her. This 
ideal coexistence of types would appeal to nature, as with the several breeds of transport-herbivores that 
circulated in massive volumes just over 100 years ago, from the racehorse to the impressive steed, from the 
Clydesdales to the donkey.

As it is, however, the rider of less-than-prime achievement is a visual duffer—a dag or even an unconvincing 
interloper—who assumes (as with the only commercially available helmets) an appearance which is symboli-
cally incommensurable with his or her character and riding style. You might be nothing but an ageing billy-
goat but you are decked out as if you are a panther on a rocket. You can feel mighty silly and out of place.

This may all have a discouraging effect on bicycle use; because, like the human models in advertising they 
set an impossible target, predicated on an unattainable sexy mojo. And so, to appreciate the inertia of bicycle 
uptake, you would have to conclude that the key problem is bicycle culture itself. As basic and primitive as 
they are in technological terms, bikes are cult objects and their riders are cultish enthusiasts. But the terms of 
this cult leave most of us out.

This is unfortunate and unnecessary: bicycles are sexy in a carnal way without the fashion elements; they are 
naturally bouncy and leggy, inducing gorgeous rhythms on the rider in any clothes at any time. Indeed, this 
is their innate social strength: they are a leveller—much more than cars or motorbikes—because, irrespective 
of cost of the machine, they insist that the rider has a sense of balance and an inner source of energy, plus two 
able legs with muscles that experience fatigue. Bicycles can be worth tens of dollars or thousands of dollars: 
they are equally a frame for exploiting and representing human physical vigour. There is no need to denounce 
flashy bikes or flashy branded cycling gear for enthusiasts who want such a statement; but the culture is more 
than the sum of its advertisements and its future depends on transcending them.
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From a spiritual point of view, the most remarkable feature of the contem-
porary world is not the spread of atheism but the industrialization of fun. 
First, everything that is made, or offered as a service, is designed to appeal 
to your sense of fun. Even paying a gas-bill has to be fun; and hence the 

projection of this electronically expedited transfer as euphoric and sexy. It is a 
party in there. Second, the claims on fun (and the technologies for projecting it) 
are too intensively capitalized to be left to individuals to make up for themselves. 
It is more and more difficult to make up your own fun because the commercial 
competition is so powerful, as with pop music, with its attendant video display, 
projecting sexual gratification of an impossible euphoric kind. Fun is the subject 
of design in every sense, whereas your ideas were merely spontaneous and na-
ïve.

Today, fun is big business. Once upon a time, your access to fun might have been 
the topic of your own invention. It was quodlibetal, whereas now it is managed, 
manipulative and a vehicle of strategic promises. Not long ago, if you had some 
time, you might have taken some musical instrument from the shelf or gone to a 
locale among friends where there was a piano and attempted some harmonies. 
Or just talk. Maybe to your aunty. One way or the other, you invented your enter-
tainment, in the same way that children used to be able to enjoy themselves by 
playing with two sticks.

Nowadays, of course, children’s entertainment is largely electronic—from the 
various club sites on the internet to Nintendo and Playstation—and when the en-
tertainment does not exist in these virtual spheres, it is nevertheless mediated by 
digital technology, advertised through electronic pathways and promoted with 
vast amounts of capital. Middle-class children play indoors in the home, where 
they are considered to be safer and, in some parts of the world, they are only 
taken outdoors by car. They cannot easily entertain themselves and their par-
ents cannot easily leave them to their own devices. So the electronic entertain-
ment conveniently fills an otherwise stressful gap. Bit by bit, this motif extends 
to adulthood; the same take-over of leisure-time by branded products affects the 
bigger guys as well.

More and more, we are getting used to the idea of scripted fun, where the options 
have been prefigured by software or entertainment design. The absorption of idle 
hours with the creative imagination—playing an instrument or trotting off to a 
friend’s house (as they do in Winnie the Pooh) or baking a loaf of bread—is more 
and more improbable. What would be there in the imagination upon which to 
imagine? Our powers of independent fantasy are no longer entirely ours; and to 
extend them beyond the programs on offer seems to involve an authority beyond 
the consumer. His or her imagination is co-owned by a series of corporations ex-
ceedingly jealous of their copyright and exploiting the most striking sounds, the 
most extravagant language and the sexiest imagery.

The purpose of commerce is to make money; but the purpose of advertising—its 
collective apparatus—is to encourage dependency. If a population is contented 
and happily spends its leisure time in conversations and strolling and reading, 
there is insufficient consumption taking place. The companies marketing speed 
boats, travel, flat-screen televisions, new wardrobes and motor cars would crash. 
The market relies on dependency and, where it does not exist, commerce has 
to create it. A cult is hatched around the object or service, as with toys (like Bi-
onicles) that are not only bought in the shop but come with films and videos to 
extend the fantasy. The marketing exploits an unwholesome synergy, combining 
the purchased item with imaginative software, narratives that bring the toy to 
life in accord with the film. And of course this occasions further consumption, 
because you need to buy more and more episodes to nourish the fantasy.

Perhaps for this reason, environmentalists hate capitalism and blame market 
competition for the ecological ills of the world. In our lifetime, the genius for 
claiming greater levels of consumption has escalated and is correlated jealously 
with growth and prosperity. For politicians and economists, it is celebrated as 
the gratification of what people want. With rising levels of participation in the 
market, more and more people get to enjoy the fun.

The problem is spiritually perplexing. It has always been hard to imagine a ra-
tional world; and any reformist intervention has been thankless. Reason may or 
may not be fun. Sometimes it is fun but sometimes fun is not the point, as when 
the discourse is moral. For example, sometimes your fun is distasteful to someone 
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else. So environmentalism would be an example. One person’s enjoyment of energy consumption means 
damage to future generations. Not that environmentalists do not have their own fun, too; but they contem-
plate their joy in the context of assisting planetary health. Also, it might be fun if you feel that you know 
what to do about the escalating crisis; but lacking this deluded confidence, environmentalists would prefer 
to talk of planetary obligations and reasonable policies, and maybe talk of fun later, once this priority has 
been handled in some way.

It would be easy to dedicate a lifetime toward a rational society; but why would it not be in vain? In truth, our 
society is part rational and part fickle and undoubtedly has been for a very long time. Writers would naturally 
like to emphasize the rational part. Scholars hope to contribute to the world by identifying patterns or con-
jecturing explanations for its various crazy dependencies. Even when an element in society is acknowledged 
to be capricious, our hope in studying it is to make it less so, to render it somehow measurable and hence 
controllable, perchance to be restored to the side of reason.

Hopes for the spread of reason have reached new and unprecedented levels of implausibility; because a great 
unchallengeable force has redirected westernized society away from its reasonable past preoccupations of 
utility and aesthetic or symbolic edification toward an apparently inescapable destiny. This is the force of 
globalization.

Globalization has its apologists who see in the collapsing of trade and communication barriers—and the 
consequent planetary movement of capital, labour and messages—a great way to improve the wealth of na-
tions. All nations stand to gain from it (so the apologists claim) including the poor and exploited ones; all 
that they need to do is look at the recently successful nations, emulate them, succeed in globalization and 
the case is proven.

But while globalization works for some, the critics argue, the economic spoils 
achieved through globalization are realized at the expense of cultural integ-
rity, to say nothing of the environment. To join in the global marketing exer-
cise, a country or any group of people has to abjure its regional prerogatives, 
especially its self-determination of symbols, religiosity, cultural aspirations, 
the way of life or the values by which a community functions.

Most apologists for globalization do not mind this because they do not value 
difference. They accept as inevitable the spread of corporate culture, consum-
erism and marketing across the globe, much as they feel that industrialization 
is inevitable. And now that the focus has shifted from machinery to the indus-
trialization of symbols—which is how I would define marketing—, the abolition 
of localized symbolic orders seems as natural as the extinction of gas-fired 
lighting in the 1920s or the extermination of the dodo. Resistance is futile.

Globalization does not support diversity and is not kind to movements and 
activities (like green) that lie outside the global canons of fashion. Globaliza-
tion encourages one construct of the market, one way of life, one set of stylistic 
parameters, one language of transactions, and one set of values, which are 
capitalist and consumerist. We are familiar with the language of global con-
sumerism from the advertisements on television, billboards and magazines. By degrees, they are the same the 
world over, inflected in iconography only to the extent that marketing discovers and exploits the cachet of 
subgroups. Those apparently free subcultural energies are respected through commercial savvy for exploita-
tion: the underground conceits proper to the group can be used in fashion, for example, to yield commercial 
advantage. And so, alienated youth or high society snobs are treated no differently by marketing executives: 
the same methodologies of gauging demand for the sake of profit apply. In any event, the subcultures are of 
global proportions, dividing the world up into categories of income, gender and age. 

If you are a reformer and you are interested in what might make cycling more popular or sustainable, you still 
have to face the same decision as that made by traditional chocolate manufacturers or makers of soft drink: 
do you want to be in or out? Which is your taxonomy of consumers and what will you do to make your product 
sexy? Prestige is attached to products by identifying them with youth and erotic prowess, wealth, power and 
privilege. Occasionally a picturesque view of cultural authenticity is provided, usually more a caricature than 
genuinely expressing desires from within the group. With these handsome but discriminating stereotypes, 
the principal aim is to excite envy, to show off in a way that seems to compel conformity. The relentless and 
inexorable flood of low level pornographic imagery promoting indecently boastful products is offensive to 
religious cultures, especially Islamic fundamentalists, who hate globalization with the vengeance known 
and feared with equal planetary spread, namely terrorism. As the late Italian writer Tiziano Terzani has com-
mented, Islamic fundamentalism is the only remaining ideology that attempts to resist globalization. What 
for us may seem nothing worse than shabby or superficial advertising is baleful and abominable for pious 
people onto whom it is thrust with commercial main force. Economically weak communities which have very 
different cultural priorities, are especially vulnerable to globalization because they lack capital and cannot 
easily resist someone else’s capital. But let us come back to that grave and sombre theme anon.

The cornerstone of global marketing is fashion, a commercial theme far exceeding the field of clothing, tex-
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tiles and footwear and reaching all commodities that have a stylish look. Even those which do not seem 
to have a conspicuously stylish look will be marketed with a judicious range of fantasies that makes them 
fashionable in the end. Only vast capital can afford these strategies. Advertising, the industrial instrument of 
promotional fantasy, is extremely expensive. The ownership of fantasy is now concentrated in the corporate 
world; and design is its principal tool. 

This situation presents a challenge to design aesthetics, which you will need, for example, if you want to 
design a new electrical bicycle. Formal factors in design—once the centrepiece of modernist design and the 
mainstay of design education ever since—are becoming increasingly marginal in the global context relative 
to the subjective message-making economy which lards designs with myth and makes design appropriate for 
medial distribution, so that it is economically viable. In many fields of design, there is little point launching 
a product unless it can mesh with a fantasy.

Design, it seems to me, has moved from a shape-oriented discipline to a sign-oriented practice, a movement 
noted by Baudrillard since the late 1960s. It has slipped, by dint of globalization—where in essence everyone 
shares the latest design trend and design difference is hard to spot—to an inscrutable collusion with market-
ing that concentrates on manipulation through images. An example is the baseball cap. Once a subcultural 
symbol belonging to sportspeople, it now enjoys world diffusion, worn by males of all complexion, at least on 
the weekend. What distinguishes two caps is not so much their construction or fabric but the logo embroidered 
or otherwise affixed to the front and back. Two caps of equal material value are priced incommensurably ac-
cording to their tag. One with a Nike logo may sell at twice the price and 500 times the volume of a no-brand 
cap or one with an unknown logo. The Nike cap has more prestige because of the advertising strategy.

This immaterial element has abducted the economy of design with apparently 
irreversible destiny. At the beginning of this somewhat irrational trend, it may 
have been possible to dismiss the promotion of hype at the expense of reason 
as something commercially crazy which is unrelated to design. But now, af-
ter witnessing an apparently exponential growth of marketing of immaterial 
fantasy-identifications in advertising and design, it seems hard to ignore as 
one of the key determinants of design in the global context.

Imagine, in this context, the challenge of designing an electric bicycle that 
might have appeal to some potential middle-class ridership. Massive impon-
derable conjectures ensue, because this ridership does not really exist yet: it 
could be current automotive commuters or people who have given up riding 
because of their age or because they are becoming a bit lazy. This is not the 
ideal basis upon which to launch new products and possibly explains the 
equivocation of the available designs. Industry goes for things that can graft 
themselves upon other consumerist trends, for which there is a demonstrable 
market.

Design does not march in linear fashion from the drawing board to the home, 
with an intervening mechanical stage in the factory. Design is elaborately mar-
keted and it seems hard to identify any design (other than vernacular) which 
is not marketed. Design is conceived integrally with a manipulative network 

of the most capital-intensive kind. This is by no means restricted to commodities but services also, most of 
which are promoted under elaborately tested graphic interfaces. In the age of globalization, where manufac-
turing is constantly on the decline relative to the communication of cultural branding, the economy of mes-
sages displaces the previous innocence of design as a classical studio activity, aligned with engineering.

To be fair, design history has long had frivolous dimensions. Many things about design do not matter much. 
Though claiming the heartfelt interest of designers, the most conspicuous features of design have limited 
bearing on human welfare. The gravity of design is especially questionable as it relates to appearance and 
styling as opposed to engineering. Design seems flimsiest when it becomes identifiably like design as an 
autonomous discipline and unlike the solid but work-a-day discipline concerned with engineering, logistics 
and technology. The scientific dimensions of design are not the visually demonstrable part of design—much 
less the catchy part—whereas, of course, appearance and styling are the elements that capture the imagina-
tion, make design popular and create enthusiasm among lovers of design.

Design is caught betwixt and between: in commerce it is everything but it does not inspire serious attention 
beyond that economy, as if weighty things depend on it. On a scale that includes any important social or 
theoretical issue, it matters not at all that the rear of my car is square or round, if the hub-caps have a radial 
or concentric pattern, if the laptop has panels in different grades of metal or plastic colours; no one will live a 
day longer or suffer indignity or be morally uplifted by a shinier shaft on a lamp or a mesh casing surround-
ing a rubbish bin.

In turn, the shyness with dialectic derives from another embarrassment with design. It is the place of theory 
in what seems to be a natural and inevitable trajectory in the design process from identifying a market need 
to delivering a marketable product, with several intervening phases of empirical research and testing. In such 
deterministic scenarios—now reinforced by the shared destiny of globalization—critical theory is redundant. 
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Resistance of the market paradigm is futile. For this reason, most published design theory is marketing-
compliant.

It would be unfair to blame theorists for the lacuna. It is not easy to take up a position in the current tide of 
globalization, without merely sounding bitter or defeated or misanthropic. Much design may be vain; but 
alas so is the theory that decries it, leaving little but bland attempts to model processes in the industry. A 
dialectical approach to design theory has been frozen out.

I do not believe in conspiracy-theories and I would not suggest that there has been a deliberate reactionary 
ploy on the part of the design scholarly community. It is not as if scholars presenting a dialectical approach 
to design theory (like Baudrillard in the late 1960s) have been excommunicated. They were never a part of the 
design scene but stood remote from it and observed design—along with most commercial activity—skepti-
cally. Rather, the dialectical approach to design theory has failed from within, thanks to the fear of futility. 
There is limited profit in professing a moralized theory, to apply logic to reformist arguments in persuasive 
support of ambitious social improvement. The great patterns of manufacturing industry which determine so 
much design practice respond to legislative demands but hardly critical design theory.

If you ask why a moralized theory in industrial design is so fruitless, the answer undoubtedly lies with the dic-
tatorship of the market. If you have a market that ultimately seems to take care of all choices, you do not need 
a theory. Industrial designers are perfectly pragmatic. They are the people who make cars boxy or globular 
in spite of the most compelling theory to the contrary. In the end, they serve the empire of fun, which has a 
rigorous government of marketing, a regime that overrules all scruples of an environmental or moral nature.

The empire of fun has inexhaustible pretensions to the ownership of instinct. The most successful marketing 
is the kind that most directly promises gratification; and the surest strategy is to align the product or service 
with libidinous euphoria. Sex sells because it is the supreme source of fun. That is why we have to endure so 
much pornography on the streets, on TV and videos and in magazines. It is amazing to me that competing 
soft-drink companies vie with one another not to cultivate greater health (and hence appeal to reason) but 
to promise greater sexual prowess. And the same is true of most marketing, which charges the goods and 
services with youth, erotic charm and sexual capital, almost as if such things were Talismanic.

It is impossible to tell anyone that there is something wrong with having fun. The erotic marketing ticket 
is the greatest commodity of capitalism because the only negative response to it can easily be dismissed 
as puritanical and misanthropic. Or fundamentalist, as has recently arisen with the Anti-Pornography 
Bill in Indonesia, in which the Islamic forces of this populous nation seek to eliminate the carnal basis 

of westernized social relations. This has been a telling episode, characterizing the gulf between westernized 
market-oriented society—predicated on the empire of fun—and the sole remaining multinational community 
organized around religious principles.

In Australia and America, deploring the Anti-Pornography Bill in Indonesia has been all too easy and too 
righteous. We belong to a liberal society and despise people who do not share our liberal perspective. In par-
ticular, the Islamic strictures against exposing female flesh strike us as backward, a retrograde interference in 
the affairs of individuals. We see it as medieval conservatism: it is indignantly scorned as theocratic prejudice 
that banishes female sexual expression to the bedroom. It is anathema to the empire of fun.

But in another discourse—the eternally fugitive theme of planetary health—resisting the empire of fun is ur-
gent. In this context, all eyes are on the developing world. Consumption rises in the first-world nations; but 
the trend threatens to become exponential if similar levels of luxury are enjoyed by the developing world. So, 
unconscious of our hypocrisy, we piously enjoin the third world to relish and retain its traditions, to sweat on 
their rickshaws rather than fire up cars, and recommend a life of economical authenticity. We are especially 
aghast at the likelihood of greater prosperity in the third world, which will afford the kind of environmental 
damage that we support in the west, only a thousand fold. The prospect of consumerism becoming rampant 
in Asia suggests imminent calamity.

The problem in our new moralized complacency with Muslim poverty, however, is that we cannot quite ac-
cept the moralized basis by which the Muslim world resists the empire of fun. For all kinds of intellectuals, 
the interdictions against pornography, for example, spell a return to archaic paternalism: women are to be 
controlled and their sexuality owned by males. The Indonesian legislation is promoted by backward conser-
vatives against the freedom of women. The idea that priests or governments should tell women how much of 
their bodies they can expose strikes us as repugnant; we also do not think they should determine how much 
an advertisement can contain lust-arousing content. Like numerous others expressing their opinion on the 
internet, two authors in my city’s serious newspaper, The Age, argue that the Bill “is about denying women 
and sexuality public space”. Invoking pornography is just an excuse to alienate women’s bodies, “equating 
expression of sexuality outside the marriage bed…with obscenity and criminality.”

Repression, patriarchal intolerance, a punitive Jihad against self-expression: this is how it looks from within 
the empire of fun. The critiques are well-intentioned but they are also deeply incurious. I do not think that the 
Muslim will to eliminate pornographic display is fundamentally about denying women’s sexuality. It is about 
globalization. Specifically, it is about the Islamic determination to resist globalization, to resist the onslaught 
of western competitive values, marketing, exhibitionism, lifestyle culture and consumerism.
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The zeal to get rid of the carnal language of advertising is part of a larger Islamic aspiration to avoid being 
subjected to the relentless take-over of a sacred value-system by aggressive and manipulative marketing 
practices. Advertising images that encourage consumption bring prestige to wealthy western individualism. 
In our media, people who are not dedicated to consuming with endless cash are seen as losers. This also has 
the effect of defining the Muslim cultures as trash.

It seems no accident to many Muslims that advertising of consumer goods involves the visual prostitution of 
women. For over thirty years, western feminists have vehemently complained that advertising is sexist and 
ageist. Their venerable critique makes no difference to greedy corporations in competition for market share: 
they promote themselves with sexy youngsters and hang the cultural sensitivities. Least of all would any ex-
ecutives worry about Muslim sensitivities, because they do not as yet constitute a large market. Their market 
is western and so they purvey western wish-fulfilment.

That is why you cannot open a magazine or turn on the TV on a weekend or ride past five billboards without 
seeing semi-naked teenagers making bedroom eyes at you with pout and lascivious giggle. The lovely lan-
guage of intimacy is vulgarized in order to sell. Somehow, we do not seem to mind that the seduction is du-
plicitous and cynically false. The woman does not want you; rather, the corporation paying the model wants 
your money. And this jejune scenario of woman as false temptress provides our most common role-model for 
girls. Even from within the empire of fun, I am wondering: why should Muslims in Indonesia put up with this 
stuff? Why should they tolerate a whole value-system contrary to their beliefs, promoted in a carnal language 
which is offensive even to our own intellectuals?

The hardest challenge for us westernized liberals is to see that our righteous liberal perspective is 
partial, relative and indeed hateful to others. We think of our ways as natural and everyone else’s as 
backward. The last Australian Prime Minister once described certain Muslim cultures as backward. As 
Tiziano Terzani has pointed out, western people make fun of the burqa but feel that it is normal for 

women to cloak themselves in make-up. We see it as archaic that men should wear long beards and think it is 
more normal to shave and wear restrictive neckties. It seems natural to us that women should prop themselves 
up on high heels or that expensive and prestigious clothing should be used to flatter various body-parts.

Maybe the slow bicycles of the tropics are also tainted with prejudicial scorn of presentation-codes that are 
not our own. Our sumptuary standards have an intolerance that is infectious. And this horror of visual abjec-
tion is reciprocated. Our get up is as unnatural to many Muslims as head-scarves and robes are to western 
people. We think that they are so backward; and they think we are shameless. Undoubtedly the way we ride 
our bikes has the same motif of symmetrical contempt. While western liberals are in a position to recognize 
this relativism, they believe deeply that western norms should prevail. And they do prevail, by dint of superior 
capital. We can force our ways anywhere. As Terzani has said, our corporations see the world as nothing but 
a huge market, where people of all colour—no matter how backward—can be induced and educated toward 
western consumerism.

I wish, personally, that the feeling against western pornography in Indonesia restricted itself to advertis-
ing and did not contemplate strictures against people wearing whatever they like. But I do not think that 
westernized people should be so arrogant as to demand that Muslims accept our sumptuary liberality. For 
some Muslims, a person who gets around in skimpy clothing designed to fetishize the body is conspicuously 
subscribing to the moral order of commerce. It is an order that sees flesh as socio-sexual capital, to be used 
in all kinds of promotional agendas, most of which cannot be described as natural.

To me, personally, it makes a lot of difference if the person is just wearing shorts and a thin T-shirt because it 
is hot (as it is in Indonesia and Australia) or if the person is wearing a posh outfit conceived with the intention 
of projecting the body as a ritualized consumable. But this level of subtlety may not persuade all Muslims, 
who consider the blithe display of thigh as the kind of sexual provocation that is seen in our cheap and vulgar 
advertisements. We need some sympathetic imagination to recognize this point of view rather than jumping 
to discredit it along the lines of social regressiveness. If there is a deep antipathy between Muslim nations 
and westernized capitalist countries, I fear that we, as a culture, are entirely to blame for it. We despise other 
people’s sacred ways and want to force our market-driven individualism upon them, the more to obliterate 
their culture.

As a society, we have wilfully confounded the social and the sexual through consumer culture; and now we 
demand that Muslims lap it up. They should not have any protection but should swallow all our billboards, 
thick with innuendo, quasi-fellatio and fantasies of orgasmic consumption, all pumped up with capital and 
set to earn heaps more (which is quickly repatriated to certain cool cities in the Northern Hemisphere). So it 
is not just environmentalism that makes me suspicious of the empire of fun but the implicit stigma that we 
bring to less globalized conventions. The deeper problem is that the very idea of fun—trafficked for the sake 
of commerce—becomes imperial. It is a new spiritual orthodoxy that conditions people to be dependent on 
artificially high levels of consumption. You are seen to be ratbag or abject in resisting it, akin to Muslim fun-
damentalists who are reviled throughout the western world.

As the empire of fun holds sway in the contemporary imagination, it encourages people to feel dissatisfied 
with the opportunities, goods and services that they currently have; and upon this discontent, it makes de-
ceitful and indecent promises that happiness can be accessed through increased consumption, investment 

and activity. The only heartfelt popular critique of this is a traditional sacred resistance that seems easily 
marginalized as religious bigotry and is accordingly discredited in the popular press. 

And so, outside the sacred cultures of Islam and Buddhism and scattered Indigenous cultures, the pressure 
is on for individuals to find fulfilment in mechanical ways. There is no escape. You are trapped in a world of 
competitive ambition, forever anxious about other people scoring better opportunities than you. Even our 
education system is built around sales and marketing, pitched to the consumer’s insecurity. Your child might 
not be getting the best education. She is not excelling in piano according to her native talent. She’s also 
below the national benchmark in swimming. Your son is languishing in academic development: he needs a 
Church school or extra tuition, professional consultation and encouragement, a coach, a personal trainer, a 
therapist. Similar motifs reach into tertiary studies, where institutions have elaborate marketing departments 
that hope to score enrolments by selling opportunities or the perception of opportunities. In a text from 1985, 
Energía y equidad, the writer Iván Illich described the collective group of educators and psychiatrists as a new 
subsystem for social control.

Organized life is a scramble for control. It is as if all the opportunities in the world now have to be cased and 
zealously investigated. Suddenly, the world has become hyperactive, as the busy psychologists and psychia-
trists look to the available prescriptions and decide on a regime of heightened activity: more consultations, 
more holidays, more time out, more testing to see what can be done, more trips and time apart and time 
together and quality time, as well as appointments for the whole family to see what patterns of interaction 
can be agreed to and perchance what harmony can be achieved. Harmony, perhaps; peace, never! One form 
of busyness can only engender other forms of busyness. It is the flip-side to the empire of fun, the anxious 
pilgrimages to further consultative services in the hope of creating and acquit-
ting new ambitions and the planning and management of expectations.

Lives are seen increasingly as a logistical problem. Life has never been easy to 
live but now its stresses and opportunities present themselves to the individual 
in managerial terms, as if an internal bureaucracy of the psyche is responsible 
for good and bad investments and processes, and you stand to gain or lose 
a great deal by getting it right or wrong. As the judicious balance is hard to 
achieve without infinite prudence, there is a temptation to outsource the wis-
dom to those qualified in analysis and calculation. If ever there was a hope of 
living your life naturally, this is dashed upon the rocks of professional respon-
sibilities in and around the individual.

How can there be any rest in this executive world? You are always checking up 
on claims. Even our entertainment is based on anxiety, because the viewer is 
flooded with choices and a research exercise is needed to determine a rational 
preference. In the end, your decision is likely to be the result of coincidences, 
because it is impossible to make all the correct comparisons and evaluations. 
Culture follows the same overload as with phone companies, only several times 
greater. Various providers offer deals that sound good; but how do you choose 
among so many options? Marketing calls come from all around the globe, but 
they are still small in number compared to the options in the entertainment 
industry. Are you getting the best deal, the best film among the best company? Among so many travel deals, 
was it the right decision to go to France when it would have been so much cheaper and possibly more exotic 
to go to Bali? And then, with the chances of embarrassment, the bid for gratification leaves you exposed to a 
number of risks. For example, you might reveal to yourself and others that your values are mediocre or reck-
less. So it is a major planning exercise, where you have to evaluate imponderable options and perform in 
miniature the kind risk management that is known in industry.

Service industries are structurally configured around providing more choices. Our choices have proliferated. A 
whole lot of private research in understanding the terms and the decision-making is indicated. And with this, 
a whole lot of management-time is committed. Anxiety rises. The administrative burden occasioned by all of 
this bites into the special opportunity that people now call quality time. Personal things (relationship-type 
activity which we used to describe as conversation) are juggled alongside administrative things, again with 
a sense of fracture and pressure that puts them in conflict. Everyone feels that time is horribly contested and 
arrangements are made with rising jealousy for the opportunity that is thereby lost.

With all our activity and joyful mobility in the empire of fun, we also cannot leave one another alone for more 
than an hour or two. We have to check up on one another, using the great instrument of connectedness for our 
time, the cell phone or mobile phone as we call it in Australia. That is because we are perpetually ‘on hold’: it 
is as if our lives are like a phone call where your remote interlocutor is simultaneously receiving another call. 
Oh, hi, you are still there? Oh, good… hey, I’ll just be another minute. Sorry. Yeah, sorry! Our whole life, in 
this sense, is telephonic. It consists of a great concatenation of apologies for absence. You are not there—you 
are not totally committed, giving maximum service—and so, with a constant sense of inadequacy and failure, 
you attempt to recover from all the defecits, all the expectations that you have defaulted on, with solicitous 
messages, reassuring interventions from afar.
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This persistent expression of anxiety, too, is enfolded into the empire of fun. Text me. I love being texted. It is 
a euphoric intercourse of darting bodies, scampering down subways and diving into meetings and lectures. 
The joy does not need to be sustainable. It is a thing of impulse and need during waves of longing and an 
overwhelming desire to share the moment.

This new joy of remaining constantly in touch is projected over the horror of disappointing expectations. 
Other people, the ones you care for, have expectations of you and naturally you do not want to default on 
them. Or the anxiety is to forestall feeling disappointed with others, with them and their tendency to ignore 
you over insufferable periods. Send a text. I am here. Do you want to get in touch? Society cannot afford to 
let this anxiety be known as a condition of fear and insecurity; and so it takes special delight in rendering 
the neurosis as pleasure. Advertisement after advertisement protests the delirium and the gallantry of tel-
ephonic constancy in adverse circumstances, from an almost medieval ethos of loyalty in crisis to a festival 
of hilarity and surprise. Wherever people are anxious, there is money to be made; and this juice is most easily 
extracted if the anxiety can be alchemically transmuted into joy. All these mechanical paradigms of reassur-
ance amount to delusion.

The same motif of anxiety in maintaining contact belongs also to the incessant trips that people make in 
the course of their week. It is a cocktail of insecurity and ambition, by which people attend to their almost 
universal sense of lack with telephonic and locomotive frenzy, which of course generates further stress, to say 
nothing of the damage to the environment. So you need a holiday. More planning, more consumption, more 
choices, more stress. How the empire of fun has colonized us like this is really no wonder at all. It drives the 
economy. Alas, the same busy individualism also drives us to planetary sickness.

The only antidote to this frenetic malady is a wilful removal from the grid of 
neurotic references by which an individual disowns his or her peace. This is not 
easy to achieve because it goes against our conditioning since infancy. Since 
we were little, our identity has been defined by activity. As suggested in the 
introduction, active kids are considered healthy and vigorous, while quiet kids 
are suspected of being a bit daunted and shy, phlegmatic and indolent, doc-
ile, timid and backward. They will not get on in the world. They are not pushy 
or ballsy. They are going to end up submissive, in some inferior relationship 
where they will be exploited and humiliated. What a liability, to have a kid 
without initiative and get-up-and-go!

Having children is increasingly stressful, because the docility which is feared 
and scorned as a psychological outcome is exactly what parents would enjoy in 
practice. Parents envy other parents who have compliant and passive children, 
and wish that they did not have to put up with the relentless insolent energy of 
their own, which often manifests itself in hostility and ugly tussles for control. 
Alas, even their own feelings—unconscious or otherwise—are not going to de-
cide anything, because the paradigms and expectations are set; and, supply-
ing them with endless support, a whole televisual indoctrination conditions the 
little people toward expecting excitement, vigour and ambition.

The media create a template in which modern life is heroic. You serve yourself with zeal and ambition, striving 
to get ahead, augment your capital and establish your authority. This is stressful, to be sure; and everyone 
would acknowledge it. But the deal is that it pays off. By means of the psychological investment, you can 
afford comforts. There is a stress threshold which, when crossed, yields a life rewarded by control. The terms 
dictated to individuals in the empire of fun involve a quest, just as in the fairy tales and myths of antiquity. 
It is the journey of the individual in search of private capital.

And of course, there is something terribly compelling about the recommended shape of this personal tra-
jectory within the society that expects it. Poverty is stressful. Lowly menial jobs are unrewarding. You have 
difficulty keeping up, and fear greatly for the opportunities of your children, who will inherit poor academic 
expectations. Either you are extremely ‘philosophical’ about this inferiority or you will be consumed in re-
sentment for the beautiful life that you cannot pass on and which is vaunted boastfully in every advertise-
ment from the middle to the corner of your eye.

I suspect that unconsciously everyone senses this deadly pressure and feels a sense of horror, just as we rec-
ognize that greed and ambition kill us later in life (literally, with cardiac problems) and in any case get a 
person ahead to very limited levels of personal satisfaction. My contention throughout is that the same rest-
less mentality is damaging in other ways, not just for the spirituality of individuals but global ecology. The 
same spiritual turmoil is also responsible for spoiling the planet.

The question is how to achieve the requisite meditation? In what kind of hermitage, other than an expensive 
and unsustainable holiday, which is one of the symptoms, not one of the solutions? Meditation as a separate 
activity, divorced from the obligations that you feel under pressure to satisfy, is also a liability. By devoting 
time to it, you remove time from something else; and so you only add to your stress. The same, structurally 
speaking, is true of sport and most recreations. They are disqualified by hogging your day and making you 
default on the things you need to do.

the terms dIctated to 

IndIvIduals In the empIre 

of fun Involve a quest, 

just as In the faIry tales 

and myths of antIquIty. 

It Is the journey of the 

IndIvIdual In search of 

prIvate capItal

The prescribed antidote that has been identified—the wilful removal from the grid of neurotic references by 
which an individual disowns his or her peace—cannot be bought across the counter. But it can be found across 
the street. It is the walking or cycling that takes you to where you need to go, the railway station, the office, 
the shops or the café for the meeting. These forms of corporal engagement are the temporal interstices of busi-
ness and household; and they are completely insulated from the seductive dictates of the empire of fun. They 
are not owned by the governing paradigm of consumption but belong rather to production. In effect, you are 
manufacturing your own disposability; and that is an important commodity. And so you are losing nothing 
(except weight) and gaining a valuable amenity, which is the mobility that our culture demands.

At the same time, however, you can reach something truly marvellous, which is contemplation, psychologi-
cal detachment, spiritual freedom from that stranglehold of competitive references that I have finally come 
deplore. Speaking for myself as one riddled with ambitions and zeal, I feel that riding a bike to work has saved 
my peace of mind; and so far, touch wood, it is been kind to my body. The assurance that I feel to the maxi-
mum, however, is the vindication of ecological imperatives: it is the right thing—it has an integrity of mind 
and matter—and places in perfect harmony my own nature and the greater construct of nature beyond, which 
is on a cosmic scale. To be so closely in touch with the beauty of time passing while you are in the moment, 
with your body contributing to the flow, is the perfect symbol of that harmony.
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The great French writer and liberationist Albert Camus once observed that 
the Arabs, even when travelling huge distances, do not carry any lug-
gage. Toting a whole lot of private property on a long trip was unknown. 
You travel as you are. For the people of northern Africa, worldly goods are 

not understood in transportable terms.

Because we are luggage junkies and never go three housefronts without bags 
of stuff, I have always remembered Camus’ observation with a sense of wonder 
and envy. Either the people of northern Africa in Camus’ day had no mobile pos-
sessions or they could count upon adequate resources at the middle and end of 
the journey, or perhaps endure the privation for the pilgrimage. Admiring their 
freedom, I have contemplated the heroic circumstances with a certain jealousy. 
A long journey in a hot climate: where do you get water and what happens if 
you get sick or need a change of underwear? And because I would not be able to 
cope in a similar way, I have suspected the people of northern Africa of surviv-
ing so happily because a service economy of women lies in servile attendance, 
dutifully plying the male wayfarer with necessities. Only thanks to female ex-
ploitation, I have reasoned, could the gallant males afford to enjoy the luxury of  
travelling light.

But now I am not so sure and this scornful explanation seems complacent and 
arrogant. Travelling light is not a luxury; it belongs to the frugality of non-glo-
balized communities, in which hospitality is also a route to virtue. A journey may 
be seen as heading out, with a destination in mind but an indefinite number of 
stops along the way, depending on the company that you encounter. Favours, 
promises, wishes, solidarity: the communities relate to the stranger pro bono. 
Chances are that if the traveller is carrying anything, it will be a gift. Or, in certain 
Buddhist communities, the solitary item may be a sign of the monastic relation-
ship with the world, as with the bowl carried by a monk, a receptacle for people’s 
charity.

Applied to us westernized people, this is hard to imagine. Not long ago, I stopped 
at my parents’ house on my way to work, expecting to return a key to them. But 
when I arrived, I could not find the key in my pocket. So I detached the worldly 
goods that I had leashed to the bicycle and brought them into the dining room 
in the hope of locating the key. I distributed them on the large table. I counted 
24 items.

Surprised at this little archive, I recorded them in my diary as an inventory for 
the day’s travel:

c h a p t e r  s I x

Lightness  
and fLow

1. mobile phone

2. memory stick

3. office and home keys

4. wallet

5. fountain pen

6. optical glasses

7. sun goggles

8. night goggles

9. lunch

10. diary

11. book to return to the library

12. papers for meeting

 

13. bottle of water

14. work jacket

15. work shoes

16. hi-viz reflective safety vest

17. safety jacket for rain

18. helmet

19. cap with visor

20. gloves

21. headband for ear protection

22. shock cord for parcel rack

23. the bag containing  
 much of the above and

24. bicycle lock.

If I were to forget one of these items of apparel or business, I would be indisposed, anxious, maybe even in a 
state of near-panic. It is not as if they are luxury accessories like an iPod. Each one of those 24 items I consider 
indispensable. I cannot leave them at home; otherwise I will not have my files or my lunch, or my ears will 
freeze or motorists might not see me or I’ll get too sweaty. If I forget the bike lock, I cannot secure the machine 
outside the supermarket in order to get our three litres of milk on the way home. I am dependent on my gub-
bins. I do not remember this dependency on luggage in the past but now it seems inevitable.

Theoretically, I could leave my ‘work shoes’ at work, because I might not need them at other times. But this 
would also be dysfunctional because, like all bourgeois males, I have a brown and colour wardrobe, a black 
and grey wardrobe, a smart casual wardrobe as well as a casual wardrobe; and each of these has a couple 
of pairs of shoes to match the several options. To meet the likely palette at work, I would need at least six 
pairs of shoes lying under the desk if I am going to play with the sartorial intolerance of the office worker. 
Unfortunately, the underside of my desk is so cluttered with bureaucratic stuff, that I would not be able to 
accommodate a shoe-rack.

Whether we really need all this stuff is another matter. I start from the assumption that most westernized 
people have a wad of stuff that they take with them. And if they go by bike, they will need a whole lot of extra 
stuff concerned with safety and weather. The only axiom of cycling is that the horrid threat of discomfort and 
fear of danger are attenuated by accessories.

So how do you schlep all this stuff around? I am amazed at how all the vigorous cyclists wear backpacks. The 
ones who push their bikes hard seldom have a luggage system. They would rather sling a bulky bag around 
their shoulders than fit their bike out with a rack and basket or paniers. Some of them must have a full change 
of clothes in their swag, because they are riding in lycra and heading toward 
the towers in the city. They are going to have a shower and change. Even so, 
do they not get sweaty and uncomfortable under that nylon scrip? Commuting 
bikes that have racks usually do not have a basket, unless in centres like New 
York, where bikes are used for delivery rounds (but then I do not think of them 
as commuting bikes so much as service or errand machines).

The archetype of a men’s bike with triangular frame (which, progres-
sively reduced in size, is increasingly used also by women) follows the 
paradigm of the racehorse or swift steed, able to run or canter for good 
distances. This is the ideal that inspires the enthusiast. So with a mind 

fixed on the nimble lines of a fleet machine, the cyclist enjoys an imaginary 
buoyancy, which is unfortunately challenged by reality. In fact, once you have 
attached racks and bags, you are looking at a Clydesdale or possibly a donkey. 
And if you do not attach these fittings, in order to retain the illusion of light-
ness via the weightlessness of the machine itself, you have to carry the swathe 
of gubbins around your neck and shoulders as if you yourself are the mule or 
packhorse. The eternal quest for lightness (as in ‘lightness of being’) survives, 
but it is based on an ideal of speed and slimness rather than Buddhist relations 
with consciousness and the cosmos. You still need the gubbins for anything 
else that you might want to do, like remain comfortable. It is a great embar-
rassment, enough to discourage cycling in itself.

The one expectation deceives the other. It is impossible to enjoy the fantasy of the light bike unless it is for 
recreation; and this may explain the high proportion of recreational uses of these machines in countries like 
America and Australia; because the ride for sport’s sake preserves the archetype of the bike, true to the athletic 
prowess of its original design, unencumbered by the luggage for a day’s survival. For the reality of a daily 
grind, with groceries to fetch as well as work to endure, the heavy unglamorous cycling options are more logi-
cal. Alas, all the prestige goes toward the light bikes and the heavy ones, fitted out with storage, are identified 
with the lowest socio-economic groups engaged in delivery rounds.

The taxonomy of handsome bicycles does provide for the heavier styles, such as the American cruiser type; 
however, the riding postures and symbolism err to the naïve (large hat style) and a plodding old-worldly at-
mosphere. Donning a conventional bike helmet, you look a bit absurd on the Gatsby era hardware. The cruiser 
styles are not conducive to the ethos of the serious rider who needs to get through the headwind and make 
good time. For excellent reasons, this sturdy type has been adapted in certain designs of electrical bike, where 
the non-aerodynamic upright postures are afforded through the assistance of the motor, making streamlining 
unnecessary. Also, with the aid of a small electric motor, the amount of luggage becomes irrelevant. The style 
provides for racks and the extra weight is immaterial. It is no more effort to carry yourself or yourself plus 
nine kilograms of books and groceries. Electrical bikes give you the sensation—no matter how much you are 
lugging—that the wind is always behind you.

Strange that the development and uptake are so poor. Electric bikes provide an extraordinary delight, once 
you overcome the first wave of horror that the purity of the bicycle is compromised by an energy source other 
than metabolic (i.e. powered by breakfast).

However, as noted in the introduction, electric bikes have some unwieldy aspects. They need to be recharged 

electrIcal bIkes gIve 

you the sensatIon—no 

matter hoW much you are 

luggIng—that the WInd Is 

alWays behInd you
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after 40 kilometres and therefore are not autonomous in the way that ordinary bikes are. You cannot set off 
and ride for an indefinite duration. You have to calculate how far you are going and whether an outlet will be 
in the vicinity. Fine if you have an office where you can bring the exhausted machine inside and put it on the 
recharger. I am lucky in this regard, with a large office and a tolerant and sympathetic employer. Otherwise, 
you might find yourself running out of power before arriving at the destination. My electric bike is unreward-
ing to pedal without the motor, because the electrified system has some kinetic resistance and I can only 
proceed very slowly, while all the ordinary bikes humiliatingly shoot past me. It seems like a punishment and, 
because I have only myself to blame for miscalculating the reserves, I end up resenting the whole idea.

These engineering problems need to be overcome before the electric bike is ready for world diffusion. And 
even then, there will be problems in the imagination, related to athletic prowess and the disappointment of 
using an externally generated power-source. I own one and use it often. When the battery is full of power, it 
is extremely rewarding to ride. In fact, it got me back into consistent cycling—persuading me that a long ride 
to work is feasible every day—to the point that now I happily pedal any machine to work.

I do not think that technology alone will solve our problem. Ordinary bikes have their shortcomings and so 
do the electric bikes. For instance, over time, ordinary bikes offer a solution only if you have to pedal a short 
distance to work, and work is all you have to do. You cannot easily carry a passenger unless very young. If you 
have a lot of errands or services that you have to link in with work, the pushbike actually adds to the stress of 
your day if you are running late and you still have to pedal a distance or overcome a few big hills. They do not 
make you feel relaxed but exhausted and inadequate. Bikes are green and make you fit; but, as noted already, 
people do not ride them for very long. And this problem is symptomatic: what is sustainable for the planet is 

not sustainable for the individual.

For this problem, the electric bike (which will carry anything) has enormous 
potential, providing some very enjoyable sensations. It is a machine like no 
other. When pedalling, you enjoy a partnership with the machine where you 
seem to be doing the same job as the machine. This motif of sharing the kinetic 
load does not occur with a motorbike or a car, where your muscular actions 
are of a purely organizational or cybernetic nature. Even when managing the 
gears, you are only entrusted with the dirigibility of the machine. In a car or 
motor-scooter, you do not exert the same kind of force that the motor does, 
and so you lack the intimacy with the mechanics that you immediately sense 
on an electrical bike. You become quite fond of the response of the motor in 
saving your legs.

Originally, my interest in the electrical bike was a response to vulnerable hy-
pochondriac knees. But now my knees seem fine, touch wood. I think it might 
have something to do with confidence but I am a bit too superstitious to make 
any claims. The truly magical feature of electric bikes is that they relieve anxi-
ety. You do not have a total reliance upon your own body. If the wind is blow-
ing a gale and you would normally despair at the headwind, you know that 
the trip will nevertheless be tolerable, provided you are wearing goggles. It 
is as easy as you like. Even rain does not seem to bother me, whereas I would 

consider it a condition that makes cycling impractical on an ordinary bicycle. It all has to do with stress and 
the perception of difficulty.

In hot countries like Australia and Brazil, the most offensive part of cycling is sweat; and here the electric bike 
presents immeasurable advantages over an ordinary bike. You can remain below the sweat threshold in most 
circumstances, because on average you have a 25 kph wind rushing past you and the kind of energy expendi-
ture of jogging. The combination, even on a hot day, keeps you reasonably cool. On the other side, you may 
need impermeable layers during the winter because the cooling factor is so much greater than on an ordinary 
bike. No sweat or very little. There has never been a machine so perfectly engineered to attenuate anxiety. 
The rhythms are gentle and induce a condition of wonder, a kind of suspension of urgency, which has to do 
with the regular pedalling action holding itself to a somewhat more uniform pace, insulated from the fits and 
spurts of will and muscle that intersperse the regularity of action on a normal bike.

But you also do not get impatient, as on an exercise bicycle in the gym (which is totally uninflected by to-
pography and hence regular) because you get to where you want to go. There is no sense of being trapped in 
some idle or extraneous leisure activity. Just as you never really get hot, unless on a beastly day, so you never 
feel tired, because the assisted transit over the terrain by your muscular effort is invigorating and stimulating. 
Your body is not passive, as it is on a motorbike, but engaged. And as you are never putting in more effort 
than is comfortable, you feel sharp and fresh. At the end of a long journey, you feel rested but not spent.

The mere fact that I own one of these machines is reassuring to me when I use an ordinary unassisted bicycle. 
Often, I take the ordinary bike because, from an aesthetic point of view, I just prefer it. I like the classical 
nimble lines of a racer from the 1970s and do not really mind, on some days, if I am favoured by tailwind 
one way and impeded by headwind the other way. For the aesthetic and symbolic appeal of the light racer, 
the inclemencies of the weather seem bearable. But maybe the weather would not feel quite so bearable if I 
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did not have the alternative electrical machine available in the event of poor health or the need to haul large 
volumes of material or shopping. The availability of the generous self-powered bike provides a great reassur-
ance and sense of security.

Both types of machine are enormously rewarding to pedal; and the great advantage of the ordinary bicycle 
relative to the electric machine is that the power source is metabolic, that is, the production of energy is by the 
body alone. For symbolic but also practical reasons, this is elegant. For example, your legs do not run out of 
electricity. And from an ecological point of view, the symbolism is clearly better. An Italian writer on bicycles, 
Graziano Scaffai, once described his disdain for electric bikes, reminding us that the production of batteries, 
like the generation of electricity by burning fossil fuel, is among the most ecologically harmful.

People who buy bikes are likely to be more sensitive to such concerns and entertain scruples about the green-
ness of the technology as well as its symbolism. The power that I use from the mains comes, ultimately, from 
fossil fuel; because where I live, the power-generation is not hydro-electric. It makes no difference if I say to 
people: but this motor consumes about as much power as the windscreen wipers on your car. Critics feel that 
they have a basis to find the machine at fault and wax sanctimonious with a vengeance.

Above all, however, the impediment to the spread of electric bikes has to do with image. Until they ‘catch 
on’, the perception is that they belong to the class of battery-powered mobility-aids for the handicapped. 
The culture of riding bikes is related to demonstrations of muscular virility; and the construct of electric bike 
is clearly outside the canon, just as it has no glamour among people who value powerful motorbikes. Electric 
bikes have too much power to be innocent and too little power to be heroic. At this stage, outside China, it is 
a very small market.

One of the greatest problems of the electric bike is bicycle culture it-
self, as it is most promoted in sportsmanlike guise. Clad in lycra with 
hairless legs and bulging muscles, the sportive cyclists make every-
one normal feel inadequate. Bicycle culture, as promoted by com-

mercial media, is one of the greatest inhibiting factors for the dissemination 
of bikes to a wider demographic. These bicycle cultures are also overwritten 
with globalized marketing, purveyed with youth athletic imagery and directed 
toward the narcissism and latent homoeroticism of men. Within this context, 
electric bikes have no chance. They represent the degree zero of personal pres-
tige. In America and Australia, electric bikes are unmarketed, unfashionable, 
not embraced. They are uncompetitive and lie outside bicycle culture. You 
have trouble finding them in most bike shops, much less finding a sales as-
sistant who will talk them up. But there are reasons for the community’s ab-
sence of curiosity. And to be fair, in many ways electric bikes are inferior to 
push-bikes; it is just that they are more sustainable in terms of a daily routine 
for most people, in which you can maintain a good level of physical activity 
without hardship.

Electric bikes do not flatter any image related to potency. Nothing is less likely 
to gratify contemporary aspirations to vigour than the electric bike. We live in 
a world which is highly overdetermined with medial images; and cycling, like so much else, is a branded phe-
nomenon. Serious things are at stake, like carbon emissions and the personal health of an ageing population; 
and perhaps the best means to tackle these problems are ruled, somehow, as culturally illegitimate.

The dominant image of cycling (identified through lycra and flashy eroticised biomorphic helmets) is brand-
ed as youthful and vigorous, sexy and potent. It is a globalized aesthetic and symbolic order which is hostile 
to middle-age would-be commuters who would have to travel at lower speeds and who would feel very self-
conscious wearing the branded youthful paraphernalia which seem to be prescribed by the ambient cultural 
stereotypes.

From a design point of view, the question is how might the electric bike either conform to prevailing tastes 
and promotional strategies or (in a more enlightened spirit) identify a distinctive and progressive cultural 
address? How can they reach an inclusive demographic, appealing to people of diverse ages, body-image 
and ethnicity? Although by nature and by ideology I favour the latter option, I feel that all available ideas 
need to be examined and given their due as research.

It is useful to locate the electric bike in the context of design archetypes. An archetype in design is any object 
which is also a fixed and self-contained symbol. A particularly powerful one is the motorbike, which has a cu-
rious relation to the bicycle. Though motorbikes have cultural prestige, their glamour is specific to the macho 
archetype (low seat, fat tyres, large petrol tank, rider’s bent knees) and does not transfer to the motorization 
of conventional bikes.

Electric bikes—especially when limited to 200 Watt (as they are by law in Australia)—are not rugged but 
gentle, slow by automotive standards and rather on the quaint side. They rather lack an open-road facility 
(being limited in range to the 40 or so kilometres already mentioned) and are only suitable for defined urban 
contexts. Their use presupposes a nearby destination and probably return journey. They are not for riding off 
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into the unknown. Electrical bikes are gentle home-body machines and will never be a symbol of adventure 
or even freedom, even though in the hour or two for which they are ridden, the experience may be joyful and 
psychologically liberating. 

Attempts have been made to make the electric bike conform to the celebrated archetype of the more feminized 
motor-scooter, with moulded carapace and step-though chassis and with a little floor for the feet; however, 
this delightful organic aesthetic does not logically celebrate the hip-action of pedalling at a crankshaft; and 
the designs for electric bike along the lines of motor-scooter seem visually illogical. The most popular electric 
bike which is made to look a bit like a Vespa, though undoubtedly handsome, is clumsy to ride. There is not 
even a possibility of height adjustment for the seat, which is critical to comfortable and strong pedalling. The 
low seat, fashioned on the folded leg motif of motor-scooter riding, is impractical for the quadriceps action 
used in thrusting at a crankshaft. 

It must be painful for designers to contemplate strategies within such a conservative context. Both the design 
and marketing of electric bikes should probably not rely on any identification with existing stereotypes, 
namely motorbike, motor-scooter and conventional bike. Each of these fails the expectations of the electric 
bike user, just as the electric bike fails the expectations around the other better-known two-wheelers. The 
electric bike needs to find its own symbolic logic and an aesthetic that celebrates it. The search for this au-
tonomous identity must begin with the examination of the distinctive function and use of the electric bike.

The image that follows from the function would be low key. It would favour rationality, maturity, gentleness, 
reliability, urban work-ethic, efficiency, the high moral ground of conservation values and ecology. Prob-
ably not very hip. Electric bikes are failing because of problems associated with image. The agonies are not 
primarily about engineering; though in my experience the gearing is all wrong and they are hard to pedal 
comfortably at top speed because your feet spin around too fast. In my own, I had to fit a larger front sprocket 

so that I can contribute my energy at cruising speed. All in all, I am inclined 
to conclude that the design and marketing of electric bikes are a mess. It is too 
much of a low social priority. No doubt if one percent of the world budget on 
automotive advertising were redirected to support research in electric bikes, 
we would have a beautiful and compelling solution within months.

This is not to say that there are not significant problems; and some of the engi-
neering and image problems seem intractable because bound up in a string of 
contradictions or contrary demands. Electric bikes are heavy, and the symbol-
ism and practical issues of weight are hard to reconcile. I have every sympathy 
for cyclists who want a really light bike. Not only do light bikes allow you to 
accelerate and power uphill with less effort but they are more manageable off-
road.

In New York or Florence, for example, you have no off-street room (like a yard 
or a verandah or front garden) to sequester the darling machine. So you either 
attach it to a post or bring it upstairs. Wherever you go in the East Village in 
New York, you see crushed bicycles on the sidewalk, now derelict machines 
which have been scrunched by a parking car or lorry.

It is a melancholy sight, poignantly allegorizing the vulnerability of the cy-
clist, and many of the victims are relatively new. Tragic. So the prospect of hav-
ing a light bike that you can bring up the stairs—and hence save the machine 

from this utterly premature execution—is a strong temptation. In some parts of the world, the fad of light 
bikes seems a luxury, but in dense cities, it is a necessity. The development of carbon fibre bikes also gives 
this tendency the sense of technological destiny for bikes, behind which the electric bike is always likely to 
lag symbolically.

But I think it is also silly to see the issue in terms of either or. From one end of the taxonomy to the other, the 
cost of bikes is relatively low. A middle-class person who has the space can afford two or three. One of them 
can be electrified, so that the advantages of either can be enjoyed for any trip. It seems to me that we allow 
ourselves similar logic with shoes and other items of clothing, which come at a comparable cost. For example, 
I just bought a beautiful bike on eBay for A$79.00. You cannot get shoes for that. Compared to cars, even the 
expensive ones cheap. So, if you had the hanging room, why not have a small fleet, when they can be used 
for very different occasions to yield the necessary comforts and attractions? For example, I would hate to 
head out in the rain without mudguards. The spatter is hideous. Similarly, the tyre width and style need to be 
matched for the occasion, just as with clothing. If I want to spend the whole trip singing and whistling, I take 
the electric bike. If I am feeling full of beans, I take the racer.

We tend to think of ‘the bike’: you take ‘the bike’ instead of ‘the car’. It is a class of machine and you only have 
one. But it is better to think of bikes a bit like shoes, from whose charming plurality you choose the best option 
each day for different wearing conditions, if not wardrobe. You have sandals, flipflops, canvas shoes, soft 
leather shoes, heavy leather shoes and boots. A scaled down version of this might apply to bikes. Before long, 
you have an enthusiasm for the idea, even though bikes do not quite reach the fetish status of footwear.

the conceptual challenge 

Is not so much to make 

bIcycles equIvalent to  

cars as to make them 

equIvalent to shoes

In most senses, bikes are unlike shoes; but they do a somewhat similar job in insulating you from the pave-
ment as a smooth intermediary between your skin and the world that you move over. But what is so remark-
able about the bicycle ride is not that it insulates you from the pavement but also the competitive preoccu-
pations of the motorists. And even more remarkably, it insulates you from the radio, the CD and all forms of 
media; it puts you outside the now-planetary prison of advertising and places you in a different time-space, 
a zone where contemplation negotiates with corporal effort.

Riding a bike of whatever kind, you seem to belong to a different epoch, except that it is now. Though a part 
of today’s infrastructure and traffic laws, you are closer to people who used to ride horses to get anywhere, as 
opposed to the people in trains or in cars, for which there is no archaic equivalent. So you do not need to be a 
part of contemporary preoccupations if you want to imagine otherwise, not that it is at all nostalgic. It is just 
a kind of temporal hiatus, congruent with the rhythms of the mount.

Every cyclist travels with his or her own fantasy, imaginary fragments that pass in and out of reality. For some 
cyclists, the image is clearly not detached from media. Theoretically, you could plug in even while riding. 
I have seen many cyclists doing it. They wear earphones and I dare say blast their eardrums with the iPod 
to overcome the combined roar of traffic and the wind on the earphone cable. I tried this once and found it 
stressful. But what for me defeats the whole purpose of riding—which involves the purity of my headspace—is 
the fulfilment of others who possibly see the journey in speedier terms. Probably their taste in music is of a 
percussive kind that competes favourably with traffic noise.

In all events, the conventional bike is rich in opportunities that languish for no good reason. I often watch the 
traffic and notice that the drivers are young; they do not look sick and there is no apparent physical reason 
why they could not be riding a bike. The reasons are psychological and cultural. For many, the automotive 
habits are so ingrained that there are no serious alternatives. The only alternative to the car is a vehicle for 
leisure. Years ago, when I bought my electric bike, I was enthusiastically telling a relative about it. Ah, he 
exclaimed, you have a new toy.

Generally, bikes suffer from lightness of the wrong kind, the air of inconsequentiality or frivolity. 
Against the institutional world of capital and family, the bike is seen as juvenile, a bit irresponsible. 
And a mum or dad who rides a bike when he or she should know better (do not mention carrying the 
kids in a child seat) offends the expectation of risk management that restricts people’s movement to 

an armoured tank. The physical lightness of the bike itself is almost a symbol of the ‘lightweight’ social status 
that it suffers, a thing of no gravity or momentum.

The conceptual challenge is not so much to make bicycles equivalent to cars as to make them equivalent to 
shoes. The special dignity of bikes has nothing to do with a perception of authority on the road or in company 
of stature. As with women’s shoes, it is the lighter ones that are the more expensive and prestigious, even 
though their use is limited and they are rather on the delicate side. The prestige is quite different to that of 
cars; and although the two vehicles are in one sense locked in a contest for space and privilege, they earn their 
status through different avenues.

The weight that bicycles need most is of a legal nature. The best protection for cyclists as a whole is fear on 
the part of motorists that they may be responsible for an accident involving a cyclist. When I was a boy, the 
attitude among motorists to cyclists can only be described as intolerant, hostile and bullying. Cyclists were 
shown little respect and it seemed clear that motorists believed that they cyclists had no place on the road. 
Conventions and the law have changed this in Australia—with its bike lanes and demonstrative bays at traf-
fic lights—though the Australian and American penalties applying to automotive infringements of cyclists’ 
rights are weak relative to those in countries like Germany. Personally, I would prefer a culture of sympathy 
induced by education over fear promulgated by severe punishments. However, the legal weight of cycling 
clearly needs to be enhanced by whatever means. Just as my relative thought that my bike was a toy, so au-
tomotive citizens think of cyclists as imprudent and risk-taking. Gee, you are game to be riding that, I often 
hear.

This is also natural, because motorists come from a culture of protection. Cars are now fitted with airbags and 
side-impact resistance; they are bristling with safety features, preventing locked wheels upon braking; and 
basic features like seat belts have been around for 40 years. There are no counterparts to any of this on a bike 
and, with rising consciousness of OHS being mandatory in industry, riding a fast machine with such a paucity 
of safety measures seems foolhardy. Helmets and goggles, gloves and hi-viz jackets, still do not provide much 
insulation in the event of a crash. Even for cars, the lack of weight in automotive collisions is always known 
as a terrible disadvantage. So for much of the automotive community, the wholesale exposure of the body to 
impact in a cycling accident seems a risk not worth taking.

Safety cultures, with the best will in the world, add weight to the reluctance of wavering commuters contem-
plating the use of a bicycle. Guided above all by a sense of liability, safety cultures do not acknowledge en-
vironmental scruples as grounds for laxity in safety precautions. Alas, people do get killed on bikes. Nothing 
so abruptly dispels the illusion of flow on a bike than the thought of a crash. The statistics are not good. There 
is no point complaining that safety now features so prominently on the public agenda. It ought to, even if in 
the short term it discourages cycling.
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And so, although by nature I prefer a friendly rapport between cyclists and motorists, I can see that the 
various forms of positive discrimination are needed to offset the advantages of physical weight (and speed 
and physical protection) that cars have relative to bikes. For example, the rule that applies with the relation 
between cars and public transport should also apply to cars and bikes. 

A tram or train always has right-of-way. In any question of right-of-way between cars and bikes, the bike 
should always be in the right. If such rules take a severer legislative form, lives would be saved and the short-
term embarrassments would be worth it. In the longer term, the ecological savings brought about by greater 
safety would also accrue to the planet.

It would be great to be chivalrous about all this, as cyclists have been for so long. Cyclists tend to be some-
what humble and generously disposed to motorists in the tussle for safety on the road; but legal reforms—im-
posing severe penalties on motorists infringing cyclists’ rights—are long overdue and would give the bicycle 
the weight in society that it cannot attain in physical or other metaphorical terms.

Every other day, give or take a few, it occurs to me that the world that 
I live in could be better. With improved design and planning, contem-
porary life could be less wasteful. We could design our cities according 
to wiser priorities. We could have more efficient transport and organize 

our time more logically. In the pressing context of global ecological calamity, 
these questions acquire an uncomfortable urgency. But in spite of the pressure, 
it seems prudent only to think of such things every other day, because the profit 
from such thought is dubious and frustration is likely. You could easily become 
despondent.

Philosophy itself benefits from sporadic attention—especially with a crisis—be-
cause you fortuitously come at large and imponderable questions from small 
and sharp angles. Rather than some austerely abstract discipline that treats only 
questions of the greatest universality, philosophy can be caught residing in odd 
pockets of experience that were never set up for philosophy; they nevertheless 
enjoy a phenomenology all of their own, where a philosophical idea seems to 
matter in striking ways. Suddenly, and just because you are not doing philoso-
phy, you become aware of great moral pressures around the simplest thing, like 
crossing a road, where contending forces push and pull with one another and the 
role of design can be seen afresh.

Every day, I cross a main road on a bike route to work. To assist my passage across 
this busy road, there is a pedestrian crossing with traffic lights activated by the 
pedestrian. It often occurs to me: should I press the button that will cause the 
traffic to stop? Or should I wait for a break in the flow of cars as they roar up the 
hill, then briskly scuttle across and reach the other side without inconveniencing 
anyone? If I press the button, I’ll wait for a minute or so, the cars will eventu-
ally grind to a halt and I’ll cross safely and legally. But by turning the light to 
red, I’ll also cause twenty or thirty cars and a lorry to lose all their momentum. 
It pains me to witness this spectacle. To regain their run at the hill, the motor-
ists all accelerate in fury: engines roar, pistons strain and fumes hiss from fren-
zied exhaust pipes. And all from the innocent action of my little finger tips. The 
energy required to get the rolling stock moving again is daunting and hard to 
comprehend. Sometimes I imagine what it would be like to push it all by hand, 
what gangs of Egyptian slaves and teams of oxen would be yoked to that task. 
Unthinkable; but in all events—and without meaning to—I have just caused many 
litres of petrol to be thrown into the air.

If, on the other hand, I just nip across, I can save the planet a small burden of oil, 
plus the respective motorists a great deal of frustration. Everyone would be hap-
pier. Admittedly, it is against the law; and there are dangers in skipping across a 
busy road full of angry drivers. So the police might not be so happy; and neither 
would I, especially if, in my haste, I were unfortunate enough to stumble. So 
which option do I choose? An environmentally healthy action which is officially 
banned or a sanctioned action which is environmentally damaging?

Theoretically, I could say that it is not I who cause the cars to stop but the cars 
themselves, for putting their journey across mine, for choosing to go by car in the 
first place, for filling up their tanks and caring little for the environment. Why, 
when I am so righteously justified as to take a bike, should I feel any responsibil-
ity for the carbon emissions of motorists? Just because they are the mainstream? 
Besides, perhaps I should not be saving these drivers from frustration or yielding 
to their mode of transport just because their movement is ecologically costlier. 
This deference is a form of submission to automotive culture, where we make way 
for cars at the expense of lighter wheels and feet. If anything, the free flow of cars 
should be resisted. Have no compunction and be an activist: press, press, press, 
foil the blighters!

These arguments, all of which I rehearse as I approach the post with the button 
on it, are not conclusive; because no amount of extra anger among motorists dis-
courages a single trip. My interventions are not going to teach them anything. All 
that I have done in stopping the traffic is to cost the planet further litres of fossil 
fuel. In short, there is neither a persuasive case to intercept the cars nor to duck 
them; and I have no moral answer to the dilemma that I face each morning, and 
the same for the return journey. I have to work it out each time. The moral crisis 
at the traffic lights is determined spontaneously but never resolved. It is decided 
largely depending on my mood at the time.

c o n c l u s I o n

the  
philosophy  

of every  
other day
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Between philosophy and caprice, the moral sense languishes, confused and mystified. And then a superin-
tending idea intrudes, with greater appeal but also further vexation. This is a thought that occurs only every 
other day and periodically overrides all of the other speculations. It is the role of design. One solution to the 
problem of the traffic lights, for example, could be an ancient design called a tunnel. Digging a pedestrian 
tunnel would eliminate the energy wastage and risk of trauma; and the cost could be afforded through the 
savings to everyone’s time and energy in stopping at the lights, twenty or thirty busy people at a time, 
cooling their heels for a minute or so before impatiently lancing their throttle to force two or three tonnes of 
vehicle to bore up the hill. The tunnel would pay for itself, at least in moral terms. Who would finance it in 
the short term, and agree to keep it clean, is another matter. It would have to be a governmental decision, 
afforded through tax revenue. And then I would have to reckon with my own reluctance to take up a petition 
among other cyclists and pedestrians at the junction to plead for roadworks.

It would not be a good idea to think about this every day. Design of a social kind has stressful relations with 
markets and morals; and green issues bring this stress to heightened consciousness. It seems to me no ac-
cident that all the severest causes of environmental damage on earth are also the most enchanting trophies of 
global design. A motorcar is a thing of great beauty as well as convenience, a particularly prestigious class 
of design, rating close to the top of the industrial design pyramid. Similar things can be said for aeroplanes. 
Between them, they account for a very large amount of greenhouse gasses, especially if you consider not just 
their direct emissions but those caused in their production, organization and maintenance.

You could stand at the lights for a long time, pondering the rights and wrongs of intercepting the traffic, 
before reconciling yourself to some yet unhappier aspects of design in our larger environmental crisis. We can 
design some products to have greater efficiencies, to be built with fewer materials, less weight and energy 

and greater suitability for transport. But the underlying structure of any com-
mercial design is to put more products on the market, yielding greater sales 
and therefore higher volumes of consumption.

It is all part of an enormous trap, constructed in excellent faith. Job, fam-
ily, performance review, education, home, holiday, tax: there is no way out. 
In spite of the wholesale destruction of the environment, we still cannot slow 
down, consume less, take more time, eat more healthily and get more exercise. 
On the contrary, contemporary life and management science exhort you to 
ever greater levels of ambition. For most people, the option of downsizing or 
rescaling their ambitions lacks credibility, because it would add to their stress. 
The stress seems here to stay, if not becoming forever keener.

I am not sure that life has become more stressful, because life in other ep-
ochs had other stresses. But now we add to our personal anxieties the further 
worry—filling us with guilt—that we are simultaneously wrecking the planet. 
Previous generations have been able to believe that a hard life equates with 
fate or destiny or even divine virtue or Christian patience. Between sacrificial 
merit and hidden resentment, people were able to explain their endurance as 
standard misery, their lot in life or the malice of certain mongrels who make 
them suffer.

Now, however, the wrongness of our collective social choices stands out as ow-
ing to our own recklessness. We can no longer feel that our misery is a part of nature or explain it is someone 
else’s fault that good spiritual upbringing allows us to endure. On the contrary, our decisions to live the way 
we do are against nature, against the planet, an irresponsible denial of good global husbandry.

Humankind has never had to cope with an insult like this. Instead of finding consolation after a life spent 
in oppressive service, we now face accusations of planetary crime. All those years spent battling the traffic 
to do a day’s work to feed a family and serve society are no longer part of your good reputation and record 
as a diligent and noble citizen; increasingly, they are a source of shame and historical dishonour. We will 
be remembered as the generations who wantonly squandered the finite resources of the planet and did not 
even enjoy ourselves. To the injury of damaged lives and ruined planet, we can add the insult of stupidity: a 
hyperactive quest to achieve unrealistic ambitions that yielded little but stress.

I understand why so few people want to face up to this moral mess. But even if we did not carry the burden 
of our bad environmental consciousness, our access to pleasure is not commensurate with the personal prices 
that we are paying. Of all the economies that define our lives, the hardest to manage is pleasure, because it is 
so contrary. Pleasure is homeostatic. The more opportunities for pleasure, the more expectations and the more 
competition for seizing it; and frustration inevitably catches up.

Take the motor car. The automobile must have been an instrument of bliss when it was first available to the 
masses: go anywhere at anytime in a capsule of comfort and safety. Look at it now: in spite of all the fanta-
sies of advertising, the car is a source of tension, anger, grudge-purchases and rage (and all of this before 
we countenance the greenhouse emissions). The problem is not the car as an item of hardware but the other 
people using other cars, all enured to their noisome journey, all equally bored, impatient, frustrated and bel-
ligerent. Their interests conflict with yours; there are traffic jams, strict road-rules enforced by severe police 
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and cameras. You are trapped in the traffic and wonder where the bliss went wrong.

A large amount of fun, shared among an even larger volume of people makes for a lot of stress. Of course, as 
noted earlier, automotive marketing is still reliant on the fantasy that there are no traffic jams but euphoric 
freedom, endless flying along at satisfying speeds. It is a great symbol of the delusion of pleasure in other 
senses. Even if we could all fly, we would all crash, metaphorically at least: the disappointment would be 
in proportion to the fantasy. And as most pleasures exist more in the imagination than in reality, the great 
industrialization of promise and expectation is extremely fragile.

The world is an organic place and everything that we do within it finds itself in a balance of parallel will and 
contrary energy. The greatest opportunities that we have for sustainable pleasure are where we have the least 
impact on the environment, the least likelihood of someone else striving for the same exclusive thing at the 
same time, where we have nothing to compete for and all the people affected by our pleasure might share 
in it and hence reciprocate with benignity. For most of us, the repercussions of pleasure make major anxiety.

Am I really saying, however, that another gadget, the electric bicycle, can make a difference? This book has 
tried to place the new gadget in the wider context that it would function within. I have attempted to realize 
the connections between four distinct themes in a coherent framework of stress and the moral unsustain-
ability of most worthy resolutions. First, why can we not stick at exercise regimes and what could make them 
sustainable, granted that they are not going to yield huge pleasure for long? Second, what kinds of anxieties 
and pleasures promote what kinds of travel or trips? Which are necessary and which are worth the damage? 
In which of the necessary ones, like getting to work, can we use our bodies? Third, why do the images and 
expectations that we set up for ourselves make us anxious? And fourth, what sustainable spiritual values are 
embedded in environmentalism?

The idea of the book has not been to explore these themes in isolation. Rather, I have tried to show how they 
are all organically connected in contemporary practice and values, and how they may enjoy some natural and 
happy convergence in the further gadget, which I think is a beacon of imagination and rationality conjoined. 
Through this, I have argued that the solution to all of the problems is united. The solution to any one of them 
can only be found in relation to the other.

Commuting by bike may offer an ideal opportunity to solve environmental problems; but you will not 
get people on bikes unless they see it as good for them personally, which starts with the theme of 
not feeling perpetually uncomfortable, allied to getting killed or ridiculed. They need a confidence 
which belongs to a larger circle of convictions. They might be green convictions; but then they have 

to be sustainable too. So maybe it involves access to an ecological spirituality which equally sustains our 
discipline and helps us resist the blandishments of global consumerism.

The virtuous archetypes already exist; but they are all out there in isolation and even in competition. To have 
wider penetration and impact, they have to be reconciled. For example, you cannot persuade some people to 
adopt hippy values unless you can show how they are compatible with a corporate life and family. You will 
not get people to give up comforts and jump on a bike unless they can identify a cycling culture that is going 
to welcome them. This includes their personal safety but also crucially includes their personal image.

The book has sought to unfold several cultures around fitness, environmentalism, family life, the competi-
tive workplace and cycling to reveal their disparity and potential alignment. The solutions lie to hand with 
design, I imagine analogous to the beautiful technological innovation of the electric bike, whose fortunes and 
nascent cultures align with the survival of the planet. Their use is sustainable for the individual, even in hilly 
sweaty cities like Sydney or chilly ones like Paris.

But it is not simple and, even when people agree with all of this intellectually, they waver psychologically. It 
is all too easy to feel defeated if there is no ambient culture that accepts you and makes you feel confident. 
Everything in modern life seems to get harder and harder, like getting to work in the morning. You are very 
vulnerable and fragile and you are possibly not inclined to try out a whole new risky perspective that involves 
a bit more organization and forethought. Even managing the electricity is an impediment, as you have to 
remember to charge up the bicycle as well as the mobile and many other appliances.

After going through some of the world’s problems in terms of health, ecology, spirituality and commuting, 
I have proposed a solution. Toward the end, I have focused on the low-impact two-wheeler which is almost 
unknown in the Anglophone world. Just how unknown they are I can attest by the reactions I get. Even dogs 
bark at me. They cannot recognize the species. They are not an ordinary bike, which dogs have got used to 
since puppyhood. And yet, as alien as they are to canines and conventional cyclists alike, the new bikes are 
green, gentle, healthy and sustainable for the individual as well as the planet. In conjunction with ordinary 
bikes, such machines can provide a number of answers for lifestyle, health, green values and commuting. 
I am pleased to be able to draw upon personal experience and vouch for how practical they are and what a 
powerful solution they provide to the daily pilgrimage to work.

My subject matter has been the world’s problems, seen through the individual’s lifestyle problems; and these, 
in turn, I can see afresh from the perspective of the commuting technology. I have tried to confront some of 
the most dire and depressing predicaments of our age, such as the escalating destruction of the environment 
as a consequence of globalization. With the huge stock of common knowledge about globalization, we still 
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lack insights and arguments about how westernized people might resist the frantic and unhealthy lives that 
wreck the planet.

Against this backdrop of pressure and destruction, I have tried to identify and reconcile the many disparate 
cultures of ‘redemption’—especially health, cycling and environmentalism—with their antagonists: those of 
the competitive business world and stressful family expectations. Through this, the idea of an ecology of 
ambition has emerged, where desires and frustration flourish in a dialectical balance, a balance closely con-
nected with planetary ecology. I do not think that we need to punish ourselves all the time with the problems 
of the earth, which would assuredly be depressing and disempowering. If answers avail, however, we need to 
be forceful in suggesting that they are taken seriously, especially when they are in alignment with so many 
things that we need to do in our vigorous personal lives.

This text, then, has identified sympathies between apparently contrary needs, crystallized in a happy inven-
tion of recent times, the hybrid two-wheeler. This alternative vehicle—the ideal fitness-machine and transport 
system for our times—is not only a worthy and serious answer to personal and social psychopathologies but 
also environmental catastrophe. The invention contributes a fresh perspective on our several agonies and 
gives me reason to believe that our morbid hyperactivity is maybe treatable, even if it is not exactly curable.
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